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Thesis Summary
Organisms are required to perceive, process and remember a wealth of visual
information from the environment to guide behaviour during spatial navigation.
However, our knowledge is limited regarding how the brain encodes and
reconstructs in memory, spatial and non-spatial properties of objects in scenes. For
example, how are object locations, arrangements and identities encoded and
represented across core scene-selective regions? How does the identity of a focal
entity influence memory for the spatial extent of a scene? This thesis used
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and behavioural approaches across
4 independent experiments to investigate these themes. Empirical Chapters 1 and 2
employed fMRI repetition suppression (RS) to examine how activation across
scene-selective regions differed in response to spatial (object Locations and
Arrangements) and non-spatial (object Identities) conditions. Results revealed no
effect of RS in any ROI, considered to reflect the type of task used (inversion
detection). The second fMRI experiment employed a novel task, where participants
responded to multiple changes between scenes. Results showed a significant effect
of RS in two regions, but no dissociable effects between conditions. In two
behavioural chapters, we extended these themes by using boundary extension (BE),
to investigate whether memory for the spatial extent of a scene is influenced by the
type of entity (object/person). Results revealed that BE was observed in both
experiments for objects in scenes (in line with previous research), but not for people
in scenes. Further analyses demonstrated that this effect might reflect the increase
in attention assigned to people compared to objects, possibly to predict their future
actions/behaviours. Together, this body of research provides insight into the
mechanisms that drive RS during scene encoding, and identifies that possible
differences in saliency associated with people and objects may mediate how the
spatial extent of a scene is encoded and subsequently remembered.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
Preface
The human visual system provides a window for observing a rich and
dynamic world. When glancing out of the window in my office I am able to
recognise a row of old Georgian houses, a path, on-street parking and various
objects such as cars, people, rubbish bins, a bench, and a post box. On a daily basis,
the structural parts of my view remain constant (houses, path, parking spaces) but
the people sat on the bench are different, the cars parked on the street are different,
and the rubbish bin is usually in a different location. Thus, whilst the scene
structure itself stays constant in its global configuration the entities within the scene
change in their identities, locations and arrangements.
If I were to walk along this street I would encounter objects as well as
people on my journey. I am required to compute the locations of others, predict
their actions, and identify/locate surrounding inanimate objects. Comprehension of
the visual world demands a high degree of spatial awareness and attention, which
allows an individual to navigate from point A to point B without crossing paths
with people or objects within the environment.
As these examples demonstrate, the visual world is complex and dynamic,
requiring accurate computation and encoding of each spatial and non-spatial
component. We encounter these types of experiences every day, in multiple
instances. Yet, scientifically, our knowledge about how the brain encodes this type
of information is far from absolute. The current thesis follows two lines of
investigation across four experiments to determine how variations in scene content
are encoded and remembered. First, how does the brain encode information about
the locations arrangements and identities of multiple objects in natural scenes?
Second, how do variations in scene content influence VSTM for the space around a
scene?

1.1. Setting the scene
When viewing the world, organisms are presented with a wealth of visual
information. This typically includes spatial elements such as geometric properties
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(Oliva & Torralba, 2001) and non-spatial elements such as people and objects (Bar,
2004; Biederman, Mezzanotte & Rabinowitz, 1982). Such information is
subsequently integrated across time, space and memory, providing an internal
mental representation of the world (Tolman, 1947).
The computation and extraction of such visual information largely
influences one’s ability to interact within the wider environment (Andrew
Browning, Grossberg & Mingolla, 2009). As such, a key motivation for researchers
is to determine the contribution of sensory information in facilitating visual
recognition and memory for space. For example, what is the importance of objects
in our environment? How do we account for obstacles when moving through the
world? What kind of spatial information supports navigation? Asking these
questions enables researchers to infer how humans utilize different forms of visual
information in order to guide their behavior in the world. However, reproducing
such a vast and dynamic visual world in laboratory settings presents researchers
with practical challenges. One method to overcome these issues is to study how the
brain encodes small-scaled static images of single viewpoints known as scenes
(Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999; Hollingworth & Henderson, 1999).
One of the most complex and debated questions in spatial cognition is: what
is a scene? Some have described a scene as a representation of a real-world view
that includes geometric elements, textures, surfaces, and objects (Henderson &
Hollingworth, 1999). Critically, the definition of a scene can depend on the spatial
scale and viewpoint. Henderson and Hollingworth describe an instance where the
scene content becomes a part of the scene background. In one scene, a table may be
an object featuring within a room. However, if the photo is taken from a closer
vantage such as the top of the table it then becomes part of the global scene
structure (the floor). Thus, the point at which a scene is defined must be contingent
upon the spatial scale of the view.

1.2.

Scene gist encoding
Scenes are inherently complex but can be very readily categorised. The

meaning, or gist of a scene can be encoded in fractions of a second (Biederman,
Rabinowitz, Glass & Stacy, 1974; Greene, Botros, Beck & Fei-Fei, 2015; Greene &
Oliva, 2009a; Joubert, Potter, 1975; Rousselet, Fize & Fabre-Thorpe, 2007;
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VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). This ability relies upon the computation of both
conceptual and perceptual information (Aminoff & Tarr, 2015; Oliva & Torralba,
2001) and can be observed for both intact scenes and scenes that appear visually
degraded (Torralba, 2009; Schyns & Oliva, 1994).
What forms of information are required to compute the meaning of a scene?
The notion that object identification is necessary for accurate scene categorisation is
still heavily debated (Bar, 2004; Greene & Oliva, 2009a; Henderson &
Hollingworth, 1999; Hollingworth & Henderson, 1999; Oliva & Torralba, 2001,
2006). However, recent insights suggest that scene categorisation is more accurate
when the objects and the scene background are contextually and semantically
related (Davenport & Potter, 2004; Greene, Botros, Beck & Fei-Fei, 2015). For
example, categorisation of a bathroom will be more accurate if it includes a bath
and toilet as opposed to a bicycle and a chair. Conversely, the gist of a scene can
still be determined from global spatial primitives (Oliva & Torralba, 2006). For
example, small rooms are likely to be associated with single bedrooms or home
offices whereas, open natural views are more likely to be categorised as parks or
beaches (Henderson, Larson & Zhu, 2007; Oliva & Torralba, 2006).
Critically, visual scene encoding requires computation and integration of a
wealth of rapidly occurring visual information in order to determine the meaning of
a scene. These computations are thought to arise from both structural cues and
object based cues.

1.3. Cues within the environment
There are two broader categories of information recognised in the world.
First, spatial information provides insight about where we are including structural
landmarks and the geometry of a given environment (Bar, 2004; Oliva & Torralba,
2001, 2002). Second, non-spatial information informs us about what is in our
environment, which includes entities such as objects and people (Bar, 2004; Harel,
Groen, Kravitz, Deouell & Baker, 2016; Kaiser, Stein & Peelen, 2014; Malcolm &
Shomstein, 2015; Mayer, Vuong & Thornton, 2015; McDunn, Siddiqui & Brown,
2014; Sastyin, Niimi & Yokosawa, 2015; van Koningsbruggen, Peelen & Downing,
2013).
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1.3.1. Geometric/spatial cues
In the field of scene processing, evidence suggests that processing the gist
of a scene relies largely on geometric properties of a view. This may refer to the
size/shape of the space (Oliva & Torralba, 2001, 2002, 2006), the perceived
distance (Burge, Fowlkes & Banks, 2010; Nasr & Tootell, 2016), or the openness
of a space and its degree of naturalness (Greene & Oliva, 2009; Harel, Kravitz &
Baker, 2013; Park, Brady, Greene & Oliva, 2011). These forms of cues are
considered to provide meaning and context to a scene. Scenes containing similar
forms of spatial cues are thought to be categorised as similar. For example, built up
scenes containing natural content may be categorised as a view of a busy city street.
However, if the scene is built up but contains natural content it may be categorised
as a woodland view (Park & Chun, 2014; Park, Brady, Greene & Oliva, 2011). This
shows that the geometric structure of a space can provide information about the
meaning or category of a scene.
In addition, recent research has investigated the importance of scene layout
for supporting scene processing. In particular, it has been evidenced that brain
structures involved in processing scene information in the medial temporal lobes
(MTL) elicit higher levels of fMRI activation in response to intact rooms as
opposed to fractured rooms (room that are displayed with walls fractured into
separate pieces) (Kamps, Julian, Kubilius, Kanwisher & Dilks, 2016). These
observations demonstrate that the MTL encodes scenes as holistic geometric units
as opposed to fragmented scene parts, which might reflect the role of these regions
in encoding information relevant for spatial navigation.
How do geometric cues help organisms encode their environment? Early
animal models illustrate the importance of scene geometry in facilitating facing
direction and orientation within a space during spatial navigation (Cheng, 1982). In
this study rodents were primed to receive food in two locations of the room. Their
observations demonstrated that the rodents were able to reorient to these locations
using geometric cues including the structure of the space as a frame of reference.
This suggests that the spatial structure and geometric properties of a space guide
spatial navigation and spatial memory for object locations.
Geometric cues may inform an organism of their precise location, heading
direction (the direction that the individual is heading/facing in their environment),
and the distance they would need to travel from point A to point B (Baumann, Chan
15

& Mattingley, 2010; Epstein & Vass, 2014; Maguire et al., 1998). For example, in a
built-up scene, the layout of the structures will be encoded in memory to provide an
overall spatial framework to ensure the organism can effectively navigate through
the space.
1.3.2. Landmark cues
The definition of what constitutes an object or a spatial landmark remains
controversial (Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1999; Chan, Baumann, Bellgrove &
Mattingley, 2012; Tommasi et al., 2012). Some objects are considered structural
landmarks if they afford a high measure of spatial permanence (their degree of
‘fixedness’ to a location), appear highly space defining (objects that encompass a
large degree of space), or are large in physical size (Troiani, Stigliani, Smith &
Epstein, 2014). Here, I describe landmarks as navigationally relevant space defining
units that provide information about one’s location within the environment
(Epstein, Harris, Stanley & Kanwisher, 1999; Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein,
2015; Vass & Epstein, 2013). Critically, prior evidence has identified landmarks as
important units for guiding action and behaviour during navigation (Ganel &
Goodale, 2003; Grezes, Tucker, Armony, Ellis & Passingham, 2003; Janzen & van
Turennout, 2004; Kim, & Nevatia, 1994).
There are typically two types of landmark cues: global and local landmarks
(Steck, 2000). Global landmarks are structures used to guide a person’s
navigational route and infer their heading direction (the direction they face relative
to other external elements) (Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein, 2014). For example,
an individual might use a landmark as a guide for their travelling direction (i.e. to
travel north, the landmark needs to be on the observes left side). Patients with
lesions in brain structures thought to be scene-selective (higher level of fMRI signal
to scenes compared to other visual stimulus categories), showed intact scene and
landmark identification, but were impaired in using landmarks to reorient
themselves and navigate to a given location (Aguirre & D'Esposito, 1999; Maguire,
2001). Therefore, landmarks are critical spatial cues aiding navigation and
orientation within the world.
Conversely, local landmarks are considered smaller entities that influence
immediate goal directed behaviour (Steck, 2000). These types of landmarks include
objects such as monuments, buildings of reference, and post box like entities.
16

However, the degree of variance between local landmarks in their navigational
prominence is less clear. For example, in order to post a letter, a person would be
required to find the nearest post box. This type of object is relatively permanent,
guides goal directed behaviour, and could be used as a reference to guide someone
to a particular house on a given street. However, the same post box might not be
considered prominent enough to be a landmark, used to describe a particular
location in a city, as would a particular museum. Thus, while the use of landmarks
is critical in guiding behaviour, it is important to consider that there are varying
types of landmark cues, such as objects with varying degrees of permanence.
1.3.3. Object Cues
Unlike space, which an organism is able to navigate within, objects are units
that we interact with and in many instances, serve a particular function (Epstein,
Higgins & Thompson-Schill, 2005). Thus, the ability to accurately identify and
locate objects allows organisms to interact with them within the environment. Nonlandmark objects include items that may serve a particular function such as bags,
shoes, kettles, mugs, utensils and laptops/mobile devices. Given that these types of
objects are unlikely to remain in a permanent location, they may not inform us of
our relative location within an environment. However, they may inform us of our
context (Davenport, 2007).
Non-landmark objects, when linked to a particular context, are bound to
episodic memory representations that facilitate scene recognition and categorisation
(Hollingworth

&

Henderson,

2002;

Hollingworth

&

Henderson,

2004;

Hollingworth, Williams & Henderson, 2001). While some objects hold strong
contextual associations (lawnmower in a garden), others may be more strongly
associated with particular location within a scene (kettle on a kitchen work surface)
(Hollingworth, 2006). In this instance, syntactic knowledge about object locations
may increase the efficiency of visual search for an object, which in turn facilitates
goal directed behaviour (Biederman, Mezzanotte, Rabinowitz, 1982), and may be
derived from prior experience, object-context relations and amodal perception
(Intraub, 2010; Vo & Henderson, 2011). Together, these findings demonstrate the
importance of objects in scenes, and the information that they provide in guiding
our understanding of the visual environment.
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1.3.4. People/animals
Besides inanimate objects, we also encounter animals and people in the
environment. Humans extract several forms of information from others; including
identity, body language, facial expressions, and predict their future actions
(Adolphs, 2003a, 2003b; Gallese, Keysers & Rizzolatti, 2004). Whilst a plethora of
work has examined both face perception (Archer, Hay & Young, 1994; Bruce &
Young, 1986; Kanwisher, McDermott & Chun, 1997; Vuilleumier, 2000; Xu, Liu
& Kanwisher, 2005; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2004) and body perception (Downing,
Bray, Rogers & Childs, 2004; Downing, Jiang, Shuman & Kanwisher, 2001; Peelen
& Downing, 2005), the focus has been to determine how these entities are encoded
based on their individual features. Thus, our knowledge regarding how animate
entities are encoded within natural scene contexts and their influence on spatial
encoding remains elusive.
Research examining how people are processed in scenes has shown that
eye-fixations are initially drawn to the centre of a scene, and are then drawn to
people (Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson & Burton, 2010). In their study,
Bindemann and colleagues used a detection task to infer how individuals encode
people in scenes. They identified that participants’ reaction times (RT) to scenes
containing bodies (with no face) and faces (with no body) were comparable,
however, participants favourably fixated on individual faces. The authors conclude
that while faces are predominantly important for recognition of people in scenes,
both the body and face play an important role in person detection.
Interestingly, (Mayer, Vuong & Thornton, 2015) developed a study to
examine whether people ‘pop-out’ in scenes. Participants were exposed to scenes
containing people or machines and were required to search for a scene containing
the target entity (person or machine) from an array of scenes. Results showed that
RT’s were longer when the number of stimuli (load) increased for both conditions,
suggesting that there was no difference between search time for scenes containing
people or objects. However, their eye tracking data revealed that participants
initially fixated more to people in scenes than to the machines. Whilst the results of
this particular study show that search and detection for people in scenes is more
efficient compared to other objects such as machines.
Together, this research suggests that the occurrence of a person influences
the locations of eye-fixations across a scene, however, it does not determine
18

whether encoding of global spatial information within a scene changes due to the
presence of a person. More broadly, these studies suggest that spatial attention
mechanisms may differ when people are presented in scenes compared to objects.

1.4. Key accounts of scene perception
Various accounts of scene representation have attempted to explain how
scenes are processed. Many initial models debate whether scenes are encoded as a
function of their objects and textures (content), or their global spatial properties
(context) (Alvarez, 2011; Bar, 2004; Bettencourt & Xu, 2013; Biederman,
Mezzanotte & Rabinowitz, 1982; Greene & Oliva, 2009b; Hollingworth &
Henderson, 1999; Oliva & Torralba, 2001; Renninger & Malik, 2004; Serences,
Schwarzbach, Courtney, Golay & Yantis, 2004).
1.4.1. Object-centred and scene-centred
The object-centred approach suggests that objects in scenes are initially
encoded, and that this identification provides meaning to the scene (Biederman,
1987; Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Park, Konkle & Oliva, 2015;
Schyns & Oliva, 1994) (Figure 1.1). Early studies demonstrated that scene
processing is driven by object recognition and spatial relations between objects (De
Graef, Christiaens & d’Ydewalle, 1990). For example, objects may be grouped in
order to determine a context, which does not rely upon the scene background itself
(a kettle, toaster and microwave are going to be linked more strongly to a kitchen
than a bathroom).
Evidence from target detection and visual search literature, has revealed that
objects influence the guidance of eye movements across scenes (Peelen, Fei-Fei &
Kastner, 2009; Guo, Preston, Das, Giesbrecht & Eckstein, 2012). Eye-tracking
evidence suggests that attention/knowledge to an objects function can improve
reaction times during visual search for an object (Castelhano & Witherspoon,
2016). Specifically, visual search for objects is faster when an object appears in a
location congruent with its function, suggesting that knowledge of the object
identity and function drives search to relevant locations. In this instance, knowledge
of the objects function guides visual search and facilitates the efficiency of
subsequent goal directed behaviours.
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Moreover, evidence suggests that scene encoding involves processing both
objects and spatial properties alongside each other. This is evident from literature
suggesting that scenes are categorised more rapidly when the object and the context
are related (Davenport & Potter, 2004; Park & Chun, 2014). So, could it be
suggested that the spatial-based properties are just as crucial as object-based
properties for scene processing?
The scene-centred approach suggests that the brain does not process scenes
as a function of their individual objects per se, but models the shape of the space,
extracting multiple geometric, volumetric and object properties from the image
(Oliva & Torralba, 2001). In this model, the objects and the spatial properties of the
image are computed in parallel but independently. For example, the theory
proposes that there are two distinct descriptors of scene information that can be
extracted, 1) external features as defined by boundaries and wider spatial
components, and 2) internal features such as the type of scene content and layout.
This approach suggests that scenes are recognised by their global characteristics;
such as openness, natural/manmade, roughness and mean depth (Oliva & Torralba,
2001, 2006; Park et al., 2011; Ross & Oliva, 2010). For example, a cityscape may
have large manmade structures, be relatively un-natural and score low on its degree
of openness (Park et al., 2011).
Together, these accounts of scene representation bring to light some
important points relevant for the current thesis. For example, they suggest that
scenes are encoded either by their global image characteristics or the local
components. This constricts our ability to extend these models to study how the
brain processes spatial properties of objects within scenes that do not hold strong
contextual associations. Likewise, these models do not account for more social
properties of scenes such as people, and whether the presence of a person within a
scene influences how the global spatial structure of a scene is encoded.
However, emerging models have shown that scenes are encoded beyond
basic visual input highlighting that prior contextual knowledge is also crucial to
form a coherent and contextually rich representation of a space (Intraub, 2010;
Linsley & MacEvoy, 2015; MacEvoy & Epstein, 2007, 2011).
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Object-centred
Building, rocks, cars, grass/plants and sky.
Scene-centred
Large space, natural scene, open space.

Figure 1.1. Example of the types of information extracted for a scene-centred and objectcentred approach to scene processing.

1.4.2. Scene encoding - from visual input to short-term memory reconstruction
While scene-centred and object-centred accounts propose that scenes are
categorised/processed as a function of both global spatial properties and objectbased properties, it is important to consider how these components contribute to
scene encoding and the construction of scenes in short-term memory.
In many instances scene processing is considered the result of a single
visual input, or a single-source. This single input relies on information presented in
the image, and does not draw upon other modalities to inform what might occur
beyond the scene borders. However, there are instances and phenomena such as the
boundary extension error, for which the single-source model cannot account.
Boundary extension (BE) is a memory error where the brain extrapolates
information beyond the occluded borders of a scene, via amodal perception
(Gottesman & Intraub, 1999; Intraub & Berkowits, 1996; Intraub, Gottesman,
Willey & Zuk, 1996; Intraub & Richardson, 1989). BE occurs when participants
falsely report a larger expanse of space than was shown in the original image and is
thought to reflect amodal perception of space (see Chapter 2 for methodological
discussion of BE). The multi-source model accounts for the effects observed in BE,
proposing that scenes are processed as a function of multiple inputs (Intraub &
Dickinson, 2008; Intraub, 2010) such as visual input, amodal continuation of space,
and learned object-context relationships. How does this help humans to view the
world in a continuous manner?
During eye movements, vision is briefly suppressed resulting in the world
being viewed as an array of continuous snapshots. Evidence suggests that the role
of spatial and object VSTM is to help support the completion of a coherent and
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consistent view of the world (Currie, McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin,
2000). This is supported by the multi-source model of scene representation where it
is thought that these ‘gaps’ in vision are filled via a modal perception and
knowledge of object-context relationships (Intraub, 2010, 2012). Moreover, the BE
error may reflect the process of binding visual representations from VSTM across
views to form a coherent and continuous account of the world.
BE has been observed under many conditions, but has critically been shown
to only occur for objects within scenes as opposed to objects isolated from a scene
(Gottesman & Intraub, 2002). Therefore, suggesting that BE itself relies upon both
global contextual scene elements and object information. Moreover, BE is observed
across saccades, suggesting that it may facilitate the integration of consecutive
scene viewpoints, allowing the world to be viewed as a constant, stable construct.
Further to the lines of investigation discussed here, additional evidence has
examined the integration of this information across brain networks thought to be
involved in scene encoding.

1.5. Brain based evidence of object-in-scene representations
1.5.1. Ventral versus dorsal processing streams
Traditional theories of visual processing have identified two interconnecting
visual processing pathways, referred to as the dorsal visual stream (DVS), and the
ventral visual stream (VVS) (Creem & Proffitt, 2001; Ungerleider & Haxby, 1994)
(Figure 1.2). The DVS is thought to be involved in processing where items are in
relation to the user, and is thought to run from the early visual cortex dorsally
through to wider occipital and parietal regions. Conversely, the VSS is thought to
be involved in processing what items are (object processing pathway), running from
the early visual cortex, down toward the anterior temporal and medial temporal
lobe.
Despite evidence of these processing streams across species (Wang, Sporns
& Burkhalter, 2012), it is now considered that they are less distinct than previously
proposed (Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei & Beck, 2016; Zachariou, Klatzky &
Behrmann, 2014). For example, emerging evidence has suggested that regions
involved in processing scenes (traditionally VVS regions) encode a wealth of
information, including object identity properties and spatial properties of objects. In
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the following sections I review this literature with a specific focus on three regions
considered critical in scene processing.

Figure 1.2. Illustration of the ventral visual pathway (yellow) and dorsal visual pathway
(blue) in the human brain. Figure from Wilcox & Biondi (2015).

1.5.2. Anatomy of scene-selective network
With the development of brain imaging techniques such as functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and
electroencephalography (EEG), it is possible to infer the functional and temporal
correlates of scene representation in the human brain. There are three predominant
regions considered scene-selective due to their unique hemodynamic properties
associated with processing visual images of scenes, in comparison to other visual
categories such as faces, bodies and objects. These include the parahippocampal
place area (PPA), retrosplenial cortex (RSC) and the occipital place area (OPA,
formerly referred to as the transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) (Dilks, Julian, Paunov
& Kanwisher, 2013; Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein & Higgins, 2007;
Maguire, 2001; Maguire et al., 1998; Nasr et al., 2011) (Figure 1.3).
There are two key stances towards the kind of information that these regions
represent. Some suggest that these regions are specialised nodes that specifically
encode information about a particular category of stimuli (Epstein & Kanwisher,
1998), whereas others suggest that these regions are involved in the computation of
information across a number of shared feature dimensions (Harel, Kravitz & Baker,
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2013; Kravitz, Peng & Baker, 2011; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). For
example, emerging evidence suggests that the core scene-selective structures also
encode information about the spatial properties of objects (Aminoff & Tarr, 2015;
Bainbridge & Oliva, 2015; Linsley & MacEvoy, 2015; Park, Konkle & Oliva,
2015; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). However, our knowledge
regarding how spatial and non-spatial information about objects is encoded in these
scene-selective structures is still largely unknown.

Figure 1.3. Illustration of the core scene-selective regions (OPA; PPA; RSC) represented in
the human brain, highlighted as the white areas in the cortical structure. Image from
Kamps, Julian, Kubilius, Kanwisher and Dilks (2016).

1.5.2.1. Parahippocampal place area (PPA)
The PPA is a functionally defined region situated in the parahippocampal
cortex (PHC), between the hippocampus and the fusiform gyrus. A similar region
has been observed in the monkey brain. The macaque homolog of the PPA (mPPA)
is situated ventrally and toward the anterior portion of the medial temporal sulcus
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(Nasr et al., 2011; Rajimehr et al., 2011) and is also thought to encode visual scene
based information.
In an early human fMRI study, Epstein & Kanwisher (1998) identified that
the PPA elicited higher levels of activation in response to images of scenes
compared to bodies, faces and objects (fMRI is a method that examines the
hemodynamic properties of the brain by examining changes in blood oxygen level
dependent signal, refer to Chapter 2 for a methodological overview). In addition,
the authors found that the PPA responded almost as significantly to images of
landmark-based structures such as buildings and houses. Conversely, the PPA only
responded weakly to images of small objects such as appliances and furniture.
Moreover, the PPA has been implicated as an important region for
processing geometric features, such as the distance between elements within a
scene (far/near), the content of the scene (natural versus man-made scenes), and the
geometric structure/layout of the scene (open or closed depiction) (Harel, Kravitz &
Baker, 2013; Kravitz, Peng & Baker, 2011). Additionally, researchers have also
questioned the role of the PPA in encoding viewpoint based information.
In their seminal study, Epstein, Graham and Downing (2003) used fMRI
repetition suppression to investigate whether the PPA encodes viewpoint in 15
healthy participants. The authors presented participants with consecutive pairs of
stimuli and examined changes in the hemodynamic response across the images
(refer to Chapter 2 for detailed description of RS). Participants were presented with
changes in the object identity (whilst keeping the scene the same), a place change
(keeping the object the same but changing the background scene), viewpoint
change (same object from a different viewpoint), and no change (repetition).
Results showed a similar level of activation (relative to repetition condition) for
viewpoint changes and entirely new scenes changes. Thus, indicating that the PPA
holds viewpoint specific representations. Results also revealed that the PPA does
not encode information about object identity. Conversely, the lateral occipital
cortex (LOC, involved primarily in object processing) showed sensitivity to object
based information but not viewpoint information. This dissociation suggests the
PPA is involved in encoding spatial based information as opposed to object identity
information. However, this evidence is not supported by other research in the field,
who have observed that the PPA is involved in processing information beyond just
spatial properties of scenes.
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Indeed, the PPA’s contribution to processing some forms of object
information is largely agreed (Aminoff & Tarr, 2015; Linsley & MacEvoy, 2015;
Mullally & Maguire, 2011; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). For
example, evidence has shown that the PPA is able to decode information about
object identity to the same accuracy as the lateral occipital complex (LOC, a region
involved in processing objects) (MacEvoy & Epstein, 2011), and information about
object identity in non-scene arrays (Pihlajamaki et al., 2004). However, others have
suggested that that PPA may only encode objects that are navigationally relevant
(Spiridon & Kanwisher, 2002). These findings suggest that PPA encodes some
information about objects, which can be utilised to potentially aid in place
recognition and spatial navigation (Epstein, 2008; Ghaem et al., 1997; Janzen &
van Turennout, 2004; Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein, 2015; Vass & Epstein,
2016). Moreover, it is still unclear the extent to which the PPA encodes
representations about object identity, requiring further exploration.
The idea that the PPA encodes spatial information about objects is widely
supported. For example, evidence suggests that the PPA encodes information about
objects that portray a strong sense of spatial presence (Mullally & Maguire, 2011;
Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). Mullally and Maguire used fMRI to
examine the neural correlates of the PPA in response to two different categories of
objects, 1) space-defining objects, and 2) space-ambiguous objects. Results
suggested that the PPA was activated significantly more for space-defining objects
compared to spatially ambiguous objects. Thus, demonstrating that independent of
scene context, the PPA is involved in processing spatially pertinent properties of
objects in scenes. Analogous to this finding, Mur et al., (2012) showed that the
ranking of the category responses in the PPA showed significantly higher levels of
activity for scenes and landmarks compared to faces and other forms of objects.
Comparably, neuropsychological research has shown that patients with lesions to
the PPA were unable to use landmark information in order to determine a spatial
framework during map drawing (Habib & Sirigu, 1987) suggesting the PPA
encodes navigationally relevant object information.
In line with this research, others have used fMRI to examine the extent to
which the PPA encodes information about navigationally pertinent locations of
objects (Janzen & van Turennout, 2004). Some of these objects were located at
points considered navigationally relevant, and others were positioned at points not
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considered navigationally relevant. Participants were familiarised with objects
when exploring the virtual museum and were subsequently asked to partake in a
task measuring their memory for the objects. Results showed that activation in the
PPA was increased for objects previously observed in the museum at navigationally
relevant points. In addition, activation was elicited for objects at navigationally
relevant locations that participants could not explicitly recall, PPA activation was
observed. This observation is in line with the findings of Troiani, Stigliani, Smith
and Epstein (2014), identifying that the PPA encodes various spatial qualities of
objects which make them navigationally relevant (such as: degree of permenance).
These results provide evidence that the PPA is involved in encoding spatial
qualities derived from objects and their locations, relevant for navigation.
Despite previous evidence suggesting that the PPA is an important node in
the spatial navigation network (Epstein, Harris, Stanley & Kanwisher, 1999), other
evidence suggests this is not the case (Dilks, Julian, Kubilius, Spelke & Kanwisher,
2011; Persichetti & Dilks, 2016). Could it be that there are two distinct functional
networks involved in scene processing? This question has been examined
(Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei & Beck, 2016; Baldassano, Fei-Fei & Beck, 2016)
suggesting that there are two distinct scene-based processing streams which the
PPA is a part of; one involved in supporting episodic memory for spatial processing
and another supporting perceptual processing of scenes. Despite emerging evidence
suggesting the PPA’s involvement in different aspects of scene perception, our
current knowledge about the functional processing properties of the PPA is still
relatively unclear. For example, does the PPA encode information about object
locations and arrangements in natural scenes?
Whilst this has not directly been tested, a study by Pihlajamaki et al., (2004)
examined whether different regions of the MTL play a role in encoding familiar
object arrangements. Their results showed that the PPA processes information
about the arrangements of familiar objects. Critically, however, the authors studied
objects in non-scene arrays, thus, it is difficult to deliniate whether this would
extend to natural scene contexts and whether this effect would differ across other
scene regions such as the RSC and OPA. Likewise, their study has a predominant
focus on the hippocampus and entorinal cortext, thus, in order to determine whether
the PPA encodes object arrangements in scenes one would need to develop their
research to look at variations in object-based informaiton within scenes. For
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example, does the PPA encode information about the spatial locations or
arrangements of object in scenes or object identities?
Together, these findings suggest that the PPA is not just a region involved in
processing scenes per se, but may also be involved in coding forms of spatial
information about geometric/structural properties of scenes, object identity and
spatial properties of objects (Epstein, 2008; Ghaem et al., 1997; Janzen & van
Turennout, 2004; Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein, 2015; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith
& Epstein, 2014; Vass & Epstein, 2016). However, at present, there is still much
ambiguity regarding the precise functional role of the PPA. Given that there is
evidence linking the PPA with encoding multiple forms of scene and object
information, the neural representations of scenes and objects encoded in this region
are difficult to delineate. Thus, further work is required to utilise the findings from
previous research to determine whether this region encodes relative spatial and nonspatial information about the locations and identities of objects in scenes.
1.5.2.2. Retrosplenial complex (RSC)
The RSC is a region considered important for spatial processing, and is
located directly behind the splenium (Broadmann areas 29 and 30) (Maguire et al.,
1998; O’Craven & Kanwisher, 2000). In the macaque, the RSC (mRSC) is situated
adjacent to the medial parietal occipital sulcus bilaterally (Nasr et al., 2011). In
humans, the RSC is implicated in many disease states; where patients present with
deficits in spatial memory and an inability to orient themselves within familiar
spatial environments (Aguirre & D'Esposito, 1999).
The RSC is widely considered a key ‘scene-selective’ region but has been
critically linked with scene encoding, landmark encoding and spatial memory
(Epstein, Parker & Feiler, 2007; Hodgetts, Shine, Lawrence, Downing & Graham,
2016; O'Craven & Kanwisher, 2000). Neuropsychological studies suggest that the
RSC is one of the first regions to be affected in the early stages of Alzheimer’s
disease, where symptoms include deficits in navigation, spatial memory, landmark
processing and spatial reorientation (Barrash, 1998; Vlcek & Laczo, 2014). This
theory is supported by evidence in healthy controls. For example, it has been found
that during rest, temporal coherence in BOLD (functional connectivity) between the
hippocampus and the RSC are significantly greater for participants categorised as
good navigators compared to those deemed as not as good (Sulpizio, Boccia,
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Guariglia & Galati, 2016). Together, these observations suggest that the RSC is a
key node in networks that support spatial processing, most importantly for
supporting cognitive processes such as spatial navigation.
As with the PPA, there have been significant developments in our
understanding of RSC contributions to processing spatial landmarks. The RSC may
have a role in coding heading direction; crucial for reorientation in a given location,
with reference to another landmark or object (Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein,
2014, 2015), and object permanence/landmark-suitability within scene and nonscene contexts (Auger & Maguire, 2013; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014).
But how does activation for the PPA and RSC differ?
Research has directly compared the contributions of both the PPA and RSC
in scene processing (Epstein, 2008; Epstein & Higgins, 2007; Epstein, Parker &
Feiler, 2007; Park & Chun, 2009). Both regions have been largely dissociable in
their processing properties. For example, the PPA is not largely considered a region
whose primary function is navigation (Epstein, Harris, Stanley & Kanwisher,
1999). However, the RSC is considered a region critical in route learning and
spatial navigation (Maguire, 2001; Maguire et al., 1998; O'Craven & Kanwisher,
2000). This is supported by neuropsychological evidence which demonstrates that
patients with lesions to the PPA show deficits in recognising scenes and landmarks
(Mendez & Cherrier, 2003). However, patients with lesions to the RSC show
primary deficits in using landmarks to guide behaviour during navigation (Aguirre
& D'Esposito, 1999; Maguire, 2001).
Moreover, evidence suggests that the PPA encodes local features of
individual scenes and single viewpoints (Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003;
Epstein, Higgins, Jablonski & Feiler, 2007), whereas the RSC extrapolates
information across multiple frames of the scene (Park & Chun, 2009). In their
study, Park and Chun used fMRI repetition suppression to examine PPA and RSC
responses across panoramic views of scenes. For the panoramic condition,
participants were presented with three viewpoints of the same scene. Results
showed there were no significant attenuation effects in the PPA, whereas the RSC
showed adaptation across panoramic views, suggesting that the PPA holds
viewpoint specific representations. This supports the findings of Epstein, Graham &
Downing (2003). Conversely, the RSC relates different viewpoints from the same
scene to one another.
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Together this evidence suggests the RSC plays an important role in
processing spatial and non-spatial information relevant for spatial navigation.
However, at present, there is limited understanding of how these regions process
more basic spatial relationships between the objects and their background.
1.5.2.3. Occipital place area (OPA)
The OPA is a more recently functionally defined cortical region which is
situated around the anatomically defined transverse occipital sulcus, TOS, in the
occipital lobe (Dilks, Julian, Paunov & Kanwisher, 2013). In macaques, the TOS
(mTOS) is thought to be homologous with the human TOS (Nasr et al., 2011) and
is also involved in processing visual scene information).
The OPA has been identified as a key node in the scene-processing network
(Bettencourt & Xu, 2013; Dilks, Julian, Paunov & Kanwisher, 2013). Dilks, Julian,
Paunov & Kanwisher, used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) on human
participants, to examine their responses on a scene and face discrimination task.
When TMS was delivered to the OPA, participants were unable to correctly
categorise scenes, but their performance for faces remained intact. However, when
TMS was administered to the occipital face area (OFA), face categorisation was
impacted, but not scene categorisation. These results identified the OPA as a region
causally involved in scene processing.
Indeed, other research has also identified the OPA as being causally
involved in processing scenes (Ganaden, Mullin & Steeves, 2013; Mullin &
Steeves, 2011). Using TMS, Ganaden, Mullin and Steeves challenged the objectcentred approach, that scenes can largely only be recognised when the objects have
been identified. During their experiment, participants were required to partake in a
categorisation task (natural/non-natural objects or scenes), while TMS was
delivered to the OPA and vertex (control site). When TMS was delivered to the
OPA, scene categorisation accuracy was reduced, signifying the OPA is an
important node in the scene-selective network.
Whilst the PPA is thought to analyse topographical information about the
scenes global layout (Epstein, Deyoe, Press, Rosen & Kanwisher, 2001), the OPA
is thought to represent low level spatial information about the layout/local features
of scenes (Kamps, Julian, Kubilius, Kanwisher & Dilks, 2016). Using fMRI,
Kamps and colleagues examined what kinds of visual information the OPA, RSC
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and PPA encode. They examined various conditions including intact rooms,
fractured rooms, single objects, single furniture and multiple objects. Results
showed that the OPA responded similarly for intact and fractured rooms, signifying
that it is sensitive to local features, and does not require spatial coherence to process
the space. Conversely, the PPA and RSC were significantly more active for
spatially intact rooms as opposed to fractured rooms, suggesting that they rely on
spatial coherence within a scene to form global scene representations, which
provide context. These results are consistent with the theory that more posterior
regions such as the OPA represent the local elements and features of scenes
(Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei & Beck, 2016; Baumann & Mattingley, 2016).
Given that recent evidence suggests crosstalk between visual processing and
memory streams (Baldassano et al., 2016) it could be argued that object and scene
processing pathways, two previously assumed parallel streams, cross-talk to
support recognition of items in the environment. Indeed, Ganaden, Mullin and
Steeves (2013) showed that despite the facilitation of scene processing when TMS
was applied to the LOC, object recognition was not facilitated when TMS was
delivered to the OPA. Thus, while there remains ambiguity as to how object and
scene processing streams utilise object and scene information, these regions may
form parts of larger networks that encode spatial and non-spatial information about
the environment to support processes such as navigation (Persichetti & Dilks,
2016).
Moreover, these findings collectively suggest that the OPA may encode
more basic spatial location and layout information about objects in scenes, relevant
for navigation. While evidence has shown that the OPA does not encode object
identity per se, further investigation is required to determine the extent to which
activation in the OPA differs compared to the PPA and RSC during object-in scene
processing.
Although several lines of evidence support a broader role for scene
processing in these cortical regions (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998), little is known
about how variation in scene content (spatial and non-spatial properties of objects)
affects the representations that are formed in the scene selective network. A key
study is that by Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, (2014) who examined what
kinds of spatial properties of objects the core-scene selective structures are sensitive
to, and how this differs across the regions.
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Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, (2014) used fMRI to study how
multiple spatial properties of single objects are processed with and without
backgrounds. These spatial properties included placeness (the degree to which an
item is deemed as having a place in the world), context (high or low relationship
between the item and its context), fixedness (how fixed the item is to its location),
space defining (how much space the item defines), distance, (how close or far the
item is) physical size (how large the object is in relation to the real world) and
visual size (how large the object is visually on the screen). Each condition ranged
from ‘low’ to ‘high’ in their degree for each property. For example, an object which
has a small physical size might be a pen, whereas an object with a large physical
size might be a space ship. Each scene selective region (PPA, OPA, RSC) was
defined using a functional localiser.

Figure 1.4. Results from the fMRI experiment across all object conditions, with and
without a background. Regions include bilateral PPA, RSC and OPA (TOS). Results show
the OPA is significantly more activated by spatial properties of objects in non-scene
contexts. Image adapted from Troiani, Stigliani, Smith and Epstein, (2014).

Results showed that PPA and RSC showed sensitivity to multiple spatial
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properties of objects portrayed in a scene context (objects with backgrounds) and
isolated from a scene (objects without a background). Conversely, the OPA showed
similar responses but predominantly for objects isolated from their background
(Figure 1.4). Further analysis revealed that, the PPA and RSC were preferentially
recruited for objects that were deemed more navigationally relevant (space
defining, place related, degree of fixedness to a location and real world size), but
there was some dissociation between their sensitivity to these properties. For
example, the PPA was more sensitive to information regarding the objects
‘placeness’ and its level of space defining qualities. Conversely, the RSC was
sensitive to the object distance and its physical size. Therefore, this suggests that
the RSC may encode spatial information more related to an objects geometric
identity, whereas the PPA encodes information relating an objects spatial qualities
to a particular context. These findings demonstrate that it is not scenes per se that
activate these regions, but rather activation is driven by spatial properties of the
objects both with and without a scene background.
Collectively, this evidence suggests that the scene-selective structures
discussed here encode a combination of spatial information about objects, which
differs across regions. For example, posterior regions such as the OPA integrate
information about spatial properties of objects without a background, whereas the
more anterior/medial regions such as the RSC and PPA encode spatial information
about objects that can be relayed to their individual geometric identity and their
spatial relevance for contextual understanding.

1.6. Towards an understanding of object-in-scene representations:
converging evidence between brain and behaviour
Repetition suppression is a phenomenon whereby the neural signal and
BOLD signal is reduced when a stimulus is repeated. In fMRI, RS is thought to
probe attenuation of neural populations and has been identified as a useful tool to
establish the function of different brain regions across multiple networks (Bouchon,
Nazzi & Gervain, 2015). In the scene-selective network, RS has been used to
demonstrate that attenuation is a mechanistic explanation of the behavioural effect
boundary extension (BE)
Park, Intraub, Yi, Widders and Chun (2009) demonstrate that when an
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individual is presented with a pair of scenes where the second scene is a widerangle view, participants report them as the same (the BE effect). They then model
the fMRI signal across multiple pairs of scenes with this trial order and demonstrate
that not only do participants behaviourally respond ‘same’ during behavioural
testing after the experiment, the effect is mirrored in their neural response as an
attenuation like effect similar to that of repetition suppression (figure 1.5). These
findings demonstrate that the mechanisms that underpin RS may reflect the
behavioural error observed in BE. This seminal paper demonstrates that not only
are we able to model the BE error in the fMRI signal patterns, but that we are
reliably able to infer attenuation as a mechanistic explanation of BE in the sceneselective network.

Figure 1.5. Evidence of a repetition suppression like effect observed for a
boundary extension paradigm for scenes presented from close-wide, suggesting that
the brain encodes this trial as if the two scenes were identical. These findings
mirror those observed during behavioural paradigms where participants repose the
second wider angle scene as being the same as the initial closer up view. Image
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adapted from Park, Intraub, Yi, Widders and Chun (2009).
Both RS and BE are considered to be driven by similar underlying neural
mechanisms of attenuation (Park, Intraub, Yi, Widders and Chun, 2007) where they
have both previously been used independently as tools to understand how the brain
encodes and remembers visual information. In addition, the temporal effects of BE
and RS have been explored in detail showing that they occur in as little as a fraction
of a second right up to 30 minutes later. These effects have been shown particularly
in RS where adaptation effects are stronger for short lag compared to long lag
intervals (Weiner, Sayres, Vinberg & Grill-Spector, 2010). Comparably, BE effects
have also been observed, at both long and short intervals, particularly in traditional
studies where the interval could be upwards of 30 minutes or rather rapidly within
around 500ms (Intraub & Richardson, 1989). In the present thesis, we use BE and
RS as tools at short intervals, though to reflect short term memory for scene
processing.
Short term memory (STM) is a subcomponent of working memory which
underpins and individual’s capability to maintain information in mind which is no
longer present to them (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). In the present thesis, we use
short interval BE and RS paradigms to assess visual short term memory (VSTM) in
response to variations in object-in-scene information. Compared to long term
memory (LTM) which holds memory representations for far longer periods of time,
VSTM permits an individual to maintain and even manipulate previously seen
visual information in mind for a short period of time (seconds). This allows them to
accurately recall from this VSTM store whether changes were observed between
sequentially presented stimuli. Both RS and BE paradigms used in the present
thesis require individuals to hold the scene in memory in order to determine
whether there has been a change in the visual properties of the second scene since
the first presentation.
Given that the fMRI correlates of RS predict those shown behaviourally
during BE, it is reasonable to suggest that these complimentary methods could be
used to ask further questions regarding object-in-scene representations in VSTM.
For example, very little is currently known about how variations in scene content
are represented within the brain, and whether the type of scene content modulates
how the scene is remembered. For example, how does they type of object alter the
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way in which the scene is processed and held in visual short-term memory
(VSTM), and does this change how individuals remember global spatial properties
of the scene?

1.7. The study of object-in-scene representation in the current
thesis.
Collectively, the evidence discussed so far demonstrates a broad and
dynamic scope of research in the field of memory and perception for visual scenes.
However, there remains a gap in our knowledge regarding how we encode and
reconstruct variations in scene content from VSTM. First, how do the sceneselective structures process representations of spatial and non-spatial properties of
multiple objects in natural scenes? Second, how does the presence of more social
entities in natural scenes influence encoding and reconstruction for the spatial
extent of a scene?
1.7.1. Spatial and non-spatial representations in the scene-selective cortex
The core scene-selective structures are thought to encode a magnitude of
information beyond basic recognition of scenes, most critically for object-context
interactions (Davenport, 2007; Davenport & Potter, 2004; Henderson &
Hollingworth, 1999; Hollingworth, 2007; Hollingworth & Henderson, 1998, 1999),
spatial properties of individual objects (Mullally & Maguire, 2011; Troiani,
Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014) and object grouping regularities (Kaiser, Stein &
Peelen, 2014). In addition, some have suggested the PPA encodes novel object
identities in non-scene arrays (Pihlajamaki et al., 2004), whereas others do not find
this effect in natural scenes (Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003).
Despite a wealth of studies examining these regions in response to scenebased properties, the literature regarding scene and object-in-scene encoding is
overwhelming and in parts contradictory. Aside from the neuroimaging literature
studying contextual associations and memory for object arrangements in grid like
arrays (Aminoff & Tarr, 2015; Gronau, Neta & Bar, 2008), it remains elusive as to
whether these structures represent information about spatial and non-spatial
properties of multiple objects in natural scenes. Therefore, we investigate these
themes further to determine whether these regions differentially represent object-in-
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scene information, and how the more recently defined OPA integrates into this
functional network of regions.
1.7.2. Social contributions to scene encoding: How the identity of an object
influences spatial encoding
Evidence from the scene processing literature has predominantly examined
object contributions to scene encoding (Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003; Harel,
Kravitz & Baker, 2013; Intraub, Gottesman, Willey & Zuk, 1996; Troiani, Stigliani,
Smith & Epstein, 2014) with very limited consideration for the role that more social
entities may play in spatial processing.
People in comparison to objects are considered more salient stimuli
(Downing, Bray, Rogers & Childs, 2004; Peelen & Kastner, 2014). While people
do not behave like fixed landmarks which can be used for navigation, their presence
may influence how people interact within the world, and attend to surrounding
space (Adolphs, 2003a, 2003b; Gallese, Keysers & Rizzolatti, 2004). For example,
previous evidence suggests that the presence of a person within a scene influences
the way in which attention and eye fixations are dispersed across the scene
(Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson & Burton, 2010). This line of research has
predominantly studied how the presence of a person changes the way humans
perceive the scene not how the presence of a person influences memory for the
spatial extent of a scene. For example, do people in scenes influence how the global
spatial scope of a scene is encoded? Does this affect short-term memory for the
scene?

1.8. Thesis outline
In the preface of this chapter, I describe a situation whereby humans see the
same global scene multiple times, but the objects within that view may change in
their locations, identities and arrangements. Likewise, not only do we observe
objects within the world, but also people. Based on recent evidence reviewed in this
thesis, it is clear that variation in scene content (spatial and non-spatial properties of
objects in scenes may influence i) the initial neural response to the spatial
properties of objects within scenes and ii) reconstruction of scene representations in
visual short-term memory.
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This thesis employs two different approaches to explore how variations in
scene content are encoded and reconstructed in memory. The first approach
explores whether activation within the core scene-selective structures differs as a
function of scene layout and object identity. Using fMRI repetition suppression
(RS) (refer to Chapter 2 for detailed methods), we examine the representational
content across the key scene-selective structures (PPA; RSC; OPA). While these
regions are important nodes for encoding multiple forms of spatial and object
information, research has yet to examine the extent to which these regions
differentially encode variations in spatial properties of objects (Locations and
Arrangements) and non-spatial properties of objects (Identities) in natural scenes.
The second line of investigation explores whether the type of scene content
(person/object) influences how the spatial extent of a scene is reconstructed in
memory. Whilst a vast literature of research has examined person perception, this is
seldom explored in the context of spatial processing. Here, we examine this by
asking, does encoding the extent of space change as a function of the type of entity
within a scene? Is this dependent upon on how many people are present? Does this
change if the person appears to be dynamic (moving) or sitting in a fixed position?
To examine these questions, we use boundary extension (BE) (see Chapter 2 for a
detailed description of BE), as a tool to examine whether the type of entity
influences memory for the spatial extent of a scene.
Indeed, objects form a substantially large portion of our visual experience,
therefore, it is critical to ask these questions in order to better understand human
visual spatial cognition. Collectively, these questions will provide a more coherent
understanding of the complex nature of natural scene perception, and allow us to
better understand the mechanisms by which the wider visual environment is
encoded and remembered. Throughout the course of the next chapter, I discuss in
detail, the neuroimaging and behavioural methods used explicitly in the current
body of work.
In Chapter 2 I outline the methodology used to examine these lines of
investigation. This includes details of the neuroimaging methods (fMRI repetition
suppression) and behavioural methods (boundary extension).
Chapter 3 is the first of two fMRI experiments. In this chapter, we
investigated differences in the representational content of the PPA, RSC and OPA
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in response to variations in object Locations, Arrangements and Identities in natural
scenes.
Chapter 4 extends the work in Chapter 3 by investigating the same
questions, but instead using a task tailored to direct participants’ attention to the
changes between pairs of scenes.
Chapter 5 is the first of two behavioural studies. Here, BE is used to infer
whether the type of entity presented within a scene changes how the spatial extent
of the scene is remembered. This experiment directly compared BE effects for
people and objects in natural scenes, and included either individual, or multiple
entities. The second part of Chapter 5 compared BE for dynamic people
photographed in action, and people who appeared sat down and fixed in a location.
The third part of Chapter 5 examined BE for scenes containing no focal objects.
Chapter 6 builds upon the findings of Chapter 5 by examining whether
saliency differences associated with people and objects influenced BE or boundary
contraction.
In Chapter 7 I discuss the general findings from the four experiments with
key links to previous research, limitations and future directions.
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Chapter 2
General Methods
Prior to the development of contemporary neuroimaging methods, scientists
explored human brain function through the study of brain insult. One of the most
notable cases is patient H.M. (Dossani, Missios & Nanda, 2015; Scoville, 1957),
who underwent medial temporal lobe (MTL) resection to control seizures. After the
procedure, patient H.M. presented with severe memory impairment. This case study
provides evidence implicating key brain structures in specific cognitive function.
While neuropsychological models have significantly advanced our understanding of
brain function, they are limited in that they may not implicate focal brain regions
(such as the case with H.M. and in AD). Thus, drawing conclusions about complex
cognitive processes and linking them to specific brain structures can be
problematic.
With the development of neuroimaging techniques researchers are able to
link both anatomy with brain function in both health and disease, using a noninvasive in vivo approach. Methods such as fMRI have substantially built on initial
patient research. In combination with behavioural cognitive neuroscience
approaches, these imaging methods provide neurobiological insight into precise
mechanisms of specific cognitive events.
This thesis uses two popular cognitive neuroscience methods for assessing
how individuals process subtle variations in scene content during encoding and
reconstruction. First, we use fMRI repetition suppression (RS) to examine neural
representations of scene-selective structures in response to spatial and non-spatial
objects variations. Second, we use boundary extension (BE) to assess whether the
type of scene content directly influences scene memory. Methodological
considerations and analysis pipelines are discussed for both approaches.

2.1.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
Initial studies used fMRI to assess brain function, comparing regional

changes in blood flow during rest and activation (Ogawa, Lee, Kay & Tank, 1990).
Here, Ogawa and collegues termed this endogenous contrast method ‘blood oxygen
level dependent’ (BOLD). The BOLD signal obtained during fMRI is thought to
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reflect an increase in neural activity, where metabolic demand (oxygen and glucose
consumption) leads to an increase in flow of oxygenated blood to a given brain
structure (Attwell et al., 2010; Logothetis, 2010; Logothetis, Guggenberger, Peled
& Pauls, 1999). As the oxygenated blood to that structure increases, there is a
change in the ratio of oxyhaemoglobin to deoxyhaemoglobin. It is the excess of
oxyhaemoglobin

that

causes

a

significant

decrease

in

the

level

of

deoxyhaemoglobin, which results in an increase in MR signal, or BOLD.

Figure 2.1. An illustration of the origin of the BOLD signal. From the stimulus, to the
neural signalling, resulting in a vascular response increasing the demand for oxygenated
blood, creating BOLD signal in a given region associated with processing the stimulus.
Image adapted from (Iannetti & Wise, 2007).

BOLD signal changes can be examined over time (usually 0-18 seconds),
referred to as the hemodynamic response function (HRF) (Logothetis & Wandell,
2004). The HRF typically refers to the time-course of hemodynamic changes
(BOLD) across a set of voxels. The HRF usually shows an initial dip in signal in
the first few seconds, followed by a positive increase in signal between 4-6
seconds, reaching a peak between 6-10 seconds before returning back to baseline
(Buxton, Griffeth, Simon, Moradi & Shmuel, 2014).
However, there is widespread contention regarding the underlying
mechanisms that drive changes in BOLD hemodynamics, as the fMRI signal is an
indirect measure of neuronal activity (Attwell et al., 2010; Logothetis,
Guggenberger, Peled & Pauls, 1999). Nevertheless, the advancement in MRI/fMRI
methods has provided advances in our understanding of brain structure and function
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in both health and disease (Casey, Giedd & Thomas, 2000; Lancaster, Ihssen,
Brindley & Linden, 2017).
The development of task based fMRI methods has enabled researchers to
investigate differences in BOLD for subtle condition changes. Specifically, it
allows researchers to infer the representational content of different brain regions, at
the individual region of interest (ROI) level, or across the whole brain. Univariate
fMRI methods enable researchers to examine differences in BOLD across the brain
for one condition compared to another (Di Salle et al., 1999; Nakada, 1999). For
example, in the scene selective cortex, the PPA originally showed significantly
higher levels of activation of scenes compared to houses, objects and faces (Epstein
& Kanwisher, 1998). Univariate methods such as repetition suppression (RS)
enable researchers to probe the representational content of a region by examining
responses between novel and repeated stimuli (Barron, Garvert & Behrens, 2016;
Desimone, 1996).
2.1.1. Repetition suppression (RS)
Repetition suppression, also referred to as ‘fMRI-adaptation’ (Grill-Spector
& Malach, 2001), is characterised as a reduction in signal/neural firing rates in
response to a repeated stimulus. RS has been employed to study single cell firing
rates (Lueschow, Miller & Desimone, 1994; Miller & Desimone, 1994) and
fluctuations in positive and negative signal amplitudes in EEG (Summerfield,
Wyart, Johnen & de Gardelle, 2011). In this thesis, I will discuss mechanisms
thought to support RS as well as the strengths and considerations surrounding this
method.
In fMRI, RS is used as a tool to probe the representational changes between
experimental conditions in pre-defined regions of interest (ROIs) or at the wholebrain level. Typically, RS reflects attenuation in BOLD HRF, in response to
repeated stimuli, or stimuli which appear visually similar across multiple feature
dimensions. However, we are also able to study RS effects for stimuli which differ
in only one feature dimension. If a brain region is sensitive to a particular feature
dimension across the two scenes, a release in adaptation (increase in signal) is
observed when that feature changes. This is because it has detected the second
scene as different, based upon that particular feature manipulation. However, if the
region is not sensitive to variations in that feature, an attenuation (adaptation) effect
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will be observed comparable to the effect observed for the repetition condition. This
is because it treats the two images as if they were the same (not sensitive to the
feature change). The reader should note that in the present thesis, RS effects refer to
the differences between repetition and non-repetition trials.
This thesis uses a paired-stimulus design, which examines HRF responses
across pairs of images (Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003; Kourtzi & Kanwisher,
2001). That is, in one single trial, participants are presented with two images
separated by an inter-stimulus interval (ISI). The HRF is then modelled over the
two stimuli. In some of these trials the images will be identical (repetition), whereas
in others, there will be different in various visual dimensions (object locations,
arrangements and identities).
Early studies anticipated that RS in fMRI would provide a bridge between
standard univariate contrast models and single cell recordings. However, the
mechanisms that drive the repetition suppression effect are still being reviewed at
length (Barron, Garvert & Behrens, 2016; Grill-Spector, Henson & Martin, 2006;
Henson & Rugg, 2003; Summerfield, Trittschuh, Monti, Mesulam & Egner, 2008).
However, through the development of this method, various theories have attempted
to explain underlying mechanisms that support RS (Figure 2.2).
The fatigue model describes an overall reduction in neuronal firing rate to
the repeated stimulus (Kohn & Movshon, 2003, 2004), where a population of
neurons that fired for the initial stimulus show a proportionally reduced firing rate
to the second identical stimulus presentation. This is potentially explained by firingrate adaptation, where the level of neuronal excitability reduces, thus reducing the
likelihood of the neurons spiking.
The sharpening model suggests that a population of neurons that fire for the
initial stimulus become more refined in response to the second identical repetition
(Desimone, 1996; Wiggs & Martin, 1998). This model can be thought of as the
group of neurons fine-tuning or pruning their response to the learned stimulus.
The facilitation model proposes that the speed of processing for the repeated
stimulus is faster, therefore resulting in shorter neuronal firing rates (James &
Gauthier, 2006). Conversely, Summerfield et al., (2008) suggests that attenuation to
an unexpected repetition is reduced. Thus, highlighting that RS may be driven by
top-down perceptual mechanisms.
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Figure 2.2. An example of the mechanisms that are thought to drive and support RS
responses. This particular figure highlights the three most widely described models;
Fatigue, Sharpening and Facilitation. Figure adapted from Grill-Spector, Henson and
Martin (2006).

These models suggest that repetition suppression may be mechanistically explained
by the facilitation of neural signals. This is reflected as a change in the latency of
the signal, observed as a reduction in BOLD signal (see Baron et al., 2016 for
review). This modal also supports behavioural effects of facilitation where a
reduction in reaction time would be observed (Horner & Henson, 2008).
Conversely, evidence has more recently shown that repetition enhancement
(enhancement of neural signals for repeated stimuli) may be better represented by
inhibitory processes where inhibitory signals are disinhibited, resulting in an
increase in signal (Wissig & Kohn, 2012). However, the precise mechanisms that
drive these effects remain elusive and require further research. While we are unable
to directly infer which model best fits BOLD data in the current body of research,
one would speculate that facilitation models would most likely explain any
reductions observed in BOLD signal to repeated stimuli, as observed in similar RS
and scene encoding paradigms (Epstein, Graham and Downing, 2003).
2.1.2. fMRI analysis approaches for the current experiment
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2.1.2.1. fMRI region of interest localisation (ROI)
Region of interest (ROI) analysis measures the BOLD and HRF within
predefined set of voxels within the brain (Poldrack, 2007). This can be defined at
the anatomical (structural) level, functional subject-level, functional group-level, or
created with a predefined mask.
Subject-level localisation better accounts for intersubject variability in
activation compared to group-level defined ROI’s (Nieto-Castanon, Ghosh,
Tourville & Guenther, 2003). For example, the precise anatomical location of
functional clusters may vary between individuals, however this is accounted for in
the subject-level localiser, where activation is taken from the peak location for the
individual participant. However, this method of localisation may be problematic if
participants do not show active voxels within a given region. Difficulties in
localising activation in ROI’s have previously been encountered during sceneselective region localisation, most notably for the RSC (Hodgetts, Shine, Lawrence,
Downing & Graham, 2016). In this case, functional localised ROIs can be defined
at the group-level.
In this thesis, ROI definition was conducted within a separate experiment
(within the same scan session), consisting of two runs of a functional localiser. In
the present thesis, a run refers to a block of stimuli presented in a set order over a
predefined time frame. Here we use two runs to more robustly identify the regions
considered selective to processing images of scenes. The fMRI localiser scans
involved presenting blocks of different categories of stimuli (faces, bodies, chairs,
scenes), to recruit regions considered scene-selective at the individual subject level.
To localise regions within the scene processing network (PPA; RSC; OPA), a
similar contrast was used to that of Epstein and Kanwisher (1998), of scenes >
faces. From here, 6mm sphere shaped masks were created around the local maxima
(peak activation) of these regions for each participant. These masks were then used
to extract time-courses for the main repetition suppression experiment. A timecourse in the present thesis refers to a number of data points modelled across time.
In this instance, we use a time-courses to observe the BOLD HRF across 18
seconds.
2.1.2.2.

Repetition suppression analysis

RS was used in both fMRI experiments in this thesis, as a method of
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probing the representational content of scene-selective structures (PPA; RSC;
OPA), to examine how activation across these structures differs in response to
various spatial and non-spatial properties of objects in scenes. These experiments
employed an event-related fMRI design, which allows modelling of activation for
individual trials at time-locked events.
Each trial in the event-related paired-stimulus experiment included a
presentation of an initial base image, followed by an inter-stimulus interval (ISI)
and then either a repetition, or a scene that changed in one of the following
dimensions: objects Locations, object Arrangements, both object Location and
Arrangement, or object Identities. Other trials included trials where a fixation cross
was presented for 3 seconds, and task trials where the second scene was either
upside down (experiment one) or contained two types of changes (experiment 2).
Fixation trials are modelled in the analysis for calculation of percent signal change
and last for the same duration as scene stimuli trials. During each inter-stimulus
interval (ISI, the short interval between each scene within a trial), a fixation was
presented to encourage participants to remain focused on the centre of the screen
during the experiment.
Time-series were extracted from the individually defined functional ROI
masks in both hemispheres for all three scene-selective regions. This was conducted
using MarsBaR (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/), a MATLAB imaging analysis
software package. For a given individual, time-courses were extracted for each
time-locked event and collated across events, providing a single time-course for
each condition, for each run. These time-courses were then inspected (blind to
condition), where runs considered to reflect noise were removed from the rest of the
analysis. Event-related time-courses were then converted to percent signal change
(PSC) and averaged across runs for each participant. The three peak HRF
timepoints (7, 8 and 9 seconds) were extracted and averaged. This provided a single
numerical value for each condition (both repetition and non-repetition). The value
for the repetition condition was subtracted from each experimental condition. This
subsequently provided an RS value for each condition (for a review of the analysis
pipeline, refer to Figure 2.3). The difference in percent signal change between
identical repeats and partial repeats (scenes where object features change) was
calculated and used as a measure of RS.
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1. ROI definition in native space
(individual subject space) from two
functional localiser scans.

2. Time-series extraction from each run
within each ROI across the number of
volumes. Time-series refers to the
raw data output collected in volumes
across time. This is then transformed
into a time-course (below) by
sampling and averaging across all of
the individual stimulus-locked events
(each individual trial for each
condition) from the time-series.

3. Time-course analysis of each
stimulus-locked event. Quality control
of the data and averaging across runs
to get a HRF for each condition,
within each ROI.

4. Calculation of mean RS score
(Experimental condition- Repetition).
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Figure 2.3. Pipeline for RS analysis. 1. ROI’s are defined in MarsBaR, around the peak
coordinate of the functional cluster for each individual participant. (2) Time-series
extracted for each run. (3) Time-locked data for each condition was extracted for each run
and converted to PSC. Three peak time-points are extracted and collapsed across runs. (4)
Three peak time-points are collapsed and the average value for the repetition condition is
subtracted from each of the other conditions.

2.2.

Behavioural methods

2.2.1. Boundary Extension
BE is a memory phenomenon where participants falsely remember space
beyond the occluded boundaries of a previously viewed scene (Intraub &
Richardson, 1989). In their original BE study, Intraub and Richardson briefly
presented participant with photographs of scenes (Figure 2.4). After a brief interval,
subjects were asked to redraw the scene from memory. Participants’ drawings
typically included additional content beyond the image boundaries, which was not
previously shown in the initial photograph. This result reflects inflation in memory
of space beyond the borders of the initial photograph. Whilst the drawing method is
still widely used, limitations of the method include the time taken to conduct the
experiment, and the limited number of trials that can be included.

Figure 2.4. Example of the original photograph (left) and the participants drawing (right).
This example shows the BE effect as observed in the drawing task. Participants include
extra information and complete objects, which were only partially shown previously.
Images adapted from Intraub and Richardson (1989).

In BE recognition/rating paradigms, participants are presented with pairs of
scenes, separated by a distractor mask and fixation. Scenes can be presented in 2
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trial types (Figure 2.5). First, scenes can be presented as close-wide (close-up view
of a scene, followed by a wide-view of the same scene). Second, wide-close (initial
wide-angle view, followed by a close-up view of the same scene). Participants are
then required to rate whether the second picture is farther away, the same, or closer
up than the initial scene. This can be done using either a 3-point (-1 farther; 0 same;
+1 closer) or a 5-point scale (much farther; farther; same; closer; much closer)
(Gottesman & Intraub, 1999; Intraub, Gottesman & Bills, 1998; Intraub,
Gottesman, Willey & Zuk, 1996). BE is observed when participants falsely respond
‘same’ to scenes shown in a close-wide order. For scenes presented in wide-close
orders, participants accurately detect that the second scene is closer up than the
first. This asymmetry in responses between the two trial types is the measure used
to estimate BE.

Figure 2.5. Two typical trial types that are implemented in BE. First close-wide (CW)
where participants falsely report the second image as the ‘same’ as the first (defined as the
BE error). Whereas for wide-close (WC) participants most often report the second scene as
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‘closer’ than the first.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the BE error cannot be explained under the
notion that scenes are encoded through a single visual input. The multi-source
model of scene representation suggests that scenes are encoded through various
inputs, building a coherent representation of space based on knowledge of the
context, visual input, prior experience and knowledge of object-context relations
(Intraub, 2010, 2012). This knowledge together allows parts of the scene, beyond
the occluded borders, to be filled in and allows the observer to view the world in a
contiguous manner.
There are two approaches when exploring BE. First, researchers have
studied the mechanisms that drive such a phenomenon. This includes focusing on
aspects such as field of view, type of image (line drawings, photographs), object
size, object distance from the boundary and duration between initial image and
second image presentation (Bertamini, Jones, Spooner & Hecht, 2005; Hale,
Brown, McDunn & Siddiqui, 2015; Intraub & Berkowits, 1996; Intraub &
Bodamer, 1993; McDunn, Siddiqui & Brown, 2014; Munger, Owens & Conway,
2005). Second, BE is implemented as a tool to ask questions about wider spatial
cognition (Bertamini, Jones, Spooner & Hecht, 2005; Candel, Merckelbach &
Zandbergen, 2003; Dickinson & LaCombe, 2014; Hale, Brown & McDunn, 2016;
Mathews & Mackintosh, 2004; Menetrier, Didierjean & Vieillard, 2013; Mullally,
Intraub & Maguire, 2012). This thesis adopts the latter approach, using BE as a tool
to measure whether memory for the extent of space is influenced by the type of
scene content.
2.2.2. BE in the current thesis
In the current thesis, BE error was examined in two approaches. First, BE
was quantified by averaging the scores for closer (-1), the same (0) and farther (+1)
and examined for a significant asymmetry (CW trials reported as closer to ‘same’
compared to WC trials). This is referred to as the mean boundary extension score
(Intraub, Gottesman, Willey & Zuk, 1996).
Second, we studied BE by directly examining the proportion of ‘same’
responses for each condition. The actual BE error is observed when participants
respond ‘same’ to a close-wide trial. Whilst examining the proportion of ‘same’
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responses is not a widely-adopted approach (Intraub, Gottesman, Willey & Zuk,
1996), within the current thesis it provided a means of examining the direction of
the BE error between trial types (CW and WC) for people and objects in scenes. In
addition, it permitted a more precise investigation regarding how variations in scene
content alter the degree to which the extent of space was remembered.
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Chapter 3
Investigating object-in-scene representations in the human
scene-selective cortex.
Bangor University, School of Psychology, Wales, UK.
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3.1.

Abstract

When viewing the world, human observers are presented with unexpected changes
to their visual environment. This includes changes to the types of objects and the
spatial layout of the scene. Despite extensive research in the field, it remains
unclear how activation in response to spatial and non-spatial properties of object in
scenes differs across the scene-selective structures (PPA, OPA, RSC). Using a
paired-stimulus repetition suppression (RS) fMRI paradigm, we investigate whether
RS across these regions differs as a function of the type of spatial or non-spatial
condition. This included Locations, Arrangements Locations and Arrangements,
and Identities of multiple non-landmark objects in natural scenes. Results showed
no distinguishable release from adaptation for any condition in any ROI. These
findings reflect the complex nature of scene representation in the human brain, and
give rise to discussion about the neural basis of RS, highlighting potential
contributing factors that may influence how the effect is observed (such as the
modulation of attention to visual changes).
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3.2.

Introduction
Scenes are rich in detail and represent the local visual environment.

However, due to the inherently complex nature of scenes and their lack of
uniformity, establishing how they are encoded as a function of their basic visual
elements is challenging. Evidence suggests that two broader forms of information
are extracted from scenes. These are identified as i) the boundaries, surfaces and
geometric/volumetric properties (Harel, Kravitz & Baker, 2013; Kamps, Julian,
Kubilius, Kanwisher & Dilks, 2016; Oliva & Torralba, 2001) and ii) features such
as the type of objects, local textures and elements that provide identity and context
to the scene (Bar, 2004; Bar & Aminoff, 2003; Janzen & van Turennout, 2004).
In a pursuit to determine how these types of visual cues are encoded within
the brain, researchers have used methods such as fMRI to identify dominant brain
structures that show selectivity for processing images of scenes. These include the
PPA, RSC and OPA (Dilks, Julian, Paunov & Kanwisher, 2013; Epstein &
Kanwisher, 1998; O'Craven & Kanwisher, 2000). In recent years, there has been a
shift in focus to examine how these regions encode spatial properties of objects
(Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). However, despite these advances it
remains elusive how these scene-selective structures differentially encode object-inscene representations. More specifically, variations in the locations, arrangements
and identities of multiple objects.
3.2.1. Spatial properties of objects in scenes
Objects (particularly landmark objects) play a key role in spatial navigation
(Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1999; Epstein & Vass, 2013; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith &
Epstein, 2014). However, not all objects we see in the environment are considered
landmarks. Janzen and Turennout (2004) devised a study where participants viewed
virtual reality museum video clips, and were asked to attend to the objects
specifically. Results showed that the PPA elicited higher levels of fMRI activation
for objects that were located in areas characterised as critical decision points for
navigation. This suggests that the PPA holds representations about spatial locations
of non-landmark objects which guide behaviour. This is also supported by more
recent research which finds that the PPA and RSC encode spatial properties of
individual objects (Auger, Mullally & Maguire, 2012).
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Auger, Mullally and Maguire (2012) examined the extent to which different
spatial properties of objects are coded in the PPA and RSC, including saliency, the
object size, its degree of permanence and navigational use. Their findings indicated
that the PPA responded significantly across all conditions, but the RSC primarily
coded information about the degree of object permanence. Additionally,
participants who had worse navigational ability were less proficient at determining
an objects permanence; this was reflected as reduced activation in RSC compared
to good navigators. This research suggests that while both regions are critical for
spatial processing, the types of information that they encode about objects is largely
dissociable, where more anterior regions such as the PPA are thought to process
multiple forms of object-in-scene information.
Likewise, Troiani, Stigliani, Smith and Epstein (2014) demonstrated that the
core scene-selective structures (PPA; RSC; OPA) encode several spatial properties
of objects within scenes (such as permanence, visual size, context, physical size,
distance). The PPA and RSC encoded spatial properties of objects both within a
scene and isolated from a scene background but mostly for object properties that
reflected landmark-suitability (high in permanence, spatially defining/defining a
large portion of space, and contextually related). However, the OPA showed
increased levels of BOLD signal to these properties, more so, when objects were
isolated from a background. Upon an item analysis (of visual dimension condition),
the PPA appeared to be more sensitive to contextual driven properties such as the
‘placeness’ and ‘space defining’, whereas the RSC was more sensitive to geometric
based properties associated with the object identity such as ‘size’ and ‘distance’.
This evidence suggests that despite these regions being sensitive to multiple spatial
properties of objects, the precise functional processing properties can be dissociated
between regions in some instances. Moreover, in comparison to the PPA and RSC,
the OPA was found to encode more basic spatial properties of objects, less reliant
upon detailed background content. These findings suggest that these regions encode
a wealth of information, including spatial properties of objects, and that the nature
of these representations is dissociable, where more anterior regions such as PPA
and RSC encode more detailed scene context information and the more posterior
OPA represents more basic information about the type of object. This evidence
gives rise to ask questions regarding the nature of representations in the PPA, RSC
and OPA in relation to other spatial and non-spatial dimensions of objects in
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scenes, such as layout and identity. This is supported by evidence suggesting that
there is spatial convergence across the networks that support object and scene
processing, where these regions may also encode relative information about object
layout and identity in natural scenes (Linsley & MacEvoy, 2014, 2015; MacEvoy &
Epstein, 2011).
3.2.2. Scene network contributions to encoding object identity and scene layout
Epstein, Graham and Downing (2003) used a paired-stimulus RS fMRI
paradigm to probe the processing properties of the PPA. Here, the authors studied
changes in viewpoint, object identity, place change and no change (repetition).
Results showed a release in adaptation for changes in viewpoint, which were
similar to that of the complete place change condition. These results demonstrate
that the PPA encodes each viewpoint as if it were a new scene. Interestingly, results
revealed no release in adaptation for changes in object identity. While these
findings reveal that the PPA is encodes viewpoint specific representations of the
world, others have shown that the PPA is involved in encoding multiple forms of
information relating to global spatial properties and object identity.
Harel, Kravitz and Baker (2013) used fMRI to further examine the
processing properties of the PPA and RSC. In their study, scenes were manipulated
across two dimensions: spatial layout and object content. Results revealed that the
PPA was sensitive to both the global spatial layout of the scene and the identity of
the objects. However, the RSC was primarily sensitive to the spatial layout and not
the type of scene content. These results suggest that these regions have dissociable
functional roles in processing these types of visual dimensions, including layout
and identity. Does this extend to other types of layout, such as object locations and
arrangements? Given these results, one would expect that the PPA would be
sensitive to object identity in scenes and the locations/arrangements of objects,
whereas the RSC would primarily be invovled in encoding the spatial layout of
objects in scenes. While the Harel Kravitz and Baker paper did not examine the
OPA, it might be suggested, based on prior research, that the OPA would be
sensitive to object layout (Dilks, Julian, Paunov & Kanwisher, 2013). Furthermore,
research examining the functional processing properties of the MTL structures have
identified a role for the PPA in encoding object identity and the configuration of
familiar objects in non-scene grid arrays (Pihlajamaki et al, 2004). Comparably,
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Fenske, Aminoff, Gronau and Bar (2006) suggest a role for the PPA and RSC in
encoding spatial more than non-spatial associations of objects. These objects were
again presented in non-scene arrays.
Together, these findings above demonstrate the inconsitencies in our current
knowledge regarding the precise role of these regions in encoding spatial and nonspatial information about objects in natural scenes. These inconsistencies in
findings may be explained by the differences in research questions and
experimental designs used for these papers. For example, the Harel, Kravitz and
Baker (2013) experiment used a multivariate approach to study representations in
this region, whereas Epstein, Graham and Downing (2003) used repetition
suppression with a different research question and analysis approach. Therefore,
one must keep in mind that with different approaches and questions, these findings
are not directly comparable.
Furthermore, the absolute functional role of the PPA, RSC and OPA in
encoding spatial and non-spatial properties of objects in scenes it is largely unclear.
Specifically,

how

they

encode

non-landmark

objects

and

their

locations/arrangements in natural scenes. Furthermore, prior evidence has
predominantly examined the PPA and RSC, however it is important to determine
the contributions of the more recently defined OPA in processing these forms of
object information in natural scenes.
3.2.3. The current experiment
In the preface of the thesis, I describe a situation where an observer
examines a view out of their office window. In that example, the structure of the
scene and the shape of the space remain constant. However, across time, and
multiple exposures, there may be changes to the locations, arrangements and
identities of the objects. This experience is one which human observers encounter
daily, yet, our knowledge regarding how the scene-selective structures encode these
types of spatial and non-spatial variations remains limited. Therefore, the current
experiment used fMRI as a tool in a paired-stimulus RS design to examine how
spatial and non-spatial information derived from objects in scenes is represented
and reflected by changes in BOLD across scene-selective structures (Kourtzi &
Kanwisher, 2001). The experiment consisted of 5 primary experimental conditions
outlined below:
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1. Location changes: The locations of objects change across consecutive
views of a scene. Therefore, we included this condition to examine how
changes to the locations of multiple objects are encoded within the sceneselective cortex. For this condition, the arrangement of the objects was kept
constant. That is, whilst they moved locations, their spatial arrangement to
one another remained the same.
2. Arrangement changes: In the world, observers are often presented with
situations whereby the arrangement of objects to one another may change,
whilst they remain in the same location. For example, an observer may see
the same three cars parked in the same three car parking spaces, however on
a daily basis, those cars may be parked in any one of those three spaces. In
this situation, the arrangement of the cars may change, but their locations
within the car park will remain the same.
3. Both Location and Arrangement changes: This condition examined
whether any of these regions encode global spatial changes (both changes in
the location of the objects, or the local arrangement of the objects).
4. Identity changes: Here, we examined whether these regions are primarily
sensitive to spatial properties of objects or whether they are sensitive to
changes in the identity of objects in scenes. In this condition, the location of
the three objects remains constant but each of their identities changes.
5. Repetition: The repetition condition here was a necessary component of the
design. For example, the repetition condition allows us to measure if there
was a significant release from adaptation for any of the experimental
conditions relative to the repetition condition.
The present experiment draws its hypotheses from the broad themes identified in
the field of visual processing in the occipital and temporal regions which infer that
more posterior regions encode object based information (Kamps, Julian, Kubilius,
Kanwisher & Dilks, 2016; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000) and more anterior regions
encode information about the layout and context of a scene including object
location and configuration (Harel, Kravitz & Baker, 2013; Janzen & van Turennout,
2004; Kravitz, Peng & Baker, 2011; Mullally & Maquire, 2011). Therefore, the in
the present study we predict that areas such as the OPA will be more sensitive to
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object identity based information and the more anterior regions such as RSC and
PPA might show a larger release in adaptation for object location and configuration
changes.

3.3.
3.3.1.

Methods
Participants

Functional MRI data were collected from 17 healthy participants (Mean age: 29
years; 8 males) from Bangor University and the community. Data for two of the
participants could not be analysed due to poor data quality. Subsequently the
statistical analysis included n=15 participants. The sample size was based upon
similar previous studies examining spatial properties of objects (Aminoff, Gronau
& Bar, 2007; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). Participants could fall
within any category of handedness and were native-English speaking. No
participants reported any neurological disorders, and all had normal or corrected to
normal vision. All participants were reimbursed with £10 for their time.
3.3.2. MRI safety screening and Ethics
To assess whether a participant was eligible to take part and be scanned,
they were required to complete safety questionnaires administered by Bangor
University’s Brain Imaging Unit. All participants were provided with full details of
the experiment (experimental information and MRI safety information), prior to the
day of scanning. The questionnaires screened for multiple pre-existing neurological
deficits, hypertension, and metallic implants including dental work. This involved
an in-depth interview with a qualified MRI operator who discussed all safety
considerations with each participant. Participants were required to remove all
metallic objects from their possession and were asked to remove all jewellery and
metal from the body prior to entering the scanning room. Participants were
subsequently told that they could withdraw from the experiment at any point;
regular checks throughout the experiment were put in place to ensure participants
were comfortable to carry on after each run. All participants were fully informed of
the procedures and gave consent to take part. All participants were given a full
debrief after the scan and had the opportunity to ask any questions regarding the
MRI procedure and experiment. This experiment was granted full ethical approval
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from the Bangor University Psychology Ethics Committee and the Bangor Imaging
Group. This study was also presented to the Bangor Imaging Group who approved
the imaging methods, study justification and analysis approach.
3.3.3

Stimuli and Design
The RS experiment employed an event-related paired-stimulus fMRI

design. This design type permitted modelling of the HRF across each trial (Epstein,
Graham & Downing, 2003; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001). A total of 7 conditions
were included in the experiment. These included changes in object Location,
Arrangement, Location and Arrangement, Identity, no change (repetition), fixation
and target (task trials: inverted scenes). (Figure 3.1).
Stimuli consisted of 19 families of scenes each consisting of 5 scene
photographs. Previous fMRI studies have explored scene representation with single
foreground objects (Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003; Harel, Kravitz & Baker,
2013; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). However, in this experiment each
scene included 3 focal objects which changed in one of the visual dimensions
(location, arrangement, identity and location/arrangement). Three objects were
chosen as it allowed us to control for any effects of ‘load’ or number of objects,
while still allowing us to change the arrangement of the objects within the scene
(see Appendix B). For the identity change condition, the objects were controlled for
size to ensure that there were no effects of object size. For the other condition
manipulations, all objects within each family remained the same, therefore any
effects observed could not be a result of the type of objects included. All scenes
within each family were presented from the same viewpoint. Objects within scenes
were not considered navigationally relevant. This applies for Chapter 4 where
identical stimuli were used. All stimuli were made by the author/experimenter. All
rendered images were natural, coloured photographs, including both indoor and
outdoor stimuli, and were 1024 x 683 pixels in size.
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Location change

Arrangement
change

Location and
Arrangement
change

Identity change

No change

Figure 3.1. Example of the condition changes in the paired-stimulus RS design. There are a
possible of 5 conditions as well as a fixation condition and the task condition.

3.3.4. Experimental Task and procedure.
The task devised for Experiment 1 required participants to press a button on
the response pad in the scanner when they detected an inverted scene. This task
required participants to attend to each of the stimuli, and ensured they were paying
attention throughout the duration of the experiment. Conditions were carry-over
counterbalanced. Carry over counterbalancing allows us to confirm that every type
of scene is preceded an equal number of times by every other type of scene. It is the
best way to ensure that there are no stimulus specific driven effects in the data
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(muddied results over trials) and also ensures that every participant sees every
possible order of stimulus in each trial. This is particularly beneficial for the eventrelated design and helps when modelling the fMRI time-course data. This was also
important for this design as it reduced the likelihood of participants predicting
repetition trials, which is thought to influence the magnitude of the RS effect
(Summerfield, Trittschuh, Monti, Mesulam & Egner, 2008).
Participants took part in 4 experimental runs each lasting 5 minutes 45
seconds. Each run of the experiment consisted of 109 trials, which included 5
additional fixation scans at the start and 6 at the end of the scan. Each run included
one additional fixation trial to allow for the carry-over counterbalancing design.
This resulted in 98 trials which were modelled in the analysis. Each trial started
with one of the scenes from each family, this was known as the base scene (see
Appendix B). To represent a change, the second scene would be one of the other
photographs from the same family whereby the objects may have changed in one of
the visual dimensions, or was identical (repetition). Each trial lasted 3 seconds.
Each trial started with the first stimulus presentation of 600ms, a 400ms fixation
and then a second presentation of 400ms. Finally, a 1600ms response period was
presented for participants to make a behavioural response using the button box
provided in the scanner (Figure 3.2). The experiment was programmed using
PsychToolbox (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2000).

+
Stimulus
600ms

+

ISI 400ms
Stimulus
400ms

Response
1600ms

Figure 3.2. This schematic representation shows a typical individual trial from the
experiment.
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3.3.5. Data Acquisition
3.3.5.1. Anatomical scan
Data were collected on Bangor University’s Phillips Achieva 3Tesla MRI
scanner with a SENSE-Head-32AH coil. The anatomical scans were collected using
standard acquisition measures, a TR of 8.4 seconds, TE of 3.8 seconds and a slice
thickness of 1mm. Each voxel on the anatomical scan was 1mm isotropic.
3.3.5.2. Functional ROI localisers
Acquisition of T2* weighted images used a single shot echo Planar Imaging
(EPI) sequence. A TR = 2000ms and an echo time (TE) = 35ms was chosen with a
flip angle of 90 ̊. A total of 168 volumes (scans) were collected across 29 off-axial
slices at 3mm thickness. Voxels were 3mm isotropic.
3.3.5.3. Experimental runs
For the functional T2* weighted images, a single shot EPI sequence with a
TR=2000ms/ TE=35ms and a flip angle of 90 ̊ was used. There were 164 volumes
collected at 29 off-axial slices; with a slice thickness of 3mm. Moreover, each voxel
size was 3mm isotropic.
3.3.6. Data analysis
3.3.6.1. Image preprocessing
All images were preprocessed using SPM8 a toolbox from MATLAB
(MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release R2012a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
Massachusetts, United States.). All images were slice time corrected, realigned to
the mean image, coregistered to each individual subject’s anatomical image, and
smoothed with a 4mm Gaussian kernel (FWHM). Smoothing was only applied to
activation maps for the localiser scans which established the regions of interest.
Smoothing was not run on the data used for time-course extraction.
3.3.6.2. ROI definition
Independent functional localisers were run to define ROIs at the individual
subject level for the OPA and PPA. For the RSC, the ROI masks were defined at
the group-level (in normalised space) due to a number of participants who did not
show bilateral RSC activation (n=5). This effect has previously been reported in the
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literature (Hodgetts, Shine, Lawrence, Downing & Graham, 2016). Activation in
the RSC does not always fall within the anatomical borders of the region. That is,
functional localisation does not always align with the anatomical borders of the
RSC. Additionally, it is notably more difficult to localise during a functional scene
localiser experiment, in comparison to the PPA and OPA (Hodgetts, Shine,
Lawrence, Downing & Graham, 2016), potentially due to its more prominent role
in spatial memory for scenes.
To localise these ROI’s, an fMRI functional localiser was conducted which
consisted of 16 second blocks including an array of either bodies, chairs, faces,
scenes or fixation (rest blocks). The task used for the localiser was a 1-back task
where participants were required to respond via the fMRI button-box upon
detection of an identical image (image presented twice in succession). The localiser
was run twice for each participant and lasted for 5 minutes and 50 seconds, and was
used for both subject-level definition (OPA/PPA) and group-level definition (RSC).
First-level analysis of localiser data was conducted in SPM8 in order to
localise regions of interest (ROIs) bilaterally. Onsets for each block were modelled
in SPMs ‘model specification’ GUI for each run. For each individual, a [scenes >
faces] contrast was established with a threshold of p <.001

UNCORRECTED,

to identify

key clusters in the scene selective network. To build the independent ROIs, 6mm
spheres were plotted around the local maxima of each cluster to include all voxels
that meet the threshold (p<.001 UNCORRECTED). The ROIs were built using MarsBaR,
a toolbox for MATLAB (Mathworks, USA). The ROIs were saved as nifti images
and used as masks to extract BOLD time series from each region for the RS
experimental runs. For the RSC, localisers were normalised to MNI space in SPM8
where the coordinates were identified for the RSC bilaterally (p <. 001
UNCORRECTED)

to create an ROI mask around the local maxima, which included all

significant voxels. This group-level mask was used to extract a BOLD time series
from the RSC for all participants.
3.3.6.3. Time-course analysis.
The time course extraction was conducted in MarsBaR, a toolbox of SPM
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/). For an individual participant,
raw time-series were extracted from each ROI (OPA, PPA, RSC), for each run
separately. Events were time-locked so that data could be extracted from the time64

series for each condition, and plotted over 18 time points (seconds). This allowed
the building of separate time-courses for each condition, for each run of the
experiment. Quality control of the data included examining the pattern of the
HRF’s for each run, for of each participant, to ensure the HRF patterns looked
representative of a typical HRF (see Appendix A for an example). These were
collapsed across conditions to ensure the experimenter was blind to the individual
condition responses. Once data were checked for quality, the BOLD time-courses
were then converted to percent signal change (PSC), using custom MATLAB
scripts. The PSC data for each experimental condition was taken from the three
peak time-points of the time-course (7, 8 & 9 seconds), averaged, and then
compared against the repetition condition (condition – repetition) in order to gain
the measure of suppression. That is, the mean value for a given condition minus the
mean value for the repetition condition, resulting in the mean difference PSC. This
data was then used for the statistical analysis. Initial analysis examined effects of
hemisphere, with no effect of hemisphere, data are collapsed for the remainder of
the analysis. A repeated – measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) was run to
examine differences in RS between conditions, across ROIs.

3.4.

Results
Two participants were excluded from the data analysis due to poor data

quality; this included what was thought to be a problem in the scaling of the data
extracted from the scanner. No participants had to be removed as a result of head
motion (>3mm movement in any direction). Thus, 15 participants were included in
the subsequent analysis. The inversion task indicated that participants remained
attentive to the task throughout the duration of the experiment (>50% accuracy rate)
and thus, no participants needed to be excluded. The low response is thought to
reflect participants pressing the button too quickly and thus, their response was not
recorded. When the participant was in the scanner, the experimenter ensured they
had understood the instructions by observing their responses from the MRI control
room.
3.4.1. Region of interest analysis
Individual localisation was successful for all participants bilaterally in the PPA and
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OPA; but not in the RSC. Therefore, for the RSC, analysis was run at group level
(See localiser methods) (Figure 3.3).
A

B

C

Figure 3.3. Scene-selective regions of interest; A) OPA, B) PPA, and C) RSC. Images
show one participant’s localiser data concatenated across both runs. The threshold used in
order to localise on these regions was p<.001uncorrected. The colour bar represents t-values.

3.4.2. Time-course analysis
The data used in the following analysis was the mean difference for each
condition from the repetition condition, collated across the peak time-points (7, 8 &
9 seconds) (figure 3.4).
A RM-ANOVA [2 (Hemisphere) x 2 (ROI: OPA, PPA) x 4 (Condition:
Location, Arrangement, Location & Arrangement, Identity)] was first run to
explore putative influence of hemisphere. The RM-ANOVA showed no effect of
hemisphere [F(1,14)=.443, p=.516]. Therefore, data from the two hemispheres were
averaged for the further analysis. Additionally, the RSC showed no significant
effect of hemisphere [F(1,14)=.905, p=.358] and was also averaged across
hemisphere. In addition, there were no significant interactions with hemisphere
(p>.05).
A RM-ANOVA [2 (ROI: OPA, PPA) x 4 (condition: Location,
Arrangement, Location & Arrangement, Identity)] was run to determine the
contribution of both object identity and spatial properties of objects between
regions in the scene selective network. There was no significant main effect of ROI
[F(1,14)=1.52, p=.238, η2p = .098] and no significant main effect of condition
[F(3,42)=1.01, p=.397, η2p = .067], suggesting no dissociable differences in the
degree of RS between conditions. Similarly, there was no significant interaction
between ROI and Condition [F(3,42)=.40, p=.755, η2p =.028]. A RM-ANOVA on
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the RSC with 4 levels (location, arrangement, location & arrangement, identity),
showed no significant main effect of condition [F(3,42)=.24, p=.870, η2p = .017].
These results show that there were no significant differences in RS between
conditions, and no dissociable effects across ROIs (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4. HRF time-courses for each ROI, for each condition. Percent signal change for the analysis was sampled during the HRF peak at
timepoints

7,

8

and

9

seconds
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(shaded

in

grey).

Figure 3.5. Mean percent signal change differences relative to repetition for each
experimental condition in each ROI. Error bars are representative of standard error (S.E).

3.4.3. Effect of RS
Upon analysis of the time-courses it became apparent that there was no visible
effect of RS. To test whether RS occurred within each ROI, paired t-tests were run
between the averaged condition values (averaged across Location, Arrangement,
Location & Arrangement and Identity) and the repetition values for each subject.
Results showed that there was no overall effect of RS within the PPA [t(14)= -0.09,
p=.934] , RSC [t(14)= -0.44, p=.664], or OPA [t(14)= -0.80, p=.440]. These results
are discussed further in relation to the current experimental design.

3.5.

Discussion

The present experiment was designed to assay how core scene-selective regions
differentially respond to variations in spatial and non-spatial properties of objects in
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natural scenes. Specifically, we used a paired-stimulus RS fMRI design to examine
whether these regions are sensitive to encoding object Locations, Arrangements and
Identities within natural scenes.
In the current experiment, we sought to explore what types of spatial and
non-spatial properties of objects these regions are sensitive to. Given that the
literature regarding the functional roles of these regions is littered with
inconsistencies, we did not have strict hypotheses about the dissociable effects
between these regions for the conditions tested. However, based on more recent
evidence, we speculated that the PPA may be involved in more global layout based
information within scenes such as location (Epstein, 2005), and the RSC would be
more sensitive to the arrangement and location of object within scenes. Conversely,
with very limited research to date studying the precise functional role of the OPA in
scene encoding were did not hold any clear hypotheses about the precise functional
role of the OPA in any condition.
Results revealed no dissociable differences between conditions within any
of the ROIs. It was further shown that there were no global RS effects in any of the
ROIs. Could this suggest that these regions do not encode these forms or
information or might these results be explained by a methodological consideration?
This paired-stimulus RS design was adapted from that of Kourtzi and Kanwisher
(2001) and Epstein, Graham and Downing (2003) who observed significant
attenuation effects in the LOC and PPA for stimulus feature changes. Thus, our
findings lead us to speculate about the possible methodological considerations
associated with RS experiments, such as attention and the types of tasks used.
3.5.1. Task effects, Attention and RS
One explanation for these results is that participants were not directly
attending to the changes between each pair of scenes. In the present experiment,
participants were instructed to press a button upon detection of an inverted scene,
requiring their attention to each scene presentation throughout the experiment.
Critically, the inverted scene could have appeared in either the first, or the second
scene presentation in each trial and only occurred as often as each other condition.
In the current study our main question aimed to explore how variations in
scene content are represented within the brain. This RS study was designed for
fMRI and we did not have any prior hypotheses about behaviour. The task was
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introduced into the design to try and ensure participants remained attentive during
scanning while still allow for the carry-over counterbalancing design. However,
while participants remained attentive to the scenes, it could be suggested that they
may not have noticed the changes between the scenes within each pair, and were
instead awaiting a ‘pop-out’ effect from the inverted scene. Specifically,
participants may have directed their attention to awaiting the presence of an
inverted scene before responding, therefore reducing their attentional focus to less
salient changes between the pair of scenes.
Eger, Henson and Dolan (2004) studied the effects of attention in observing
BOLD during RS. In their study they identified that attention to images of objects
was critical for evoking RS effects, whereas when attention was directed away from
the objects, the RS effect disappeared. In the case of the present study, the absense
of RS was not modulated by explicitly ‘ignored’ stimuli, but it could be suggested
that the task inadvertently modulated participants attention towards detecting the
inverted scene and away from the subtle scene variations.
Prior evidence has suggested that RS/adaptation should be automatically
observed across the cortex as it is driven by various underlying neural mechanisms
which also support repetition priming (Wiggs & Martin, 1998). Conversely, others
have demonstrated the importance of attention in RS paradigms, reporting that
varying task types can influence how RS is observed (Eger, Henson, Driver &
Dolan, 2004; Henson, Shallice, Gorno-Tempini & Dolan, 2002). Henson, Shallice,
Gorno-Tempini and Dolan recognised that RS is not an automatic response to
repeated stimuli, but is in fact driven by top-down attention mechanisms. Indeed,
this does not explain instances where RS is observed during passive viewing
(Jessen et al., 2002).
The mechanisms that drive changes in BOLD during RS are still
undetermined (Barron, Garvert & Behrens, 2016; Feuerriegel, 2016; Hsu,
Hamalainen & Waszak, 2014; Kovacs & Vogels, 2014). Some evidence suggests
that the type of stimuli, the regions of interest examined, and the type of task needs
to be accounted for in any RS experiment (Epstein, Parker & Feiler, 2008). Thus,
with such variation across fMRI results it is challenging to know exactly what was
driving the absence of RS in the present experiment. However, based on the
evidence outlined above we consider this to reflect a methodological concern such
as the type of task used.
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Nonetheless, these findings suggest that direct attention to the changes
between scenes in this particular paradigm may be critical for achieving the desired
attenuation effect, and that the type of task used could have modulated participants’
attention specifically toward inverted scenes and subsequently reducing their
attention to observing variations in scene content between pairs of scenes. To the
best of our knowledge, this has not been explicitly examined for paired-stimulus
designs in response to complex scene encoding.
3.5.2. Considerations and future research
A major strength of the paired-stimulus fMRI paradigm is that we can infer
how variations in visual content are represented within specific brain regions.
Given that the visual world is dynamic, having a paradigm that can infer how the
brain encodes subtle variations in scene content is hugely advantageous. However,
in the present study we suggest that the type of task used may explain the
inconsistencies in findings. A main limitation in the field is the inconsistency in our
knowledge regarding how the type of task modulates RS, specifically for a pairedstimulus design.
Therefore, moving forward, it is important to consider how attention focus
during the task changes the way in which RS is observed. For example, will
developing a task that requires participants to directly attend to the changes
between image pairs be strong enough to evoke RS? Examining whether the type of
task changes how RS is observed, will provide valuable contribution to other
researchers considering using RS as a method to study how variations in visual
content are represented across various cortical structures.
3.5.3. Concluding remarks
To conclude, more research is required in order to determine the
mechanisms that influence RS in the context of the present experiment, and other
similar RS paradigms. The following chapter examines these inconsistencies and
delivers a new task directing participants’ attention directly to the changes between
scenes, to examine how variations in scene content are represented in the sceneselective cortex.
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Chapter 4
Examining object-in-scene representations: Task
differences in fMRI repetition suppression
Bangor University, School of Psychology, Wales, UK.
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4.1

Abstract

The experiment in Chapter 3 used fMRI in a paired-stimulus RS design to examine
how variations in spatial properties (Locations and Arrangements) and non-spatial
properties (Identities) of objects are represented in core scene-selective structures
(PPA; RSC; OPA). The previous study revealed no effect of RS in any ROI,
considered a reflection of the type of task used (detection of inverted scenes). The
present study built upon this observation by using the same paradigm to re-examine
the representational content of these brain structures, while using a task that
directed participants’ attention to the changes between paired scenes. Results
indicated a significant effect of RS in the OPA and RSC, however no dissociable
differences in RS were observed between experimental conditions. No effects of RS
were observed in the PPA. Results of the whole-brain analysis revealed bilateral
clusters in the inferior parietal lobe (IPL) for changes in object Arrangement
compared to changes in object Location. These findings are discussed in relation to
our current research questions. While we are unable to draw any further conclusions
about the processing properties of the scene-selective structures, our results indicate
the importance of direct attention to changes between paired scenes, for observing
RS.
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4.2

Introduction
Research studying the functional architecture of the human brain have

identified regions which show specialised hemodynamic properties in response to
certain categories of stimuli. In the domain of visual scene processing there are
three prominent structures, which are thought to encode information about the
visual environment (PPA; RSC; OPA). Despite recent evidence suggesting these
structures encode spatial properties of objects in scenes (Troiani, Stigliani, Smith &
Epstein, 2014), our knowledge regarding how these regions further encode
variations in spatial layout and object identity is far from clear. Given that objects
form a large portion of our visual experience; asking these questions is critical, in
order to better understand human visual spatial cognition.
In the previous Chapter, participants took part in a paired-stimulus RS
paradigm, where they were required to press a button upon detection of an inverted
scene. While the task was only included to ensure participants remained attentive
throughout the duration of the experiment, results revealed no effect of RS within
any of the ROIs; and no dissociable differences in RS between conditions. Thus, we
considered that the type of task, and possible attention mechanisms associated,
might have influenced these results.
4.2.1. Considerations for findings in Chapter 3
When considering the results from Chapter 3, three possible explanations
arise. First, these particular scene-selective structures are not sensitive to the spatial
and non-spatial properties of objects, which were examined in Chapter 3. Second,
the paired adaptation method may not have been sufficient for assessing subtle
changes in scene content. Third, the task used (inversion detection) may have
distracted participants from noticing the changes between stimulus pairs and thus, a
lack of attention may have prevented a release in adaptation.
When considering the first instance it is plausible that these regions may not
be sensitive to these particular kinds of features/manipulations. However, prior
evidence has suggested that these regions, particularly the PPA, are sensitive to
object arrangements and some suggest even identity in non-scene arrays (Aminoff
& Tarr, 2015; MacEvoy & Epstein, 2011; Pihlajamaki et al., 2004). In other
instances, these regions have been shown to elicit BOLD activation in response to
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basic spatial properties of objects in scenes (Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein,
2014). Thus, based on these previous findings, it is plausable to study these regions
further in response to spatial and non-spatial properties of objects in scenes.
Second, we must consider whether the paired-stimulus design was sufficient
for detecting subtle changes between scenes. This design was chosen specifically to
examine how variations in scene content are represented within these regions.
Similar research has used the same design and successfully observed effects of RS
(Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001). Epstein,
Graham and Downing used this particular RS method to examine the PPA’s
response to processing small manipulations of scene content/context. Results
demonstrated that this version of the RS paradigm was sensitive enough to evoke
attenuation effects for subtle scene-feature manipulations in natural scenes. Thus,
when evaluating these studies, it is unlikely that the style of RS paradigm was an
influencing factor.
Our third consideration and the one that we examine in the present Chapter,
is whether the type of task influenced the likelihood of observing RS. Here, we
propose that the type of task in the previous chapter may have distracted
participants from detecting changes between the scenes within each pair, and
therefore, instead of attending to the scene variations, participants may have overtly
awaited the inverted scene to appear. Therefore, while they may not have ‘ignored’
the changes per se, the task may have directed their attention away from more
subtle scene changes.
4.2.2. Towards an understanding of attention in repetition paradigms
Research examining the underlying mechanisms that influence the BOLD
response have identified that independently of RS, attention is critical for evoking
the BOLD signal. Comparably, if stimuli are unattended, the BOLD signal reduces
(Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Mack & Rock, 1998). Prior evidence has discussed
the notable effect of attention in modulating the degree of RS (Henson, Shallice,
Gorni-Tempini & Dolan, 2002; Eger, Hendon, Driver & Dolan, 2004). However,
these findings contradict those showing that, the adaptation effect can be observed
during passive viewing, with no attention-demanding task (Jessen et al., 2002).
Indeed, there has been large discussion in the literature regarding the effects
of attention on RS. Specifically, RS is thought to be reduced when the repetition
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trials are predictable (Summerfield et al., 2008). However, in the case of the present
study, the carry-over counterbalancing design reduced the predictability of events.
Here, Summerfield et al suggest that attention directed towards one condition more
than another will increase the likelihood of seeing a release in adaptation (relative
to repetition). Interestingly, this might suggest that attention directed away from the
experimental conditions, might subsequently reduce the chance of seeing any RS
effects.
In light of our first experiment, if participants were not attending to the
changes between pairs of scenes, and direct attention to the changes is critical to
evoke RS, then this would explain why no significant differences were observed
between repetition and non-repetition conditions. However, it is critical to note that
there may be differences in the underlying mechanisms that drive attention during
repetition suppression, specifically for the paired-stimulus design.
4.2.3. Possible influence of task in RS
A number of discussions have arisen about the importance of experimental
design in fMRI studies, and more recently this has included the type of tasks used
in RS experiments. The inversion task included in our fMRI experiment in Chapter
3 was previously used by Summerfield et al (2008), however, the effect of this type
of task has more recently been reviewed by Larsson and Smith (2012) where it is
now thought that to maximise subtle RS effects, the task should be designed to
focus participants’ attention directly to the scene content (some examples include
judgement of the stimulus identity or location and whether there have been changes
to the stimuli). In their paper, Larsson and Smith suggest that in order to maximise
the effects of RS, a highly attention demanding task should be considered whereby
attention is directed to particular features of the stimulus.
Evidence suggests that for a paired-stimulus fMRI paradigm, attention to
both stimulus presentations is crucial to evoke RS (Moore, Yi & Chun, 2013). In
their study, Moore, Yi and Chun identified that attention to scenes in both the initial
presentation and the second presentation was fundamental in producing a
significant RS effect in the PPA. In the design of Chapter 3, the inverted scene
could have been either the first or second scene of a trial. Therefore, participants
should have been attending to both scene images. However, it could be suggested
that the type of task did not encourage participants to attend directly to variations in
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the type of scene content and instead they were awaiting an inverted scene.
4.2.4. The current experiment
Here we re-examined whether RS is observed for each of these spatial and
non-spatial conditions and how this differs within and across ROIs. We held the
same predictions as Chapter 3, with the addition of examining a new attention
focusing task.
Crucially, this experiment employed a new task to ensure that participants’
attention was directly drawn to the changes between pairs of scenes. We predicted
that absence of RS in Chapter 3 was driven by an absence of direct attention to the
changes between the scenes within each pair. We anticipate that RS will be
observed with a more attention-demanding task, where participants are encouraged
to attend to the changes directly between the two scenes within each trial.
In addition to the time-course analysis, whole-brain analyses were run.
Given that prior research has suggested cross talk across dorsal and ventral
processing streams (Zachariou, Klatzky & Behrmann, 2014), it could be suggested
that regions beyond the scene-selective structures encode spatial properties of
objects in scenes. This exploratory analysis is examined with no prior hypotheses.

4.3.

Methods

4.3.1. Participants
Seventeen participants (8 males, mean age: 27.35) recruited from Bangor
University and the local community took part in the fMRI experiment. Two
participants had to be removed due to motion artefact (movement of more than one
voxel size 3mm). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
were native English speaking. Participants could fall within any category of
handedness. Participants were reimbursed with £10 for their time.
4.3.2. MRI safety screening and Ethics
Participants were screened to ensure they were eligible to take part. All
participants were knowledgeable of the MRI procedures, and were fully aware of
all experimental procedures prior to taking part. Each participant was sent all the
MRI safety information and experimental information prior to the day of the MRI
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scan. All participants provided consent to take part in the MRI experiment, and
were informed that they were able to withdraw at any point throughout the
experiment. Participants were given a full debrief post scan, and given the
opportunity to ask any questions. The experiment was granted full ethical approval
by Bangor University Psychology ethics panel.
4.3.3. Design and stimuli
Stimuli used in this experiment were identical to the first experiment
(Chapter 3). However, the change in task resulted in one less condition. Therefore,
the conditions included for this experiment were Location changes, Arrangement
changes, object Identity changes, repetition, fixation and multiple changes (task
condition). The task in this experiment is again included to keep participants
attentive to the stimuli and is not modelled in the analysis as a condition of interest
(Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Examples of stimuli as used to represent changes within each paired trial.
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4.3.4. Experimental task and procedure
The task was designed to direct participants’ attention to changes between
the stimuli in each paired trial. Participants were required to press one of the
buttons on the button-box when they detected multiple changes within a scene (for
example, scenes where more than one change occurred: both Location and Identity
changes, or Location and Arrangement changes). This task allowed us to direct
participants’ attention to the changes between the scenes, while also ensuring that
they remain attentive throughout the duration of the experiment. Within this design,
either of the images within each trial could be inverted, however participants were
instructed to only press at the end of the trial, after the second scene had
disappeared.
Participants took part in 4 experimental runs, each lasting 4 minutes and 15
seconds. Each run of the experiment consisted of 83 trials. Each run included 5
fixation scans at the beginning and at the end of the run. Likewise, there was an
additional fixation trial included to account for the carry-over counterbalance
design. Each trial lasted 3 seconds and was made up of the first scene presentation
for 500ms, an ISI lasting 500ms, followed by the second scene presentation lasting
500ms and a response period of 1500ms (Figure 4.2). The design timings for this
experiment were changed from Chapter 3 to allow participants slightly longer to
attend to the stimulus, in order to ensure they had time to detect the multiple
changes. Each condition was presented an equal number of times within each run.
The experiment was programmed using PsychToolbox (http://psychtoolbox.org) in
MATLAB.
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Figure 4.2. A schematic representation of a typical trial. This particular trial is an example
of a target (task) trial, where participants are instructed to press a button in response to
multiple changes. This figure shows both a Location and Identity change.

4.3.5. Data Acquisition
4.3.5.1. Anatomical scan
Scanning parameters for the T1 weighted anatomical scan were identical to
that of Chapter 3.
4.3.5.2. Functional ROI localiser
The imaging parameters for the functional localiser runs were identical to
the localisers run in Chapter 3.
4.3.5.3. Experimental runs
The data were collected on a Philips 3T MRI scanner at Bangor University
using a SENSE-Head-32AH coil. A total of 31 slices were collected for a total of
125 volumes in each experimental run. Voxels were 3mm isotropic. All other
parameters were identical to those in Chapter 3.
4.3.6. Data Analysis
4.3.6.1. Image preprocessing
Preprocessing was conducted in an identical method to data in Chapter 3.
All preprocessing was conducted in SPM8 (in MATLAB).
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4.3.6.2. ROI definition
The PPA, OPA and RSC were all defined in a procedure identical to the one
outlined in Chapter 3, where two localiser runs were conducted to identify
functional clusters at the individual subject level (native space). Due to difficulties
in localising the left RSC, this region was excluded from the analysis. The right
RSC was localised successfully at the individual subject level in all participants.
Therefore, the right RSC was included but analysed separately. All regions were
analysed with 6mm spheres and included significant voxels (p<.001 UNCORRECTED).
4.3.6.3. Time-course analysis
All data for this experiment were analysed using the same pipeline as
Chapter 3 with the addition of changes in the number of conditions and the number
of brain volumes collected.
4.3.6.4. Whole-Brain Analysis
The whole-brain analysis was performed in SPM8 where key contrasts were
defined prior to the analysis (Arrangement > Location and vice versa). These
conditions were of particular interest as it was considered that there may be regions
beyond our hypothesised ROIs which encode information about the relative spatial
relationships between objects and/or the wider scene context. Multiple comparisons
across the whole brain were corrected using cluster-wise false discovery rate (FDR)
(Genovese, Lazar & Nichols, 2002). FDR is a cluster-wise alternative to Familywise Error (FWE) correction (based on Gaussian Random Field Theory) which
reduces the instances of false positives associated with non-uniform Gaussian noise
(Eklund, Nichols & Knutsson, 2015).

4.4.

Results
Individual subject motion was assessed and participants who moved more

than one voxel size (3mm) in any direction within the scanner were subsequently
removed. Statistical analysis was performed on 15 participants (two participants
were removed due to motion artefacts). Assessment of the behavioural task showed
that on average participants were accurate >60% of the time within a window of
1500ms. No individuals were removed from the dataset.
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4.4.1. Localiser analysis
Data collected from the two functional localiser runs were used to localise
on the OPA, PPA and RSC (Figure 4.3). Due to problems with localising the left
RSC at both individual subject level and at the group level, data for the RSC were
analysed separately throughout the course of this analysis.

Figure 4.3. Example of the scene localiser showing all three regions of interest; PPA, OPA,
RSC, for one participant. A threshold of p<.001uncorrected was used in order to localise these
regions. The colour bar represents t-values.

4.4.2. Time-course analysis
The first part of the analysis was to determine whether there were any
hemispheric differences [2 Hemisphere x 2 ROI (OPA/PPA) x 3 Condition
(Location; Arrangement; Identity)]. The RM-ANOVA revealed no differences
between hemispheres [F(1,14)=1.61, p=.226] and no interactions between
hemisphere and other factors (p>.05), therefore data were collapsed across
hemispheres for the remainder of the analysis.
A [2 (ROI: OPA; PPA) x 3 (Condition: Location, Arrangement, Identity)
RM-ANOVA was run on the three peak HRF time-points (7, 8 & 9 seconds) to
determine whether there was any significant release from adaptation for any of the
conditions in any of the functionally localised regions of interest (Figure 4.4). The
data analysed was the residual mean difference of each condition from repetition.
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was reported where data violated sphericity.
Results showed that there was no main effect of ROI [F(1,14)=.54, p=.474,
η2p = .037] or condition [F(1.34, 18.76)=.1.47, p=.249, η2p = .095] and no
significant interaction between ROI and Condition [F(1.37, 19.23)=.47, p=.559,
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η2p = .033]. Results of the RM-ANOVA for the right RSC (3 levels of condition)
showed no significant effect between any of the conditions [F(2,28)=.89, p=.424,
η2p = .060] (Figure 4.5).
4.4.3. Effect of RS
In addition to examining object-in-scene representations, the current
experiment examined whether a more attention-demanding task would evoke RS in
scene-selective structures. This required averaging across non-repetition conditions
and comparing them relative to repetition in a paired-samples t-test. A significant
repetition suppression effect was observed for the RSC [t(14)= 2.55, p=.023] and
OPA [t(14)= 2.94, p=.011]. Conversely, for the PPA, whilst the repetition condition
appeared to show attenuation, this effect did not reach significance [t(14)=1.40,
p=.187].
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Figure 4.4. HRF plots collapsed across hemispheres for the PPA, OPA and RSC. RS analysis was conducted on the peak three time-points as
highlighted

in
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grey.

Mean PSC (%) difference
relative to repetition

Figure 4.5. Bar graphs showing the mean PSC difference for each experimental condition
relative to the repetition condition. Data for each bar is the average PSC extracted from the
peak three time points from the time-courses. Bars are representative of standard error (S.E).

4.4.4. Exploratory whole-brain analysis
Whole-brain analysis was run to explore whether any regions were sensitive
differences in the relationship between objects within scenes. Here we examined the
contrasts [Arrangement > Location] and [Location > Arrangement].
Data were warped into normalised MNI space for group-level comparisons.
This allowed us to examine if there are any brain regions that show sensitivities to
the arrangements of the objects more than the relative location of the objects.
Results showed that for the contrast Arrangement > Location at p<. 001uncorrected
there were bilateral clusters in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) that survived FDR
cluster correction at p<.05 (See Table 1) (Figure 4.6). This result suggests that the
inferior parietal lobe shows sensitivities to local spatial changes of objects in scenes
significantly more than global location based changes. No significant clusters were
observed for the contrast Location > Arrangement.
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Figure 4.6. Group-level whole-brain analysis for the contrast Arrangement > Location.
Results revealed bilateral clusters in the region of the inferior parietal lobe.

Table 1. Statistics of whole-brain analysis for the contrast Arrangement > Location.
FDR-correction

KE

T-statistic

MNI coordinates

Right IPL

p = .025

114

6.56

34, -68, 44

Left IPL

p = .025

135

6.29

-48, -62, 50

Note. Results identify bilateral clusters in the IPL in response to object Arrangement
compared to Location changes. KE refers to cluster extent, which is the number of voxels
within each cluster.

4.5.

Discussion
The present experiment examined differences in the representational content

of scene-selective structures for spatial and non-spatial properties of objects in
scenes. In addition, we re-examined possible task-related effects that may have
explained the absence of RS observed in Chapter 3.
Based on results of Chapter 3, we considered that the inversion task may
have distracted participants from attending to the changes between paired scenes.
Therefore, in the current study, participants were required to press a button when
they detected multiple changes within a scene (Location & Identity or Location &
Arrangement). This task required participants to continually focus their attention to
the changes between the paired stimuli as opposed to anticipating when an inverted
stimulus appeared. We predicted that by re-designing the task to ensure participants
were focusing on scene related changes, RS would be observed.
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4.5.1.

Time-course results
Data included in the time-course analysis reflected the residual differences in

PSC between the non-repetition conditions (Location; Arrangement; Identity) and
the repetition condition. Results showed that there were no differences in the degree
of RS between conditions and this did not differ across ROIs.
Upon visual exploration of the results (PSC of each condition relative to
repetition) the OPA numerically showed a larger release in adaptation to Location
changes compared to the other two ROI’s. This result was not significant and
therefore, we cannot further draw conclusions about the processing properties of the
OPA. However, given that more recent evidence suggests that the OPA encodes
information about scene layout and object locations relative to boundaries within
scenes (Julian, Ryan, Hamilton & Epstein, 2016; Kamps, Julian, Kubilius,
Kanwisher & Dilks, 2016), it may invite future research to examine how the OPA
encodes spatial layout information of objects within natural scenes.
Recent evidence has identified that these regions, specifically the PPA, may
encode information relevant for how an individual interacts with an object.
Bainbridge and Oliva (2015) identified that the PPA encodes information regarding
an objects interaction envelope. Whilst prior research has affiliated the PPA as a
region involved in encoding object size (Cate et al., 2011; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith
& Epstein, 2014), particularly large objects which can be used for spatial navigation
(Janzen & van Turennout, 2004), the interaction envelope identifies that the PPA is
sensitive not to the size of the objects per se, but the size of the surrounding spatial
envelope that would be determined by an object. This finding suggests that future
research examining the complex processing properties of these regions in encoding
object-in-scene information is important.
4.5.2. Effect of RS
We predicted that by changing the task to one that focused attention directly
to the changes between scenes RS effects would be observed. In order to assess
whether any effects of RS occurred within each ROI, data for non-repetition
conditions were collapsed (averaged) and directly compared to the data for the
repetition condition. In line with our hypothesis, we observed RS in the OPA and
RSC but no effect of RS in the PPA. These results support prior claims that suggest
direct attention to the stimulus is important for obtaining RS (Henson, Shallice,
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Gorni-Tempini & Dolan, 2002; Eger, Hendon, Driver & Dolan, 2004; Moore, Yi &
Chun, 2013). Together with Chapter 3, these results emphasise the importance of the
type of experimental task for evoking BOLD signal during fMRI (Corbetta &
Shulman, 2002), and more specifically RS.
Although the OPA and RSC showed releases in adaptation, the ANOVA
revealed no dissociable differences among the degree of RS between conditions was
observed. Does this indicate that the OPA and RSC encode a wealth of spatial and
non-spatial properties of objects in natural scenes? This finding would be consistent
with previous evidence implicating these regions in processing multiple spatial
properties of objects in scenes (Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). The
result of the PPA is somewhat surprising in that it is traditionally the most heavily
studied region in scene processing. However, our results may reflect that the PPA is
not involved in encoding any of these types of object based information, and might
instead process information about the structure of space including more geometric
based properties.
In the current study, we observed no effect of RS in the PPA, that is, there
was no release in adaptation for any of the conditions relative to repetition. Prior
evidence has observed RS in the PPA and evidenced it as an important region for
scene encoding (Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003), thus, our findings for the PPA
are inconsistent with those in the literature which have previously observed RS
effects in this region. As RS was observed for two ROIs, the lack of RS in PPA is
not likely to be task related. Moreover, the absence of RS may reflect a role of the
PPA in encoding global spatial information of scenes (Epstein, Graham & Downing,
2003), rather than object based information (MacEvoy & Epstein, 2011).
While we are unable to further infer the precise functional representations
held in these regions for object-in-scene information, we suggest that the type of
task used is critical for obtaining RS effects (distinguishing differences between
repetition and non-repetition conditions). Concluding the RS findings of both fMRI
experiments in this thesis we are able to infer that the results of Chapter 3 were
likely driven by a lack of direct attention to the changes between paired scenes. This
was supported by the results of the current chapter where two of the scene-selective
regions showed a significant RS effect (OPA and RSC). Thus, the present
experiment provides critical insight for researchers considering using RS in a pairedstimulus design where the importance of direct attention to the stimuli should be
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acknowledged and implemented within the task design.
4.5.3. Whole-brain analysis
Whole-brain analyses were conducted to examine whether regions beyond
our hypothesised ROIs encode information about object Arrangements compared to
Locations, and vice versa. This was examined as prior evidence suggests that there
is cross-talk between dorsal and ventral streams which may encode spatial properties
of objects in scenes (Zachariou, Klatzky & Behrmann, 2014). Results highlighted
bilateral clusters in the region of the inferior parietal lobe (IPL) where BOLD
activation was more significant for changes in object Arrangements compared to
object Locations within scenes. The opposing contrast (Location > Arrangement
changes) revealed no significant clusters.
Unlike the core scene-selective structures, regions such as the IPL are
considered to be involved in multiple complex cognitive processes and behaviours
(Fedorenko, Duncan & Kanwisher, 2013). For example, the IPL is implicated in
navigation (Maguire et al., 1998), local versus global information processing
(Weissman & Woldorff, 2005), spatial orientation (Kravitz, Saleem, Baker &
Mishkin, 2011) and allocentric driven information (Committeri et al., 2004; Zaehle
et al., 2007).
Spatial reference frames have been applied to the study of both object and
scene processing. Allocentric reference frames are thought to represent information
concerning the location of objects and their relationship to one another, whereas,
egocentric reference frames reflect the relationship between the observer and other
objects (Filimon, 2015; Klatzky, 1998) (Figure 4.1). Prior evidence has suggested
possible involvement of the parietal lobe in encoding allocentric based information
(Committeri et al., 2004; Zaehle et al., 2007). Therefore, it could be suggested that
this region may encode information about the Arrangement of objects (more
allocentric object-centred) compared to the Location of objects (more egocentric
viewer-centred) within scenes. However, due to the design of our study, our wholebrain analyses were built upon feature changes. Thus, these findings and
interpretations must be considered with caution, as no a priori hypotheses were
determined for this region.
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A

B

Figure 4.7. Example of two types of references frames. Image (A) is an example of an ego
centric reference frame between the individual and the objects. Image (B) is an example of
allocentric reference frame for the relationship between the objects independently of the
user.

Prior evidence has also linked the IPL with object individuation (Bettencourt
& Xu, 2013). Object individuation is the process by which an object is considered
indexed or independent of other objects. If we consider the two conditions in whole
brain analysis (Arrangement > Location), it could be suggested that Arrangementrelated changes reflect stronger object individuation, compared to object Location
changes. Arrangement changes visibly indicate that the objects are three individual
units, located in the same area of the scene. However, for Location changes, the
objects maintain their spatial relationship to one another, and only move in their
location within the scene. Therefore, it could be suggested that for Location
changes, the three objects might be encoded as one single unit, whereas for
Arrangement changes, the objects violate that relationship by changing
configuration and their relationship between one another.
Other evidence has linked the IPL with spatial processing, where the IPL
plays a role in spatial attention with input from the ventral visual regions (He,
Shulman, Snyder & Corbetta, 2007). Lesion studies examining patients with damage
to the IPL have identified deficits in spatial attention and spatial working memory
(Husain et al., 2001; Wojciulik, Husain, Clarke & Driver, 2001). Given that the IPL
has been identified as a region, which plays a role in visual attention (Petersen &
Posner, 2012; Posner & Petersen, 1990), results of the present study could reflect an
increase in attentional demand toward identifying Arrangement changes compared
to Location changes. If this were the case then this result would not reflect spatial
processing object objects per se, but could be indicative of the increase in attention
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demand required to encode changes in the Arrangement of objects compared to their
Location. Therefore, we interpret these results with caution, and suggest that future
experiments examine these possibilities further.
4.5.4. Limitations and considerations for future research
The current study examined spatial and non-spatial object representations
across the PPA, RSC and OPA. Whilst no differences in RS were observed between
conditions across any of the ROI’s, future research should further explore effects of
attention and types of task on RS.
The present experiment re-assessed the type of task used in Chapter 3,
however, the sample of participants used in the current experiment was different.
This presents difficulties in directly comparing the results across the two chapters, as
this type of comparison merits a repeated-measures design where each participant
takes part in both types of task. Thus, while we are able to conclude that the change
in task most likely resulted in changes to RS, future research should directly reexamine task effects on RS in the same sample of participants, using two different
forms of task. This type of comparison would provide quantitative evidence of the
importance of the task and attention in observing RS effects, specifically for a
paired-stimulus design.
Future research should aim to explore these regions as part of wider brain
networks. A psychophysiological interaction analysis (PPI) could be used to assay
how these regions are functionally coupled during different task states. Within the
present study, it was not feasible to use PPI due to the fMRI experimental design
(the short trial times would have limited the power). The event-related experimental
design in our experiments was used specifically for our questions about object-inscene representations using RS, whereas PPI is better suited to block-design fMRI
studies. Understanding the functional architecture of the scene-selective network
would provide a more in-depth understanding by which object and scene
information is encoded within the human brain.
Recent functional connectivity research has examined whether these sceneselective regions (PPA, OPA, RSC) are functionally coupled with other cortical
structures during episodic memory for scenes and scene perception (Baldassano,
Beck & Fei-Fei, 2013; Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei & Beck, 2016). Baldassano et al
show that the OPA and PPA form part of a smaller network, involved in processing
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scene features, whereas the RSC, IPL and PPA connections were driven by episodic
memory representations relevant for navigation. Therefore, a more detailed
framework is needed to determine how these regions are involved in both perceptual
and memory processes relevant for navigation and how they are connected at a
wider network level.
Contrary to Baldassano et al., (2016), recent research argues that the OPA is
a critical structure for spatial navigation. The OPA has been implicated in
processing boundary related information from scenes (Julian, Ryan, Hamilton and
Epstein, 2016), as well as information about the egocentric distance of a scene
(Persichetti & Dilks, 2016); critically linking it to navigation based processes.
Therefore, future research should also consider a navigation-based task that would
allow researchers to infer more about the representations held by the OPA, and
whether it can be considered a node in a wider scene-based navigation network.
Whilst fMRI allows us to infer differences in neural responses in these
regions in relation to spatial and non-spatial properties of objects, other nonneuroimaging methods have contributed significantly to our understanding of object
in scene representations. One area yet to be studied in further detail is how
variations in scene content influence encoding and memory for space. For example,
emotional content is thought to influence how the surrounding scene-space is
remembered (Mathews & Mackintosh, 2004). Likewise, salient stimuli such as
bodies and faces are also though to affect how participants fixate and attend to
natural scenes (Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson & Burton, 2010; Mayer, Vuong &
Thornton, 2015; Peelen & Kastner, 2014), yet little work has directly examined how
memory for space changes as a function of the type of scene content. Therefore,
future research should examine not only the contribution of inanimate objects to
scene encoding but also animate (people). This would provide an understanding of
social influences on spatial cognition.
4.5.5. Concluding remarks
This chapter highlights two important points. First, when measuring
repetition suppression effects in paired-stimulus designs, consideration for a task
that directly draws the participant’s attention to changes between the paired stimuli
is of fundamental importance in evoking significant attenuation effects. This
provides insight into the mechanisms that support RS in paired-stimulus designs,
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which are not as commonly used in the repetition suppression literature. Second, we
are able to infer that regions beyond the scene-selective structure are involved in
processing information regarding object Arrangement compared to object Locations.
However, this needs to be further examined with consideration for the experimental
design. In conclusion, while this body of work highlights important methodological
considerations for RS, future research should develop these themes examining how
variations in scene content influence spatial memory for the scene.
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Chapter 5
Boundary extension is distorted by the presence of people
in natural scenes
Cardiff University, School of Psychology, Wales, UK.
Bangor University, School of Psychology, Wales, UK.
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5.1.

Abstract

Boundary extension (BE) describes the phenomenon by which an individual falsely
remembers a larger expanse of space around a scene than was originally presented.
Whilst previous research has examined how variations in scene content modulate
BE, few papers have used BE as a tool to directly examine whether highly salient
entities, such as people in scenes, would affect how the BE error is observed. Thus,
the current experiment follows two lines of investigation. First, does memory for the
extent of space alter as a result of the type of entity? Second, does this depend on the
degree of saliency evoked by the presence of a person within a scene? In this
experiment, participants (n=24) viewed pairs of scenes in either close-wide or wideclose trial orders, and were required to make a spatial judgment regarding whether
the second scene presentation appeared the ‘same’, ‘closer up’ or ‘farther away’ than
the initial presentation. Scenes either contained an individual object, multiple
objects, an individual person, multiple people, fixed people, dynamic people or
empty landscape scenes. As expected, the BE effect was observed for objects within
scenes, however, the reverse asymmetry was observed for people in scenes. These
BE effects held across scenes with either individual or multiple entities. In addition,
a comparison of BE between dynamic people and fixed people in scenes, revealed
that these effects may reflect high levels of saliency attributed to people, for
predicting their actions and drawing on social information. Together, these findings
suggest that the type of scene content influences memory for the extent of a space,
which may reflect an increase in saliency associated with people compared to
objects in scenes.
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5.2

Introduction
Organisms effortlessly encode multiple pieces of information about the

global spatial properties of a scene and its local components (Oliva & Torralba,
2001). This requires recognition of multiple types of visual cues, including spatial
cues, landmark cues, object cues and people. Prior research has predominantly
studied how inanimate objects influence our memory for the spatial extent of a scene
(Intraub & Richardson, 1989). Yet, our understanding regarding how the presence of
a person (animate, social and dynamic) influences memory for the spatial extent of a
scene is limited. One method that has been used to examine how space is encoded as
a function of the scene content is boundary extension (BE) (Bertamini, Jones,
Spooner & Hecht, 2005).
5.2.1

Boundary Extension (BE)
BE is a memory phenomenon where participants falsely report a scene as

having a larger spatial extent than was previously shown (Intraub & Bodamer, 1993;
Intraub & Richardson, 1989). It is considered that BE reflects the process of scene
reconstruction, by supporting the continuation of multiple memory representations
through amodal completion of scene surfaces and objects (Intraub, 2010; Mullally,
Intraub & Maguire, 2012).
BE has traditionally been examined via two distinct approaches. First,
researchers have examined the mechanisms that drive the phenomenon (Bertamini,
Jones, Spooner & Hecht, 2005; Hale, Brown, McDunn & Siddiqui, 2015; Intraub &
Berkowits, 1996; Intraub & Bodamer, 1993; McDunn, Siddiqui & Brown, 2014;
Munger, Owens & Conway, 2005). Second, it has been used it as a tool to determine
how different scene properties influence memory for the extent of space (Bertamini
et al., 2005; Gallagher, Balas, Matheny & Sinha, 2005).
5.2.2. Factors that affect the magnitude of the BE effect
Bertamini, Jones, Spooner and Hecht (2005) studied the influence of
different perceptual properties on BE, such as magnification, field of view, object
size and scene context. The authors suggest that BE is not modulated by field of
view, or scene magnification, but is affected by object size; the bigger the object; the
more BE occurred. The authors demonstrated that when observing minimalistic
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rooms with single focal objects participants report the scene as much harder to
judge. This highlights the importance the role of objects and background scene
information in evoking BE. This result is supported by the findings of Gottesman
and Intraub (2003) who compared BE for both objects with and without a
background. BE did not occur for images of objects without a context or
background. Moreover, Gallagher, Balas, Matheny and Sinha (2005) revealed that
BE was enhanced by the presence of a focal central object, which might reflect its
reliance of object-context relations in order build a coherent expansive
representation of space through amodal perception (Intraub, Gottesman & Bills,
1998). Does this effect depend on the type of object presented?
5.2.3. BE and scene content influences
Limited research has used BE as a tool to understand whether memory for
spatial extent of a scene is dependent upon the type of entity. However, there have
been some developments in understanding how variations in scene content may
influence the magnitude and direction of the effect. Candel, Merckelbach and
Zandbergen (2003) observed that BE occurs for both neutral and emotional images.
Here, participants took part in a BE drawing task, where they observed an array of
emotional/neutral scene photographs, and were required to re-draw the scenes from
memory. Their results suggest that participants did show BE for both emotional and
neutral scenes.
Conversely, further evidence suggests that memory for the spatial extent of a
scene is reduced when a scene contains highly emotional stimuli; referred to as
tunnel memory (Safer, Christianson, Autry & Osterlund, 1998). In line with this,
Mathews and Mackintosh (2004) identified that individuals with anxiety-like traits
show a reduction in BE for scenes that are considered highly emotional (both
positive and negative). It was hypothesised that this occurs as a result of participants
restricting their awareness/attention from the surrounding space and instead directly
attending to the emotional scene content.
Taken together, these experiments indicate that BE is not only influenced by
spatial properties of the scene per se, but is also influenced in some cases by the
presence of highly salient elements. Thus, could BE also be influenced by other
stimuli which draw attention such as people?
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5.2.4. The current experiment
People in the environment provide different types of information compared
to objects, important for social interaction (Adolphs, 2006; Mayer, Vuong &
Thornton, 2015). This includes planning future actions, predicting others
behaviours, (Fini, Costantini & Committeri, 2014; Simhi & Yovel, 2016), and
examining others expressions through the face and body in order to extract
information about their identity and their emotions (Birmingham, Bischof &
Kingstone, 2008; Fletcher-Watson, Findlay, Leekam & Benson, 2008). Whereas
objects can be thought of as fixed in nature, providing rich cues about our location
and heading direction within the world (Epstein, 2005; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith &
Epstein, 2014). As such, perceiving people in scenes draws upon different social
attention mechanisms in comparison to objects (Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson &
Burton, 2010; Mayer, Vuong & Thornton, 2015).
To date, little research has directly examined whether the type of entity
(object or person) within a scene changes the how the spatial extent of a scene is
reconstructed in memory and whether memory for the spatial extent of a scene is
influenced by these highly salient, social and often occurring factors. Moreover, the
majority of research to date has focused on scene processing in relation to inanimate
objects, and very little attention has been paid to understand how scene encoding is
altered as a function of animate objects such as the presence of people and whether
any differences are explained by the number of objects within a scene.
Indeed, there has been a significant drive in the literature recently to
understand how we can link core components of cognition to real world examples
(Malcolm & Shomstein, 2015; Risko, Richardson & Kingstone, 2016). Thus, the
present experiment used a BE paradigm to investigate the following four themes:
1. Is the BE error influenced by the type of scene content (person/object)?
We predicted a high degree of BE for objects in scenes, consistent with
previous literature (Intraub, Gottesman & Bills, 1998). Conversely, we
predict a reduction in BE for scenes containing people, due to their highly
salient and social nature compared to objects.
2. Is BE is influenced by the load or number of entities? Does this differ
between people and objects? This question is motivated by prior research
which observed that clutter does affect BE (Gallagher et al., 2005).
3.

Is the BE effect reduced more for dynamic people (static images of
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people in action) compared to fixed people (static images of people sat or
laying down)? We predicted that if the need to predict others actions does
change how the extent of space is remembered then there should be less of
a BE effect for dynamic people compared to fixed people.
4. Does BE occur for scenes with no focal object? Prior research has found
an increase in BE for scenes containing a focal object and no BE for
objects without a background. Therefore, we ask whether BE occurs for
landscape type scene with no key focal foreground object. If BE is an
error observed as a result of amodal completion and object-context
binding to build a coherent representation of space, then BE may only
occur for scenes containing objects, as objects provide a grounding and
reference of space relevant for navigation.
The present experiment used a BE recognition/rating paradigm where scenes were
shown in either CW (close-up view followed by a wide-angle view of the same
scene) or WC (wide-angle view followed by a close-up view of the same scene)
orders. Here, BE is quantified by an increase in the proportion of same responses for
CW trials (diagnostic of the BE error) compared to WC trials. Thus, the main focus
was to directly examine the direction of the BE error, by examining the proportion
of ‘same’ responses between CW and WC for each varying scene condition.

5.3.

Methods

5.3.1. Participants
Twenty-four participants (8 males, mean age: 23.04 years) were recruited
from both Cardiff University Psychology department and the external community to
take part in the study. Sample sizes for the current experiment were based upon
previous BE studies examining scene content variations with BE (Bertamini, Jones,
Spooner & Hecht, 2005; Park, Intraub, Yi, Widders & Chun, 2007). All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and could fall within any category of
handedness. Full informed consent was provided. Participation was either voluntary,
or if they were undergraduates, they were compensated with course credits. Both
Bangor University Psychology ethics board, and Cardiff University Psychology
ethics panel granted full ethical approval for this study.
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5.3.2. Stimuli
The experiment was made up of 14 experimental conditions (individual
person; individual object; multiple objects; multiple people; individual fixed person;
individual dynamic person and landscapes) presented in both CW and WC orders
(Figure 5.1). Stimuli in this experiment are trial unique where each stimulus was
only shown in one trial order, either CW or WC, not both. To clarify for the reader,
the individual full body person condition is a separate condition and independently
analysed from the individual dynamic person condition. Each individual full body
person is stood and does not appear to depict any form of action. Conversely, the
fixed and dynamic person conditions were either depicting very obvious action or
were sat/laying down. Stimuli consisting of people always included the individuals
face and the full body. Similarly, object stimuli always contained a full view of each
object.
Twenty-three natural full colour photographs (480 x 640 pixel size) were
presented randomly in each of the 14 conditions. People and objects in scenes were
controlled for size where the proportion of the scene taken up by each did not
significantly differ (p>.05). Average degree of visual angle was calculated for all
conditions where an object or person was present (Individual people, 3.08°;
Individual objects 3.14°; Multiple people, 4.52°; multiple objects, 4.19°; fixed
people, 4.08°; dynamic people, 3.81°). Average group size for people was 3.02 and
for objects was 3.06. The photographs were from mixed sources including digital
photographs by the experimenter and some images sampled from Google images.
Each image was cropped by 15% on each edge of the photo and re-sized to the same
number of pixels, using Photoshop CS3, resulting in a “wide” and a “close” version
of each scene (Figure 5.2).
Photoshop was used to create visual distraction masks to limit further
processing of scene images after they were removed from the screen. Masks were
created in Photoshop using a mosaic filter to distort each component of the scene.
The experiment was run on a 15” Apple Macintosh Air and was run using Microsoft
PowerPoint.
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Individual person

Multiple people

Individual object

Multiple objects

Individual dynamic person

Individual fixed person

Landscape

Figure 5.1. An example of the type of stimuli used for each condition. Stimuli containing
multiple people and objects could range from 2 – 5 entities. Each condition was shown in
Close-Wide and Wide-Close orders resulting in a total of 14 conditions.
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Figure 5.2. Example of wide and close versions of a multiple object condition. All close
view images were cropped versions of the full-sized image and resized to match the number
of pixels in the original wide-angle image. Red lines are for illustration purposes, not in
experimental paradigm.

5.3.3. Task and procedure
The current experiment used a recognition/rating BE paradigm where
participants were presented with two scenes sequentially, and verbally responded
whether the second scene appeared to be the same, closer up or farther away from
the vantage point of the camera than the initial scene. Each participant was exposed
to a 4-trial practice run prior to starting the experiment. The experiment was split
into three runs, where each participant took part in all runs, equating to a total of 322
trials. Each trial comprised of two scenes (500ms) separated by a visual distractor
mask (750ms) and a fixation cross (1000ms). This was then followed by a response
screen, which was displayed until participants had responded and were ready to
continue to the next trial (Figure 5.3). Participants were required to give a verbal
response. The timings of the mask and the fixation were piloted, where it was
decided that increasing them (compared to the other typically used timings in the
literature) would reduce any potential motion effects between the scenes, especially
important for this experiment examining dynamic people in scenes. The experiment
was conducted in experimental conditions in small cognitive testing rooms at
Cardiff University.
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Figure 5.3. A schematic representation of a trial in Experiment 1. Participants made a verbal
response to assess whether the second scene was ‘closer up’, ‘same’, or ‘farther away’ than
the first scene presentation.

5.3.4. Analysis of the data
5.3.4.1 Mean BE score analysis
Initial analysis included a mean BE score analysis, obtained by averaging
across all responses for each condition (closer -1, same 0, farther +1). To standardise
the WC responses, all WC means were multiplied by -1 to allow for direct
comparison with CW means. In this analysis, paired-t-tests were conducted where
BE was observed when the mean for CW was significantly different from WC (an
asymmetry in responses), and numerically closer to 0, a standard analysis used in
BE experiments (Czigler, Intraub & Stefanics, 2013; Intraub, Gottesman, Willey &
Zuk, 1996). This analysis was only conducted on individual objects/people so that
results could be equated with those in the literature, examining BE effects for
objects within scenes. From here, the main proportion analysis was conducted to
look at the direction of the error for people compared to objects.
5.3.4.2 Proportion analysis
The main analysis measured BE by examining the differences in the
proportion of ‘same’ responses between both CW and WC trial types for each
person/object condition. In this instance, BE was measured as a higher proportion of
‘same’ responses to CW compared to WC trials. This analysis provides a sensitive
method of quantifying BE by examining the direction of the error itself. Effect sizes
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are reported as partial eta squared (η2p) for each ANOVA.
The experiment was broken down into three different analyses for each of
the different questions. The first one assessed whether there were differences in the
BE effect for people/objects in scenes and whether this was modulated by the load.
A repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) was run on the proportion
of ‘same’ responses for each condition [Trial Type (CW/WC) x Entity
(objects/people) x Load (individual/multiple)]. A significant three-way interaction
was broken down to look at the effect of Load on BE for objects and people
respectively.
The second analysis examined whether there was a difference in the
direction of the BE error for scenes containing dynamic people compared to fixed
people. To test this, a RM-ANOVA [2 trial type (CW/WC) x 2 (fixed/dynamic)] was
conducted. Paired t-tests were subsequently run to explore the differences between
CW and WC for dynamic and fixed people in scenes respectively.
Finally, we examined whether the presence of a focal object influenced
memory for the spatial extent of a scene. This analysis was a paired t-test between
trial type (CW/WC) for empty landscape scenes.

5.4.

Results

5.4.1. Mean BE scores – People versus objects
Results from the mean BE scores showed that there was a significant effect
of BE for individual objects in scenes (p<.05). This was characterised by a
significant difference between CW and WC, where CW results were closer to 0,
signifying that participants responded ‘same’ on average more for CW than they did
for WC. Results showed that for individual people in scenes, the reverse effect was
observed (p<.05). That is, a significant difference was observed between CW and
WC, but in the opposite direction – scores were closer to 0 for WC compared to
CW.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for mean BE scores for individual people and objects.
Close-wide
People

Objects

Wide-close

M

0.73

0.43

S.E

0.03

0.03

M
S.E

0.46
0.03

0.69
0.03

Note. WC scores were multiplied by -1 in order to allow for a comparative measure from 0
as conducted by Czigler, Intraub & Stefanics (2013). Standard errors (S.E) are reported
below each mean.

5.4.2. Proportion analysis
5.4.2.1. People versus objects
The initial part of this analysis examined whether variations in the type of
scene entity influenced the way in which the BE error occurred. In addition, we ask
whether this is modulated by the number of entities within a scene (load). A 2x2x2
[Trial Type (CW/WC) x Entity (objects/people) x Load (individual/multiple)] RMANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Entity (people/objects) [F(1,23)=8.20,
p=.009, η2p = .26], as well as a significant main effect of Load (individual/multiple)
[F(1,23)=9.24, p=.006, η2p = .29]. There was no main effect of Trial Type
(CW/WC) [F(1,24)=.14, p=.709, η2p = .01].
Results showed a significant interaction between Entity and Trial Type
(CW/WC) [F(1,23)=101.00, p<.001, η2p = .82] suggesting that the type of entity
modulates the differences between same responses for CW and WC trials. However
no significant interactions were observed between Trial Type and Load
[F(1,23)=.29, p=.595, η2p = .01], or the Load with Entity [F(1,23)=.41, p=.524, η2p
= .02]. There was a significant three way interaction between all three factors
[F(1,23)=22.46, p<.001, η2p = .49] (Figure 5.4). To further explore the significant
three-way interaction, 2 x 2 RM-ANOVAs were run for each entity (n=2; object /
person) independently.
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Trial Type

Figure 5.4. Proportion of ‘same’ responses for both multiple and individual body and object
modalities for both CW and WC conditions. Error bars represent the mean standard error
(S.E).

For people, there was no significant main effect of Load [F(1,24)=3.29,
p=.083, η2p = .13]. However, there was a significant main effect of Trial Type
[F(1,24)=18.81, p<.001 η2p = .45], as well as a significant two-way interaction
between the Load and Trial Type [F(1,24)=8.25, p=.009, η2p = .26]. Post-hoc t-tests
showed that there was a significant difference between CW and WC for both
individual [t(23) = -5.97, p<.001] and multiple people [t(23) = -2.33, p=.029] in the
reverse BE direction (higher proportion of same responses for WC compared to CW
scenes).
For objects, we observed a significant main effect of Load [F(1,24)=6.23,
p=.020, η2p = .21] and Trial Type [F(1,24)=37.01, p<.001, η2p = .62]. There was
also a significant two-way interaction between Load and Trial Type [F(1,24)=17.09,
p=<.001, η2p = .43]. Paired sample t-tests examining the BE effect for objects
showed significant differences between CW and WC for both individual objects
[t(23) = 8.49, p<.001] and multiple objects [t(23) = 3.07, p=.005]. Both these
contrasts were representative of BE; a higher proportion of ‘same’ results for CW
compared to WC.
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5.4.2.2. Fixed versus dynamic people in scenes
The third part of this experiment explored the effect of fixed versus dynamic
body positions of people within scenes. A RM-ANOVA [Trial Type (CW/WC) x
Condition (Fixed/Dynamic)] revealed a significant main effect of condition
(fixed/dynamic) [F(1,23)=21.74, p<.001, η2p = .49], but no significant main effect
of Trial Type [F(1,23)=2.04, p=.166, η2p =.08]. A significant interaction was
observed between Trial Type and Condition (fixed/dynamic) [F(1,23)=36.30,
p<.001, η2p =.61]. Paired sample t-tests revealed a significant difference between
Trial Type for dynamic people in scenes [t(23)= -4.38, p<.001], but no difference for
fixed people in scenes [t(23)=1.45, p=.160] (Figure 5.5).

Trial Type

Figure 5.5. Bar plot depicting the proportion of ‘same’ responses to both fixed and dynamic
people in scenes across CW and WC conditions.

5.4.2.3. Empty landscape scenes analysis
Finally, a paired-samples t-test between the trial types (CW/WC) for empty
landscape scenes showed no significant differences [t(23) = -1.84, p= .079].
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Landscapes

Trial Type

Figure 5.6. Mean proportion of same responses for CW and WC for empty landscape
scenes. Error bars represent standard error (S.E).

5.5.

Discussion
The current experiment examined whether memory for the spatial extent of a

scene is modulated by the type of scene content (person or object). Whilst previous
evidence observed BE for objects (Intraub, Bender & Mangels, 1992; Intraub &
Richardson, 1989), limited research has directly examined BE in response to people
in scenes. Across 3 independent analyses we explore 4 themes discussed below.
5.5.1

BE for people versus objects in scenes
Results for the mean BE score analysis showed that there was a significant

effect of BE for individual objects within scenes consistent with previous literature
(Intraub, Bender & Mangels, 1992b; Intraub, Gottesman, Willey & Zuk, 1996). This
was characterised by a significant difference between Trial Type (CW/WC) where
the mean score for CW was closer to 0 (Czigler, Intraub & Stefanics, 2013).
However, this effect was significantly reversed for individual people in scenes. That
is, the mean BE score was significantly closer to 0 for WC compared to CW. These
results suggest that BE was observed for objects, but a reverse effect was observed
for people, described as boundary contraction.
Results of the proportion analysis revealed a significant BE effect for objects
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both in individual and multiple conditions, reflected by an increase in the proportion
of ‘same’ responses for objects shown in a CW trial order compared to WC (Intraub
& Richardson, 1989; Intraub, Gottesman & Bills, 1998). For scenes that contain
people, the reverse effect was observed across both individual and multiple person
conditions. This effect was characterised by an increase in the proportion of ‘same’
responses for WC compared to CW trials. To the best of our knowledge, this effect
has not been observed in previous BE research. It provides insight into the
mechanisms that drive memory for the spatial extent of a scene, suggesting that it is
strongly dependent upon the type of entity within a scene. What explanations are
there for the boundary contraction effect observed for people but not objects?
First, these results may be explained by the increase in attention linked with
people compared to objects (Downing, Bray, Rogers & Childs, 2004; Kaiser, Strnad,
Seidl, Kastner & Peelen, 2014). If one would consider a typical WC BE trial for a
scene containing a person, in order to extract socially relevant information
participants may minimise their attentional scope to focus on that person (Gallagher,
Balas, Matheny & Sinha, 2005). This results in a closer-up representation to be held
in memory. When the participant is then presented with the second close-up scene
from the trial, they compare this, to their stored close-up representation. The
difference between their close-up memory of the scene and the actual close-up scene
is minimal and thus, they respond ‘same’ more often than they respond ‘closer’.
Conversely, during the CW condition, participants once again perceptually
expand their memory for the person in the initial close-up scene. However, this time
they directly compare this representation to the second image, which is the wideangle view, resulting in a large degree of difference between the two
representations. This results in participants saying ‘farther’ proportionally more than
they say ‘same’. This account would explain why participants respond ‘same’ more
often for WC trials compared to CW. However, to further explore this reverse effect,
replication and further study is necessary.
5.5.2. Load (number of entities)
The second question examined whether the number of entities, or load,
influenced memory for the spatial extent of a scene. Results showed that load is not
independently modulated by either the type of entity or trial type (CW/WC).
However, a significant three-way interaction suggested that trial type (CW/WC) is
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modulated by the Load and the type of Entity but in opposite directions for people
compared to objects. This is further confirmed by the breakdown of the ANOVA for
people and object respectively. Identifying significant interaction between load and
trial type for each entity. The results revealed that for people in scenes, Trial Type is
influenced by the load but in the opposite direction to objects. That is, the difference
between CW and WC for multiple entities is proportionally smaller for both people
and objects (but still significant), but this is observed in the opposite direction (more
same responses for WC for people and more same responses for CW for objects).
5.5.3. BE for dynamic versus fixed people in scenes
The third question examined the effects of dynamic and fixed individuals in
scenes, and whether this would influence the magnitude/direction of BE. It was
predicted that there would be less BE for dynamic people in scenes compared to
fixed people as when they are sat down, there may be less of a need to predict their
actions (Ramnani & Miall, 2004).
Results yielded a strong reverse BE effect (boundary contraction) for
dynamic people in scenes, however, for ‘fixed’ people in scenes there was no
difference in the proportion of same responses for CW and WC. These results
suggest that dynamic people in scenes (portraying some form of action), compared
to fixed people in scenes, change the way in which the expanse of space is encoded
and remembered. Does this reflect increased saliency toward predicting others
actions?
The threat-signal hypothesis as proposed by Cole, Balcetis and Dunning
(2013) suggests that the more threatening a person looks, the closer up they are
perceived. The authors suggest that this result supports the need to extract socially
relevant information to predict others actions, which conforms with results observed
in the current experiment. Indeed, viewing a wide-angle scene as the ‘same’ for
dynamic people may suggest that participants contract their attentional scope to the
person, and do not attend to the wider spatial extent of the scene. Conversely, for
fixed people who do not appear dynamic, there is less need to predict their future
action, and therefore, attention may be less directed towards the person.
Courtney and Hubbard (2004) studied boundary extension in relation to
photographs of moving objects using the drawing method of BE. Here, the space
was extended in the direction of motion. Whilst this research did not directly control
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for the direction of movement in people, this would be in important factor to
consider in future research that examines people in scenes.
Similar theories and ties can be made with the literature on representational
momentum which is defined as a false memory for the stopping point of moving
stimuli or objects (Brouwer, Franz & Thornton, 2004). It could be suggested that
during tasks containing images of people in action, individuals similarly
misremember the spatial frame to which they previously saw the person. While
some research has established differences in the mechanisms that drive BE and RM
(Munger, Owens & Conway, 2005), our results show a contraction effect for
dynamic people, not an extension in the direction of the persons facing position.
One question which future research should examine is whether BE occurs for
objects which appear dynamic. Although the majority of these objects rely on
human interaction (such as driving a car, motorcycle, bicycle and a football), there
should be a concerted effort to establish how much these results relate to dynamic
people specifically or just motion across all object categories. This links to research
in the domain of representational momentum where memory for space is extended
in the direction of a moving object (Brouwer, Franz & Thornton, 2004). If boundary
contraction is only observed for moving people, then one would speculate that this
reflects mechanisms of social attention in order to extract information relating to
body language and action perception. Future research should therefore directly
compare BE for dynamic objects and people to assess whether these findings are
directly related to people and predicting others actions.
Further research will not only provide more information about how we
process different entities in a scene context, but also how different social
mechanisms change the way in which we process and remember spatial information.
5.5.4. BE for scenes with no focal object
The final manipulation examined whether BE was contingent upon the
presence of a focal entity. Given that previous research suggests that objects without
a scene context (background) show no BE effect (Intraub, Gottesman & Bills, 1998),
we anticipated that scenes without a focal object would also show a reduction in BE.
We found little to no evidence of a difference between CW and WC trials for images
of landscape scenes with no focal entity. These results suggest that BE was not
observed for scenes without objects.
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This raises some interesting questions. If BE is a spatial memory error, why
is a focal object critical in obtaining the effect? Perhaps BE measures the direct
relationship between the object and its context? One could posit that this reflects a
mechanism where objects provide a spatial reference to determine our location in
the world. If there is no entity present within the scene, this may present difficulties
in how individuals determine the shape and dimensions of the space, leading to
inability to judge any form of spatial border information. This would need to be
further examined in the instance of BE, but provides insight into the possible
mechanisms that drive the BE error. This may also support the notion that objectcontext binding is crucial for amodal perception of space.
On closer inspection of the data, it is evident that participants on average
responded ‘same’ more often than was observed for the other conditions. If our
above discussion is correct, this may reflect an individual’s difficulty in judging
spatial structure without the guidance of an object. This may suggest that objects are
critical as units for guiding spatial processing. However, this would need further
testing in future research.
5.5.5. How do these results contribute to our knowledge of scene encoding?
In the present chapter, we establish that memory for the spatial extent of a
scene is influenced by the type of entity. Specifically, we observe that scenes
containing people show a reverse BE effect (boundary contraction) compared to
scenes containing objects. This is characterised as a higher proportion of same
responses for WC trials compared to CW. Similarly, if people appear dynamic, this
reverse effect holds. However, for people who appear fixed, this reverse effect
reduces (no difference between the proportion of same responses for CW and WC).
To the best of our knowledge, these findings have not previously been documented
in the literature.
Birmingham, Bischof and Kingstone (2009a) demonstrated that during eye
tracking paradigms, participants are incredibly fast to fixate to areas of the scene
that appear ‘social’ or where people are present. The authors suggest that this is not
an effect of saliency, but is related to an individual’s need to fixate and extract social
information derived from people. Compared to earlier work in the field, more recent
experiments have used stimuli where both the face and body are present. This is
because prior research studying eye movement patterns across social scenes was
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limited to faces, where eye movements towards other people face were most
prominent (Itti & Koch, 2000). However, evidence suggests that observers extract
meaningful social information across both the face and body (Birmingham, Bischof
and Kingstone (2009b; Perrett et al., 1992). This guide of eye movements and
attention to social components of the scene is in some ways supported by our current
results. While we do not study eye movements, we do see a difference in the way
that people remember the scene in VSTM when a person is present compared to an
object. Moreover, this is particularly strong for people who depict action compared
to people who do not. Therefore, our findings from the current study appear to be in
line with evidence suggesting that social attention mechanisms may alter how
natural complex scenes are remembered.
On a broader level, these results support the notion that scene content
variations determine the magnitude of BE (Bertamini, Jones, Spooner & Hecht,
2005) and that scenes containing stimuli considered highly salient can also influence
the BE effect (Mathews & Mackintos, 2004). Future research should therefore
examine these questions further while implementing a task to assess whether
increases in social saliency factors drive differences in BE between people and
objects in scenes.
5.5.6. Limitations and future research directions
An important consideration for the present study is whether factors such as
field of view (FOV) are important contributing factors to the results. FOV typically
refers to the degree of spatial scope that is observed from the camera. Whilst FOV
was considered in the collection of stimuli, it could be suggested that general
differences in the FOV associated with objects and people in scenes are different,
whereby FOV is larger for people compared to objects. Bertamini, Jones, Spooner
and Hecht (2005) found that FOV did not have an effect on BE, but their study did
not directly compare scenes containing different entities. Future research should
consider this by using stimuli whereby each person and object is shown within the
same background respectively. This will allow us to determine whether FOV
disparities between people and objects influences BE differences.
In addition, it is important to examine the mechanisms underlying the
differences in BE between people and objects observed here. It could be suggested
that exploring differences in saliency between people and objects would provide
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further explanation for our findings. Is it the body language of a person that changes
the way in which the space is remembered? Is it specific to action? Or could it be
that the reverse BE effect is driven by other factors that make people more salient
stimuli compared to objects, such as extracting their identities and emotions?
Evidence from social psychology literature suggests that we focus attention to both
the face and the body of a person more than other parts of the scene (Itti & Koch,
2000). This increase in attention as measured with eye tracking technology suggests
that people can be considered more salient within the scene. The mechanisms that
underpin such an effect are thought to stem from the need to extract social
information from people including their body language and facial expressions
(Birmingham, Bischof and Kingstone (2009a). One method to study this would be to
examine whether inverting the scenes reduces participants’ ability to encode highly
salient information from the scenes (Kelley, Chun & Chua, 2003; Shore & Klein,
2000). If this were the case, there should be a more traditional BE effect for inverted
scenes containing people compared to upright scenes. In addition, identification of
inverted objects should remain unchanged and should be similar for upright and
inverted scenes containing objects. This would allow us to assay to what extent
spatial encoding of scenes is influenced by mechanisms underlying social
interaction.
5.5.7. Conclusions
Together, the findings demonstrate that the type of scene content influences
an individual’s memory for the spatial extent of a scene. We observed BE for
objects within scenes, but a boundary contraction effect for people in scenes. While
future research needs to be conducted to further determine why this difference in BE
occurs for people, this finding has significant implications for the wider spatial
processing literature which do not account for social entities in scenes.
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Chapter 6
Investigating the mechanisms that underlie differences in
boundary extension for people and objects in scenes
Cardiff University, School of Psychology, Wales, UK.
Bangor University, School of Psychology, Wales, UK.
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6.1.

Abstract

In the previous chapter, we provide evidence suggesting that memory for the extent
of space is modulated by variations in scene content (object/person). To further
explore the mechanisms that underpin these differences, the present chapter assesses
BE in a similar paradigm, to examine whether these effects can be explained by
possible differences in saliency attributed to people compared to objects. Here,
participants observed scenes containing either people or objects that were presented
either upright or inverted orientations. We predicted that by inverting scenes,
participants would be unable to encode highly salient information derived from
people, resulting in a boundary extension effect as opposed to boundary contraction.
For objects, it was predicted that there would be no change in BE for
upright/inverted scenes. Results revealed no difference in the proportion of same
responses between CW and WC for upright people in scenes or inverted people in
scenes. Conversely, BE was observed for objects in scenes in both upright and
inverted orientations. Therefore, inverting the scenes did not significantly change
how BE occurred for either people or objects. Moreover, our results reveal that there
is still a clear difference in the way that humans reconstruct space from memory for
scenes containing people compared to objects. We conclude that memory for the
extent of space is influenced by variations in scene content and that based on
findings from Chapter 5, this may reflect mechanisms of social action perception.
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6.2.

Introduction
When viewing the world, our visual system is overwhelmed with varying

types of entities, including spatial elements, objects and people. While a plethora of
research has directly examined how inanimate objects contribute to scene encoding
and memory, limited research has examined how animate entities such as people
influence spatial memory. Here, we extend the findings from Chapter 5 to examine
whether previously observed differences in memory for space, are modulated by an
increase in saliency attributed for people compared to objects, a difference that has
already been documented in the literature (Downing, Bray, Rogers & Childs, 2004;
Peelen & Kastner, 2014). Is this influenced by an imperative to extract socially
relevant cues from people such as identity, emotion, and predicting others actions to
facilitate social interaction (Adolphs, 2003b; Bigelow et al., 2006; Ramnani &
Miall, 2004)?
6.2.1

Encoding social information from people
Previous research has revealed that people in scenes are encoded differently

to objects. Mayer, Vuong & Thornton (2015) used eye-tracking technology and
identified that people in scenes are generally the first entity to be fixated compared
to objects. This supports previous research which showed that when presented with
images of people, participants attend to others’ facial features, such as their eyes
(Henderson et al., 2005; Birmingham et al., 2008), primarily because they provide a
source for detecting others identities and emotions (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997). In
real-world situations, despite the increase in surrounding contextual features,
individuals predominantly attend to the eyes of other people as a rich source to
gather social information (Birmingham, Bischof & Kingstone, 2008; Cerf, Harel,
Huth, Einhäuser & Koch, 2008; Emery, 2000; Smilek, Birmingham, Cameron,
Bischof & Kingstone, 2006). This provides evidence to suggest that people salient
stimuli, providing social cues to guide social interaction and action prediction
(Downing, Bray, Rogers & Childs, 2004).
This is also observed in our findings from Chapter 5, examining BE for
dynamic people and fixed people in scenes. Our results identified differences in BE
despite faces being regularly shown in both conditions. Therefore, memory for the
extent of space cannot be solely linked to processing facial features, but rather via
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social attention mechanisms linked to both facial expression and body language
(Birmingham, Bischof & Kingstone, 2008; Nummenmaa & Calder, 2009). For
example, the presence of a person within a scene may draw more attention in order
for the observer to extract socially relevant cues, which may change the way
attention is allocated towards the rest of the scene.
6.2.2. Effect of highly salient content on scene processing
While a plethora of research has investigated person perception, these studies
typically include people isolated from a context (Downing, Bray, Rogers & Childs,
2004; Downing, Jiang, Shuman & Kanwisher, 2001), or explore person perception
in visual search/target detection paradigms (Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson &
Burton, 2010; Kaiser, Oosterhof & Peelen, 2016). However, given our observations
in Chapter 5 it is critical to determine why spatial reconstruction differs as a
function of the type of entity.
Various scene content manipulations can influence the BE effect and
saliency may be a key factor. Evidence suggests that focal visual attention is
fundamental for individuals to encode factors that are considered highly salient
(Elazary & Itti, 2008). Mathews and Mackintosh (2004) identified that individuals
classified as having high anxiety traits show reductions in BE for scenes containing
salient emotional stimuli. The authors conclude that this may reflect a narrowing of
focal attention to the salient feature within the scene. Here, we apply the same
notion independently of emotion. We suggest that compared to objects, people
appear more salient within scenes reflected by a narrowing of attentional scope
toward the people in order to extract socially relevant information. This would
reduce one’s ability to encode spatial information beyond the entity within the scene
(Mack & Rock, 1998). To test this hypothesis, one could restrict a participant’s
ability to encode highly social information within a scene.
6.2.3

Current research direction
Here we examine whether the boundary contraction effect revealed for

people in scenes (Chapter 5) can be explained by differences in the degree of
saliency between people and objects (Downing, Bray, Rogers & Childs, 2004) and
whether this inverse BE effect reflects the necessity to extract social cues about a
persons’ identity, emotions and predict their future actions (Adolphs, 2003b;
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Bigelow et al., 2006; Ramnani & Miall, 2004). This would be supported by our
findings from Chapter 5, which showed a significant boundary contraction effect for
dynamic people, compared to fixed people.
As such, we used an identical style BE paradigm as Chapter 5 whilst
including an additional inversion condition to reduce saliency differences between
people and objects (Kelley, Chun & Chua, 2003; Shore & Klein, 2000). Therefore,
scenes were shown in both upright and inverted orientations as well as CW and WC.
Based on prior evidence, we predicted that BE would be observed for both upright
and inverted scenes (Beighley & Intraub, 2016). However, if the boundary
contraction effect observed for people in scenes does reflect an increase in social
attentional demand, a more ‘traditional’ object-like BE effect should be observed for
inverted scenes containing people where saliency effects are thought to be reduced.
A further aim of the current experiment was to control for field of view
(FOV). In Chapter 5, the FOV for images of people tended to appear larger
compared to images of objects. We therefore controlled for this potential confound
by presenting the same background scene with either a person or an object
respectively.

6.3.

Methods

6.3.1. Participants
Thirty-two (9 males, mean age: 21.72 years) Cardiff University
undergraduate students in Psychology took part in this experiment for course credits.
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and could fall within any
handedness category. Full informed consent was provided prior to the experiment
and participants were debriefed following the experiment. Full Ethical approval was
provided by Cardiff University to conduct the experiment.

6.3.2. Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of full colour natural scenes containing people and objects
independently in both upright and inverted conditions (Figure, 6.1). While Chapter 5
had trial unique scenes for each CW and WC condition, the current experiment used
the same stimuli for both trial types (CW/WC). This allowed us to ensure that the
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effects in Chapter 5 were not driven by differences in the stimuli chosen for CW and
WC trials. In addition to the original CW and WC trials this experiment included
identical trials where scenes were mixed ‘close-close’ or ‘wide-wide’ scenes. These
identical trials were not included in any further analyses but were included to ensure
participants observed some authentic same trials.
In the present study, both people and objects were matched for size so that
the proportion of the scene was taken up by on average the same number of pixels
(p>.05). The average degree of visual angle for a person in a scene was 2.72° and for
an object it was 2.84°. To control for FOV differences, each scene background was
shown with either a person or an object, respectively. Scenes were a mix of the
experimenter’s own images and others were sourced from various image search
engines. Each person or object in the scene was situated in the same position but this
varied between scenes.
Stimuli were split into two sets to ensure that participants did not see all
versions of each stimulus in the same background (counterbalanced). For example,
each participant took part in one of two versions of the experiment, each of which
showed only upright or inverted versions of each scene for both people and objects.
Participants therefore saw each scene background with an object or person but never
in both upright and inverted. This was modelled to remove possible effects of
memory for the space and reduced the number of repetitions of the scene
background. These two versions were also run in the reverse order (starting with the
last trial). Each version contained 216 trials. Masks comprised of coloured mosaic
images generated in Adobe Photoshop CC, 2015, and were not derived from the
images present in that particular trial. This was to ensure participants were not
tracking the location of specific features between the two scenes.
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Inverted

People

Objects

Upright

Figure 6.1. Example stimuli: Objects and people in both upright and inverted scenes were
shown in sequential pairs, in which he second image relative to the first image could be
CW, WC or the same.

6.3.3. Task and Procedure
All participants were given detailed instructions about the task prior to
participation. Each trial lasted approximately 8 seconds including subject response
time. As in Chapter 5, participants responded verbally. For each trial, an initial scene
was presented for 500ms, followed by a distractor mask (1000ms), a fixation cross
(2000ms) and the second scene (500ms) (Figure 6.2). To further ensure that
participants were not focusing on specific features in the scene between
presentations, the duration of the mask and the fixation were increased. As in
Chapter 5, Participants were required to judge whether the second scene was ‘same’,
‘closer up’ or ‘farther away’ than the first scene of the trial. The experiment was
conducted in psychological laboratories at Cardiff University and run on an Apple
Macintosh Air Laptop.
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Verbal
response

Figure 6.2. A schematic representation of a typical trial order in the second BE experiment.

6.3.4. Analysis
Analysis was conducted using the same procedures outlined in Chapter 5.
First, BE was measured by calculating mean scores for people and objects for both
CW and WC. These scores were then compared with paired t-tests for an asymmetry
between CW and WC for each entity.
Second, a proportion analysis was conducted to examine the direction of the
BE error between the type of entity for CW and WC and whether this was
modulated by the orientation. Here, the proportion of ‘same’ responses for each
individual for each condition was input into a RM ANOVA; exploring interaction
effects between [Trial Type (CW/WC) x Entity (objects/people) x Orientation
[upright/inverted)]. Post-hoc t-tests were run to explore the direction of any
significant interactions in the ANOVA.

6.4

Results

6.4.1. Mean BE scores
Results showed a significant effect of BE for objects in scenes [t(31) = -4.00,
p<.001], where the mean response for CW objects in scenes was significantly closer
to 0 than for WC objects. This effect was not observed for people in scenes [t(31), 1.21, p=.236]. That is, for people in scenes, there was no difference between the
mean BE score for CW and WC, suggesting no effect of BE or boundary
contraction.
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Table3. Descriptive statistics for mean BE scores.
Close-wide

Wide-close

People

M
S.E

0.60
0.04

0.54
0.04

Objects

M
S.E

0.39
0.04

0.57
0.03

Note. WC scores are multiplied by -1 to give a positive number by which the CW scores can
be directly compared.

6.4.2. Proportion analysis
A 2x2x2 RM-ANOVA [Trial Type (CW/WC) x Entity (object/person) x
Orientation [upright/inverted)] revealed a significant main effect of the type of
Entity [F(1,31)=8.01, p=.008, η2p =.21], but no main effect of Orientation
[F(1,31)=.21, p=.654, η2p =.01] or Trial Type (CW/WC) [F(1,31)=3.50, p=.071, η2p
=.10]. Results yielded a significant interaction between Entity and Orientation
[F(1,31)=5.00, p=.033, η2p =.139]. There was no significant interaction between
Orientation and Trial Type (CW/WC) [F(1,31)=1.38, p=.246, η2p =.043].

Trial Type

Figure 6.3. Results of Experiment 2 show the proportion of ‘same’ responses for both
people and objects in upright and inverted orientations.
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A significant interaction was observed between Entity and Trial Type
(F(1,31)=16.88, p<.001, η2p =.35), but no significant three-way interaction was
observed (F(1,31)=.96, p=.334, η2p =.03). Planned paired-sample t-tests show a
significant difference between CW and WC for both upright objects (t(31)=3.37,
p=.002) and inverted objects (t(31)=3.79, p=.001) but not for inverted people (t(31)=
0.15, p=.886), or upright people (t(31)=-1.73, p=.094) (Figure 6.3).

6.5.

Discussion
Our motivation to examine BE for people and objects in scenes was to bridge

the gap in understanding for the social-perceptual and attention mechanisms that
influence how individuals process their local visual environment which has seldom
been explored.
6.5.1. Discussion of findings
This study employed BE to re-examine whether memory for the expanse of
space is modulated by the type of entity presented within a scene. It was largely
considered that the absence of BE and the presence of boundary contraction for
people in scenes (observed in Chapter 5) reflected differences in the degree of
saliency between people and objects respectively. Thus, the current study presented
participants with scenes in both upright and inverted orientations to examine
whether inverting the scenes reduced saliency differences between people and
objects (Kelley, Chun & Chua, 2003; Shore & Klein, 2000).
As such, we predicted that for upright people in scenes, there would be a
reverse BE effect (boundary contraction), as was observed in Chapter 5. However,
by inverting the scenes containing people, the extraction of saliency cues would be
reduced, and this would result in increasing the degree of BE error (increase in the
proportion of same responses for CW relative to WC). We anticipated that BE error
rates for upright and inverted scenes containing objects BE would not differ as
identification and recognition of objects is not considered to be affected by inversion
(Reed, Stone, Bozova, & Tanaka, 2003).
6.5.1.1. BE for people versus objects in scenes.
Results for the mean BE scores revealed a BE effect for upright objects in
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scenes, but no effect for upright people in scenes. In addition, our findings from the
proportion analysis revealed that memory for the spatial extent of a scene is
modulated by the type of entity. This was revealed by a strong interaction effect
between the type of entity and trial type (same responses for CW and WC).
In the current study, we observed a significant BE effect for upright scenes
containing objects consistent with results from Chapter 5 and previous BE literature
(Intraub & Richardson, 1989; Intraub, Bender & Mangels, 1992). BE was also
observed for inverted scenes containing objects as predicted based on prior evidence
documenting that inverting objects does not reduce the participant’s ability to
encode its identity (Reed, Stone, Bozova, & Tanaka, 2003). In addition, it has been
documented in the BE literature that inverting scenes containing objects does not
reduce BE (Beighley & Intraub, 2016). Our finding supports this result by
demonstrating that BE still occurs for inverted scenes containing objects.
Results for upright people in scenes showed a tendency for boundary
contraction, however this did not reach significance. That is, there was no significant
difference between the proportion of “same” responses for CW and WC trials for
inverted scenes containing people. Thus, when comparing both these findings from
the present experiment and those from Chapter 5, we can conclude that BE is
modulated by the type of entity but that the boundary contraction effect requires
further exploration in future research.
Together, the findings for the current experiment suggest that the proportion
of same responses between CW and WC is modulated by the type of entity within a
scene but this interaction is not influenced by the orientation of the scene. This
suggests that inverting the scene did not significantly change the way in which the
spatial extent of a scene is remembered. From these findings, we are unable to
conclude whether the absence of BE error for people in scenes is a direct result of
the increase in saliency associated with people compared to objects. In addition,
despite a stricter control of FOV, our results still showed that BE error rate was
influenced by entity differences within a scene. Therefore, we suggest that these
differences are not likely to have influenced results from experiment 1.
6.5.2. What do the results from Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 reveal about scene
encoding?
Prior studies examining object-in-scene processing suggest that people are
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the first entities participants fixate to possibly due to our imperative to extract
socially relevant information (Foulsham, Snyder & Carpenter, 1981; Tom
Foulsham, Cheng, Tracy, Henrich & Kingstone, 2010; Foulsham & Underwood,
2009; Mayer, Vuong & Thornton, 2015) However, our knowledge regarding how
the brain encodes people in scenes is still relatively elusive. Thus, it remains unclear
why humans differentially reconstruct the spatial extent of a scene containing a
person compared to an object. However, results from the current thesis suggest that
these differences might reflect encoding social and highly salient cues about others
actions, critical for interaction.
One explanation may be how we interact with each type of cue within the
broader world. The interaction envelope as described by Bainbridge and Oliva
(2015) suggests that humans form a spatial ‘interaction envelope’ to account for the
space by which we interact with objects. If we apply this hypothesis to object
perception, it would explain why participants report CW trials as being the same, but
WC being different. This may be because memory for the space is extended to
account for ‘interaction space’ with the objects. However, this would not explain
why we see the reverse effect for people in scenes. Therefore, future research should
be driven towards better understanding the mechanisms of the interaction envelope
hypothesis in relation to BE.
In addition, it is important to explore the current findings further to examine
how object recognition directly impacts upon the magnitude of the BE effect in
natural scene processing. Hale, Brown and McDunn (2016) showed that increasing
the task demand significantly increases the magnitude of the BE effect. Participants
were required to make an object recognition judgement followed by a judgement of
whether the second scene appears the same, closer or farther than the initial photo.
When participants were considered worse at encoding the object identity, BE error
increased. This demonstrates that poor initial encoding of the scene leads to a higher
BE error. This finding provides insight into the mechanisms that drive BE, showing
that it is fundamentally contingent upon attentional resources to an object.
This research may shed light on the results from the current study. Given that
people in scenes draw attention it could be suggested that they are encoded with a
higher resolution compared to objects. This may be reflected by differences in the
way that attention is distributed across a scene. For example, when viewing scenes
containing objects, participants may not attend to the scene in so much detail.
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However, when there is a person present in the scene, participants contract their
attention to focus on the person in order to extract socially relevant cues. As a result,
the viewer may be more aware of the borders of the view and therefore do not
exhibit a BE error. Whilst this would explain the results from the current study, this
would not extend to the boundary contraction finding in Chapter 5.
6.5.3. Considerations for BE as a method of assessing spatial cognition
A crucial element for discussion is the BE approach itself. Whilst the BE
method has provided significant insight into understanding the mechanisms by
which the brain processes the spatial extent of scenes (Gottesman & Intraub, 2003;
Intraub & Richardson, 1989; Park, Intraub, YI, Widders & Chun, 2007);
consideration for the type of analyses used is critical. For example, the mean BE
score is calculated as the mean score between responses (-1, 0, +1) for CW and the
mean responses for WC. However, if a participant responds ‘same’ 2 times, ‘closer’
4 times and ‘farther’ 4 times during 10 CW trials, this would give them a mean of 0.
If they then responded ‘closer’ on 8 WC trials and ‘same’ on 2 trials, the comparison
between CW and WC will be asymmetric in the direction of BE. This asymmetry is
not indicative of BE error, as it is driven by a symmetry in ‘closer’ and ‘farther’
responses and not by the number of times they make the actual BE error (‘same’).
The use of the proportion of ‘same’ responses provides a measure of the direction of
the BE error. While results for both the mean BE score and proportion analysis were
consistent, our method of analysis is better suited to our question as it provides a
measure to detect differences in the direction of the error itself.
In addition, the style of mask used between each scene should be chosen
with care. Evidence suggests that BE can be modulated by emotion (Mathews &
Mackintosh, 2004; Menetrier, Didierjean & Vieillard, 2013). However, in various
BE studies, the distraction mask used is a visual noise mask with central smiley face
(Mullally, Intraub & Maguire, 2012; Kim, Dede, Hopkins & Squire, 2016). It could
be suggested that this may influences the effect of BE, as it could impact on the way
that the following scene is reconstructed. Therefore, future research needs to
examine the effect of neutral masks on the magnitude of BE as was considered in for
the experiments in the current thesis.
6.5.4. Limitations and future research
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It must be considered that while Chapter 6 attempted to control for potential
differences in FOV (by showing the person and object in the same scene background
respectively); this may have resulted in participants learning the spatial extent of
each scene background. Even when participants are instructed to fixate on the scene
borders, they still exhibit BE (Gagnier, Dickinson & Intraub, 2013). It could be
suggested that repeat exposures to a scene background may not result in participants
learning the borders of the scene. However, this needs further investigation in order
to guide researchers in future using BE as a method of assessing spatial cognition.
In the present study, we tried to control for differences in saliency attribution
between people and objects in natural scenes. It was considered that inverting the
scene would reduce participants’ ability to extract salient information from people,
therefore resulting in a higher proportion of ‘same’ responses to CW scenes
compared to WC, as is observed for objects in scenes. In the present study, this was
not the case. It could be suggested that this inversion method did not tap into the
right mechanisms that drive the reverse BE for people. Future research should reexamine this observation with other saliency manipulations such as blurring
different parts of the person, to investigate if the effects are driven by the need to
extract facial expressions or body language to predict future actions.
Moreover, it would be prudent to examine how attention is dispersed across
the scene, and whether this is modulated by saliency, specifically, differences
between people and objects in scenes in the case of BE. Indeed, eye-tracking
research has already identified that people are typically the first entities to be fixated
upon in natural scenes (Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson & Burton, 2010), however
this method should be applied to a BE paradigm to infer how attention to the
boundaries of space differs for people in scenes compared to objects. Eye-tracking
technology could be used to examine how saccades are distributed across scenes in
the presence of people compared to objects. Tracking eye fixations across the scene
when there is a person or an object present, would allow one to infer more about the
way in which the scene is analysed at the initial scene presentation compared to the
second scene presentation.
There were a number of changes to the design of the current experiment in
comparison to the first BE study in this thesis. This included not using trial unique
stimuli and including the same backgrounds for both people and objects in scenes.
This was done to try and control for any stimulus effects that might have been
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observed in the previous chapter such as FOV (a limitation of trial unique design).
While there is currently no evidence to suggest that the number of repetitions of
scene background reduces the BE effect, future research should examine this in
more depth.
6.5.5. Conclusions
Scenes are complex and require us to processes vast arrays of information
and entity types simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research
that directly examines whether memory for the spatial extent of a scene is influenced
by variations in the type of entity (person/object). Finally, this body of work
suggests that scene encoding is not only driven by global spatial properties or
inanimate objects relevant for navigation (Intraub & Richardson, 1989; Intraub,
Bender & Mangels, 1992), but that it is also driven by social constructs and
elements, which should be considered in the study of spatial cognition.
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Chapter 7
General Discussion
In the present thesis, we examined how variations in scene content are
represented in the scene-selective cortex and how these variations influence memory
for the spatial extent of a scene. Successful encoding of these properties allows
organisms to form a coherent representation of the wider visual world, critical for
spatial navigation (Tolman, 1948; (Baumann, Chan & Mattingley, 2012; Chan,
Baumann, Bellgrove & Mattingley, 2012); (Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein,
2015).
Various lines of research have attempted to investigate how scenes are more
broadly encoded and reconstructed in memory. For example, some propose that
scenes

are

categorised

by

their

global

spatial

properties

such

as

naturalness/manmade (Greene & Oliva, 2009b; Oliva & Torralba, 2001, 2002;
Torralba & Oliva, 2003; Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano & Henderson, 2006) and lowlevel visual elements of the scene (Rajimehr, Devaney, Bilenko, Young & Tootell,
2011; Watson, Hymers, Hartley & Andrews, 2016). Other evidence suggests that
scenes are categorised as a function of object-context relationships (Aminoff,
Schacter & Bar, 2008; Bar, 2004; Brockmole & Le-Hoa Vo, 2010; Davenport, 2007;
Hollingworth, 2007; Hollingworth & Henderson, 1998; Kalenine, Shapiro, Flumini,
Borghi & Buxbaum, 2014) or spatial properties of the objects relative to the user
(Bainbridge & Oliva, 2015). Whilst the contributions from these studies have
provided us with an understanding regarding how scenes are processed as a function
of their local parts and global elements, our knowledge has been limited regarding
how the brain encodes spatial and non-spatial properties of objects in scenes and
how highly salient entities such as people influence memory for the extent of space.
Thus, the principle aim for the current thesis was to examine how variations
in scene content influence scene encoding and memory reconstruction. To address
this broader theme, we studied two lines of investigation.
1. How is spatial and non-spatial properties of objects represented in the
core scene-selective network?
2. How does scene content (object/person) influence memory for the
spatial extent of the scene?
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7.1.

Discussion of key findings

7.1.1. Chapter 3 - Scene-selective contributions to object-in-scene representations.
The first fMRI experiment employed RS to probe the representational
content of core scene-selective structures (PPA; RSC; OPA) in response to changes
in Locations, Arrangements and Identities of objects. Our findings showed no
statistical differences in the magnitude of the BOLD HRF response between any of
the conditions, including repetition. Thus, there was no effect of RS, within or
across the three ROIs.
Given the plethora of research that has observed RS effects in these regions,
using similar RS designs (Epstein, Graham & Downing, 2003), we considered that
these effects might reflect irregularities in the modulation of attention to the task.
During scanning, participants were required to press a button on a keypad upon
detection of an inverted scene, to maintain their attention throughout the duration of
the experiment. In this case, the inversion task may have distracted participants from
attending to the relative changes between each pair of scenes, reducing the
likelihood of observing RS.
The effect of attention for observing RS is still somewhat unclear, with some
evidence suggesting attention is critical for observing RS (Eger, Henson, Driver &
Dolan, 2004; Grill-Spector, Henson & Martin, 2006; Moore, Yi & Chun, 2013), and
others suggesting that RS is not exclusively dependent upon attention mechanisms
(Barron, Garvert & Behrens, 2016; Larsson & Smith, 2012; Larsson, Solomon &
Kohn, 2016). Interestingly, it has been suggested that neural adaptation at the single
cell level can be observed independently of attention (as suggested by Larsson,
Solomon and Kohn (2016). Thus, attention mechanisms in RS during fMRI may be
specific to the mechanisms that drive BOLD effects. Moreover, these considerations
regarding the modulation of attention during RS was examined in Chapter 4, where
participants were required to focus their attention directly to the changes between
scenes (with a newly designed task).
7.1.2. Chapter 4 – Object-in-scene representations: Task effects in RS.
In Chapter 4 we adopted the same RS method and stimuli as Chapter 3,
while employing a new task that directed participants’ attention to the changes
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between scene pairs. In this experiment, participants were required to respond when
they detected multiple changes between paired scenes (for example, both location
and identity changes or location and configuration changes). We anticipated that this
modified task would draw participants’ attention more specifically to the changes
between the scenes in each paired trial, and thus, increasing the likelihood of
observing attenuation in the repetition condition.
Results showed that RS was observed for both the OPA and RSC.
Conversely, for the PPA, there was no observed effect of RS. Results of the PPA are
striking in that this region has been most critically linked with scene processing
(Epstein & Kanwisher 1998), yet showed no release in adaptation for spatial
manipulations within scenes as has been observed previously (Buffalo, Bellgowan &
Martin, 2006; Kohler, Crane & Milner, 2002; Pihlajamaki et al., 2004). Prior
evidence has suggested that the parahippocampal cortex receives input from dorsal
visual regions implicated in visuospatial processing (Baldassano, Beck & Fei-Fei,
2013; Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei & Beck, 2016), thus it is surprising that in this
study, the PPA did not elicit a release in adaptation for changes in spatial Locations
or Arrangements of objects within scenes. However, it could be suggested that the
PPA is not involved in encoding these spatial properties within scenes and is more
involved in processing object-context relationships (Aminoff & Tarr, 2015; Bar,
2004) or memory processes relating objects-in-scenes (Aminoff, Gronau & Bar,
2007; Pihlajamaki et al., 2005; Pihlajamaki et al., 2004).
These results provide evidence to suggest that the modified task was
sufficient for evoking RS, thus, attention to the changes between scene pairs is
critical, supporting evidence suggesting the importance of attention for observing
RS (Moore, Yi & Chun, 2009).

Whilst there were no significant differences

between the experimental conditions, the observation that these two regions showed
an RS effect might suggest their potential involvement in representing higher-level
information of global scene layout (Oliva & Torralba, 2001) or multiple spatial and
non-spatial proprieties of objects in natural scenes (Troiani, Stigliani, Smith &
Epstein, 2014).
In addition to the RS time-course analysis, exploratory whole-brain contrasts
were run between Arrangement changes (the relationship between the objects) and
Location changes (the relationship between the observer and the objects). These
contrasts were chosen to examine whether regions beyond our hypothesised ROIs
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were sensitive to different forms of spatial information about objects in scenes.
Results revealed bilateral clusters in the inferior parietal lobe (IPL) for the contrast
Arrangement > Location. Speculating this result lead us to consider that the IPL may
be more involved in processing allocentric based spatial information about object
Arrangements, compared to the egocentric object Locations within scenes. Our
whole-brain findings support previous research suggesting that the IPL plays a role
in allocentric spatial encoding (Committeri et al., 2004; Zaehle et al., 2007) and
object individuation (the degree to which an object appears to be individual and
indexed compared to its surroundings) (Bettencourt & Xu, 2013). However, these
whole-brain findings were conducted without priory hypotheses and thus, should be
interpreted with caution.
Collectively, these fMRI experiments provide insight into the role of
attention and task influences in RS experiments (Larsson & Smith, 2012; Larsson,
Solomon & Kohn, 2016; Moore, Yi & Chun, 2013; Tootell et al., 1998; Tootell,
Hadjikhani, Mendola, Marrett & Dale, 1998). While this will need to be further
examined within the same sample of participants, it highlights the importance of the
task in observing RS in paired-stimulus designs to examine variations in visual
content.
Having initially studied this overarching theme of object-in-scene
representations with fMRI RS, we decided to approach the question with a separate
complimentary method. One such method that has been investigated with relation to
RS is boundary extension (BE). The mechanisms that underpin BE are thought to be
similar to those of habituation observed during RS (Park, Intraub, Yi, Widders &
Chun, 2007). Therefore, we used BE as a behavioural tool to examine how changes
to scene content alter the way in which the spatial extent of the scene is
reconstructed in memory. In the second set of experiments we tested whether
different types of objects (people vs objects) alter the BE effect for scene
construction.
7.1.3. Behavioural Experiments
BE is described as a phenomenon that is characterised by a false inflation in
remembered space, beyond the borders of a scene that was previously observed
(Intraub & Richardson, 1987). Thus, BE serves as a useful tool in measuring the
way in which space around the borders of a scene is remembered.
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Prior BE experiments have typically examined scenes containing inanimate
entities such as objects (Bertamini, Jones, Spooner & Hecht, 2005; Czigler, Intraub
& Stefanics, 2013; Dickinson & LaCombe, 2014; Intraub, Gottesman, Willey &
Zuk, 1996). Objects can be thought of as units, which provide cues to infer us of our
location and facing direction within our environment (Chan, Baumann, Bellgrove &
Mattingley, 2012; Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein, 2014, 2015). However, limited
research has directly compared how we encode and remember the extent of space
within a scene, in the presence of an object compared to a more salient social
stimulus such as a person. For example, these elements are regularly encountered in
the world, yet they typically serve two different functions. People are animate
entities that we socially interact with, whereas objects are inanimate units that guide
our behaviour and serve a function to inform us of our location within the world.
Prior to the present thesis, our knowledge of the way in which these two entities
differentially influence memory for the extent of space was limited.
In two behavioural experiments, we used BE as a measure to infer whether
memory for the extent of space was modulated by the type of scene content (a
person or an object).
7.1.4. Chapter 5 – Does the presence of a person influence BE?
The purpose of Chapter 5 was to examine whether memory for the space
around the scene boundaries is different in the presence of a social animate entity,
such as a person, in comparison to an inanimate object. Given that people may draw
more attention in comparison to objects (Downing, Bray, Rogers & Childs, 2004;
Fletcher-Watson, Findlay, Leekam & Benson, 2008; Peelen & Kastner, 2014; Seidl,
Peelen & Kastner, 2012), and emotional scenes are found to reduce the BE effect
(Mathews & Mackintosh, 2004), we predicted a reduction in BE would be observed
for people in scenes compared to objects.
Results for both the mean BE score and proportion analyses showed a
significant effect of BE for individual objects in scenes, consistent with previous
literature (Intraub, Bender & Mangels, 1992; Intraub, Gottesman, Willey & Zuk,
1996). However, this effect was significantly reversed for individual people in
scenes. Therefore, our results show a significant BE effect for objects but a
boundary contraction effect for people. In addition, the effect of load revealed that
when scenes include multiple entities, there is a smaller difference in proportion of
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same responses between CW and WC for both people and objects in the opposing
direction. That is, multiple entities reduce the BE effect for objects in scenes, and
reduce the boundary contraction effect for people in scenes, although these
differences were still significant. Upon reflection, these differences in spatial
memory for people and objects in scenes may reflect higher levels of saliency
associated with people compared to objects, driven by social characteristics and a
need to predict others actions (Fletcher-Watson, Findlay, Leekham & Benson, 2008;
Peelen & Kastner, 2014).
Our second analysis examined whether these differences reflected the
dynamic nature of people, driven by an innate requirement to predict their future
actions (Ramnani & Miall, 2004). Here, we studied BE in for two further
independent conditions, fixed people in scenes and dynamic people in scenes.
Results showed that for the dynamic people in scenes, there was a strong boundary
contraction effect, whereas for ‘fixed’ people in scenes, there was no significant
difference between the proportion of ‘same’ responses for CW and WC scenes.
These results provide further evidence to suggest that an increase in saliency (as
depicted by dynamic people) changes the way in which the surrounding space along
the boundaries of a scene is processed and remembered.
These findings are of particular interest because it highlights that the way in
which humans observe the world depends on the type of visual input. In the case of
these results, the dynamic nature of people might have required a more contracted
focus of attention toward that person to extract relevant social cues, in order to
predict their actions. This may have subsequently reduced the scope of their
attention to the wider space. However, for people who appeared fixed in scenes,
there was less of a need to predict their actions as they were fixed to their location,
therefore participants may have distributed their attention toward many aspects of
the scene, thus, resulting in no BE effect (no difference between the proportion of
‘same’ responses for CW and WC).
The third analysis examined whether BE was observed for empty scenes
(landscape photographs with no focal object). Our observations revealed little to no
evidence of a difference between CW and WC landscape scenes with no focal
entity. Our findings suggest that scenes without objects do not yield BE, thus, BE
may rely upon the integration of both object and context information to form a
global understanding of the space, but as the social saliency of the entity increases,
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the BE effect reduces.
7.1.5. Chapter 6 – Is BE driven by saliency differences between people and object?
In Chapter 6 we aimed to replicate the results from Chapter 5, while better
examining potential contributions of saliency between people and objects. Results
showed that as previously observed in Chapter 5, there was a significant effect of
BE for objects in scenes, but not for people. The reverse direction of the result for
people in scenes was similar to that of Chapter 5 however, this did not reach
significance (p=.09). Therefore, whilst there was no significant boundary
contraction effect, these results showed that BE does not occur for people in scenes.
One explanation for the absence of boundary contraction in Chapter 6 might
reflect an effect of familiarity for the person in the scene. For example, in this
experiment, we better controlled for FOV by using the same scene background for
both a person and an object respectively. Therefore, participants were exposed to
multiple versions of the scene background, which could have led to a familiarity
effect of the spatial scope of the scene. Research has shown that individuals still
exhibit a strong BE effect for photographs of familiar environments (Gottesman &
Munger, 2010). However, it could be suggested that the effect observed by
Gottesman and Munger may be driven by prior knowledge of the space beyond the
scene borders, building a more expansive detailed representation of the space,
through amodal completion. Conversely, if BE was reduced due to familiarity in
this experiment, then this should also have affected the BE score for objects, which
was not the case. Given that the effect of stimulus repetition on BE has not been
studied previously, it is only possible to speculate this as a plausible explanation.
The second focus for Chapter 6 was to determine whether saliency effects
derived from extracting social information, modulated the BE effect observed in
Chapter 5. Scenes in Chapter 6 were shown in both upright and inverted orientations
(for all conditions). This condition was included as it was thought that inverting
scenes would reduce participants’ ability to extract salient information (Kelley,
Chun & Chua, 2003; Shore & Klein, 2000), associated with people compared to
objects. It was predicted that for objects in scenes, there would be no difference in
BE between upright and inverted (Beighley & Intraub, 2016; Intraub & Berkowits,
1996). However, for people in scenes, it was thought that inverting the scene would
reduce participants’ ability to extract socially relevant information (such as identity
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and predicting their behaviour), and thus, yielding a more similar BE effect to that
observed for objects in scenes. Results showed that the BE effect for objects was
present regardless of their orientation, supporting the more recent findings of
Beighley & Intraub (2016). For the scenes containing people, there was no
significant BE or boundary contraction effect for upright or inverted people. Thus,
we conclude that inverting the scene did not significantly influence the way in which
BE occurred. Without a significant boundary contraction effect for upright people, it
is challenging to draw conclusions about the effect of inversion. For example, the
results showed no significant difference between CW and WC responses for upright
or inverted people. Thus, while we are able to confirm that the type of trial
(CW/WC) is modulated by the type of entity, this was not influenced by the
additional factor of orientation.
Do these results suggest that the effect of BE differs because of the presence
of a person, or might it reflect the absence of an object? Given the plethora of
research providing evidence of the importance of objects in scenes in guiding spatial
processing (Janzen & Turennout, 2004; Auger, Mullally and Maguire, 2012), it
could be suggested that in some instances objects are quite simply used as tools to
inform us of the geometric structure of space and guide our behaviour (Marchette,
Vass, Ryan & Epstein, 2014). Thus, it could be suggested that scenes containing
people are harder to process in terms of spatial extent because they have no spatially
relevant cues. That is, without cues to infer an individual of the structure of space
the individual finds it harder to make a judgement about the size and depth of the
space. This theorem is supported by our finding in Chapter 5 that showed an absence
of BE for landscape scenes without a focal object.
Taken together, the BE experiments jointly provide evidence for our initial
hypotheses that memory for the spatial extent of a scene differs depending on the
type of scene content, more specifically, the type of entity (person/object). We
suggest that these findings support one of two possible explanations. First, the
presence of a person crucially alters the way in which the spatial extent of a scene is
processed and remembered due to an increase in social attentional demand induced
by an increase in saliency. Second, it may not be the person per se that reduces the
effect, but rather the lack of object, which can be used as a cue to the depth and size
of space. For example, if we had observed a BE effect of fixed people in scenes then
this explanation would not apply and the first explanation would be better fitting.
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However, we do not see a BE for any of the conditions containing people.
Moreover, these results may be explained partially by both explanations. For
example, the contraction effect observed for dynamic people can be explained by the
first idea. However, the lack of BE for all conditions containing people would be
better explained by the second instance.

7.2.

General conclusions and discussion of key accounts of object-

in-scene representations
Together the studies in this thesis examined how variations in spatial and
non-spatial properties of objects in scenes are encoded within the brain, and how
scene content such as the type of entity may impede memory for the expanse of
space. Here, I discuss key conclusions drawn from each of the 4 chapters and
suggest how they relate to key models and accounts of object-in-scene processing.
Our fMRI chapters highlight the importance of fMRI task design and
attention effects in RS, which need to be further explored. The RS effect for the
RSC and OPA suggest that these regions may encode a wealth of information about
objects within scenes, including both spatial properties and identity properties,
similar to that of Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein (2014). Moreover, our wholebrain findings revealed bilateral activation in the IPL, for object Arrangements more
than object Locations, possibly reflecting the cross talk between dorsal and ventral
streams for encoding object-in-scene relations (Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei & Beck,
2016; Fang & He, 2005; Santangelo, Di Francesco, Mastroberardino & Macaluso,
2015).
One model which should be considered when reflecting these results is the
spatial layout hypothesis (Epstein, 2005). In this model, the PPA is involved in
processing information about the shape of space including geometric information
and the layout of the scene. While we did not find any significant effects in our
fMRI results, we predicted that the PPA would be involved in encoding these types
of information more than object based information. However, the literature has
revealed many inconsistencies evidence assessing the function of the PPA where
some suggest it encodes information about discrete objects and others suggesting it
is involved in purely geometric and spatial properties (Epstein, 2005; Epstein,
Graham & Downing, 2003; Troiani, Stigliani, Smith & Epstein, 2014). Therefore,
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future research should continue to assess this model in light of more recent evidence
which identifies the PPA as a region that encodes information about object identity.
Our BE findings provide the most compelling results, where we observe BE
for objects within scenes but not people. This was the overall pattern of results
across both experiments, however, future research needs to re-examine the possible
boundary contraction (reverse BE) for people in scenes which was observed in
Chapter 5 but not Chapter 6. Critically, these findings may suggest that the
mechanisms associated with encoding objects in scenes differs from those involved
with encoding people in scenes. Two possible interpretations were discussed for
these results. First, this result could reflect the social nature of people resulting in
changes to the way in which attention is distributed across the scene. This idea was
supported by our findings showing stronger reverse BE effect for dynamic people in
scene compared to fixed people where there was no difference in same responses for
CW/WC. Second, our BE results might reflect the importance of objects in encoding
the spatial extent of a scene, important for amodal perception. For example, objects
are units which we use to inform ourselves of our location in our environment,
sometimes relevant for navigation (Chan, Baumann, Bellgrove & Mattingley, 2012;
Epstein & Vass, 2014; Marchette, Vass, Ryan & Epstein, 2014). Thus, objects may
be critical for grounding our understanding of the space and our location within it.
As such, the presence of an object provides spatial reference, which provides
context and meaning for the brain to reconstruct space beyond the border through
amodal perception. However, future research should test these explanations to infer
if BE relies upon object-context relationships and if salient entities prohibit this
from occurring, as they typically do not provide strong contextual associations.
Our findings for the two BE studies can be considered in light of the multisource model of memory (Intraub & Dickinson, 2008; Intraub, 2010). The multisource model suggests that scene representation occurs as a function of amodal
continuation of space, prior knowledge and previously learned object-context
relationships. Our BE findings for objects in scenes replicates prior studies (Intraub,
Bender & Mangels, 1992; Intraub, Gottesman, Willey & Zuk, 1996) which support
this model. However, our results for people in scenes did not show BE. Could it be
that this model is only appropriate for considering objects in scenes? Given that we
rarely associate people in specific contexts (unless they are linked to specific jobs or
are familiar to us) it might be that the brain is unable to draw upon any of these
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elements of information by which to create a representation of space. Therefore,
there should be an extension of the multi-source model of scene memory to account
for people in scenes. Future research should explore this further to determine the
mechanisms behind why we do not see traditional BE effects for people in scenes.
Collectively, this thesis contributes novel findings suggesting that they type
of content can modulate how scenes are reconstructed in memory, and extend prior
research highlighting the importance of attention-demanding tasks in observing RS
effects in fMRI.

7.3.

Limitations and directions for future research

7.3.1. Mechanisms of BOLD and RS
One limitation relates to the method of RS itself. fMRI is an indirect measure
of neural activity, derived from the contrast ratio between oxyhaemoglobin and
deoxyhaemoglobin in the blood supplied to the brain (Logothetis, Pauls, Augath,
Trinath & Oeltermann, 2001). The precise mechanisms that underpin RS are still
heavily debated (James & Gauthier, 2006; McMahon & Olson, 2007). In humans,
there appears to be a relationship between RS effect in fMRI and repetition priming
(Dobbins, Schnyer, Verfaellie & Schacter, 2004; Voss, Hauner & Paller, 2009),
however this relationship is not always observed for non-human primates
(McMahon & Olson, 2007). Thus, to make inferences about the derived signal in
RS, one needs to know which of the mechanisms (sharpening; fatigue; facilitation)
is driving RS for a particular paradigm (Grill-Spector, Henson & Martin, 2006;
Larsson, Solomon & Kohn, 2016). Without this, we are limited in our ability to
understand the relationship between the BOLD and the behaviour of neurons in a
given population. Thus, the mechanisms that drive fluctuations in RS during fMRI
still need to be established.
While we are able to draw some conclusions for our two fMRI studies
independently, the putative impact of attention on RS cannot be directly attributed to
the novel attention task as the inferences were made in two independent samples.
Therefore, future research should directly examine attention mechanisms and task
effects influence the degree of RS within the same sample and with an array of tasks
which are designed to specifically examine the effects of task on RS.
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7.3.2. Toward an understanding of network dynamics in scene processing
Early fMRI studies revealed functionally defined regions in the cortex that
showed selectivity to one condition compared to another (contrast method/activation
analysis) (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998). This method of determining brain function
significantly advanced our understanding of the segregation of different functional
brain structures. Since these early approaches fMRI methods have been developed,
including RS, which allow us to probe the representational content of regions within
the brain.
In the present thesis, the focus was to examine whether RS effects between
conditions differed across ROIs. This method permitted us to assess topological
differences across the scene-selective network, for encoding spatial and non-spatial
information about objects in scenes. While this approach informs how activation
differs between regions, it does not tell us if/how these regions are functionally
connected and does not infer the network dynamics. The fMRI methods in the
present thesis were specifically designed for RS, and thus, the design of the
experiment is not optimal for investigating functional connectivity analyses.
Recent fMRI approaches now explore network dynamics of scene
processing to examine how other regions beyond the PPA, RSC and OPA are
implicated in spatial encoding and memory for scene information (Baldassano,
Esteva, Fei-Fei & Beck, 2016). Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei and Beck (2016) used
functional connectivity analysis on data from the Human Connectome Project, to
examine how these scene-selective regions are functionally organised in wider
networks that process scene information. Their results provide insight into two
possible networks that code different forms of information (Figure 7.1). They
suggest the first network consists of the OPA and the posterior PPA, critically
involved in coding feature information such as scene layout. In a second network,
they observe that the anterior portion of the PPA functionally correlates with the
RSC; fundamental in processing information relevant for navigation and episodic
memory.
With the contributions of Baldassano, Esteva, Fei-Fei and Beck (2016) we
are able to understand how different kinds of scene information are processed at the
wider network level. With these more recent insights, future research should
examine more closely, the functional architecture of object-in-scene representations.
In this instance one analysis approach would be to employ a psychophysiological
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interaction analysis (PPI), which explores condition specific connectivity patterns
between a seed region (a previously defined region of interest) and the rest of the
brain.

Figure 7.1. A representation of scene-selective organisation in the PPA, RSC, OPA, and
IPL. Figure from Baldassano et al., (2016).

7.3.3. The effect of saliency in modulating BE effects
One of the most important contributions in this thesis is our observation that
BE does not occur for people in scenes. In our first experiment, we observed a
boundary contraction effect (reverse BE effect) for people in scenes. In our second
experiment, we inverted the scenes to examine whether our prior results reflect the
social/highly salient nature of people in scenes. However, given that upright people
in scenes showed no boundary contraction effect, we were unable to draw
conclusions regarding the influence of the inversion task on people in scenes.
However, overall, our findings showed that the entity by trial type interaction was
not influenced by the orientation of the scene. One possible consideration is that the
inversion condition was not strong enough to reduce participants’ ability to extract
socially relevant cues from people in scenes.
In line with evidence studying BE for emotional scenes (Mathews &
Mackintosh, 2004), it could be suggested that our results may reflect the social
nature of people in scenes, thus determining the mechanisms that underpin these
differences in BE for people and objects needs further exploration. Could there be
two distinct mechanisms supporting spatial encoding? One dedicated for processing
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fixed objects and spatial elements of the scene required for aiding in spatial
navigation? And a second one that processes space in relation to the dynamic
demands driven by many non-fixed entities in our environment; such as people and
animals?
Eye-tracking approaches could be used to examine how fixations are
dispersed across the scene differently when there is a person compared to an object
present. This could be done by comparing the distribution of fixations to the first
image presentation in each trial with the second and comparing these potential
differences between the two entities. This would allow us to explore whether these
differences occur at the initial encoding phase or if they occur at the comparative
phase (when the second image is compared to the mental representation formed for
the first image). Additionally, given that prior research suggests initial fixations in
scenes are made towards people (Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson & Burton, 2010;
Mayer, Vuong & Thornton, 2015), fixations may be more densely clustered around
the person whereas for objects, fixations may be more sparsely distributed across the
scene. This approach would allow us to infer how visual attention to the scene
differs as a function of the type of entity.
Recent evidence has documented that poor encoding increases BE for
objects in scenes (Hale, McDunn & Brown, 2016), however, it might be that the
differences observed between people and objects reflect differences in the way that
scenes are attended and encoded. For example, it might be that for scenes containing
objects, the gist can be inferred without high resolution encoding. However, for
scenes containing people, a high degree of attention to the person is required to
encode social cues, thus participants are more aware of the spatial extent of the
scene (resulting in no BE). This theory has previously been discussed in the BE
literature, where evidence shows that when attention is increased to the central
foreground object, BE effect reduces. This is consistent with our findings where no
BE was observed for scenes containing people. This idea is also supported by
research suggesting that people (both bodies and/or faces) within scenes capture
attention (Bindemann, Scheepers, Ferguson & Burton, 2010; Mayer, Vuong &
Thornton, 2015). How could this be studied further? One way to examine this would
be to include an additional task to the BE one requiring participants to encode other
information beyond the person within a scene. If their attention is driven away from
the person in the scene, then encoding of the scene might be poorer, increasing the
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BE effect. This would allow us to determine if these differences in spatial memory
for people and objects in scenes are driven by how scenes are encoded (the
‘resolution’ of initial scene encoding).
Likewise, future research should assess the importance of objects in BE, do
they ground our understanding for space? If the object in a scene is critical for
observing BE, then this might be measured using fMRI. Park, Intraub, Yi, Widders
and Chun (2007) studied neural effects of BE in the core scene-selective regions and
revealed that the PPA, showed significant attenuation for CW trials but not for WC
trials. This is because the PPA encoded the second wide-angle view of the scene (in
a CW trial) as the same as the first closer up presentation. Thus, if BE were reliant
upon the presence of an object, one might predict that attenuation would be
observed in the PPA for CW scenes containing objects, but not for CW landscape
scenes with no focal object. This would allow us identify whether it is the presence
of an object in its context that drives the BE.
7.3.4. Towards a broader model of object-in-scene understanding
Aminoff and Tarr (2015) suggest that scene processing may be driven by
mechanisms of associative processing, a framework to describe processing of scenes
through multiple inputs such as object-context relations, memory for prior
experiences, amodal representations and predictions/expectations of object
relationships. These associations reflect the interaction between processes such as
visual recognition and memory for past visual experience (Aminoff, Kveraga & Bar,
2013). Using fMRI, the authors revealed the scene-selective regions are important
nodes for encoding learned associations between objects in non-scene arrays. These
include novel locations and identities of objects. Their results further implicated the
PPA as a region for encoding spatial relations such as locations, whereas the RSC
and OPA were more critically implicated in encoding object identity information.
Their finding suggests that these regions do not just encode varying visual
dimensions of scene information (open/closed, natural/manmade), but instead
encode a complex combination of associative cues at a more general level driven by
learned associations.
Although their study provides a novel framework for understanding scene
processing, the stimuli are not representative of natural scenes. It could be suggested
that the use of natural scenes may change the way in which these associations are
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learned. Future work should therefore re-explore this framework using natural scene
contexts to assess whether this is generalizable. Whilst this framework provides
interesting insight into the mechanisms of associative processing in the domain of
scenes, it may not account for studies that detect activation within these regions for
novel scenes and novel object-context relations that are not learned. Thus, future
research should extend this framework to examine the network dynamics of
associative processing and examine whether these effects can be observed with
novel associations.

Figure 7.2. Example of trained associations, comprising of both spatial and non-spatial
conditions. Image from Aminoff and Tarr (2015).
7.3.5.

Limitation of the boundary extension method
A final limitation is that of the BE method. In the case of the current thesis we used

BE as a tool to understand how scene content variations influence memory spatial extent of
a scene. In the BE literature, there is a lack of standardised methods. For example, many
researchers collect data on a 3-point or 5-point scale where participants respond ‘closer’,
‘same’ or ‘farther’. Form here the data is then collapsed to provide an overall BE measure
(Intraub & Dickinson, 2008). As discussed in the BE empirical chapters, this method of
analysis may not actually measure the effect of BE. It may simply reflect the balance of
‘farther’ and ‘closer’ responses. In the present thesis, we devised a novel way of analysing
the data by examining the proportion of ‘same’ responses between CW and WC. Here we
reported BE as an increase in the proportion of same responses for CW compared to WC.
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While we were able to replicate a BE effect for objects in both of our experiments, further
testing of this analysis method is required to ensure that it can be replicated.

7.5.

Applications for the current research
When examining the cognitive processes that underlie human perceptual

experience, one must also consider the applications that were initially considered at
the beginning of the journey.
This thesis aimed to not only provide novel contributions to advance our
knowledge of how variations in scene content are encoded and remembered, but
with hope to provide insight for researchers examining situations where spatial
processing may not be intact.
One example of a disease where spatial processing can become impaired is
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Prior evidence examining the role of genetic risk factors
in the development of AD have shown that scene encoding is affected in young
adults (Salvato, Patai, McCloud & Nobre, 2016; Shine, Hodgetts, Postans, Lawrence
& Graham, 2015). These striking findings highlight the importance of spatial
cognition research in determining the networks and structures that are involved in
these processes. By understanding how these regions encode spatial and non-spatial
information, we will be able to extend our models to these young individuals to
determine how they encode these types of information and whether deficits at a
younger age can predict risk of the development of AD.
A more practical application for spatial cognition research is that of
driverless cars. Humans are able to effortless encode a magnitude of visual
information from their environment, including both spatial properties and the types
of entities. However, when developing technology these cognitive processes
including identification and recognition of various elements have to be built in. This
level of computation and cognition for machines can be based upon models derived
from human cognition. Therefore, it is critical to extend and disseminate the
findings from visual attention and visual spatial cognition to these wider applied
models of computational learning in machines.

7.6.

Final comments
The body of research presented in the current thesis adopted a mix of
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behavioural and fMRI approaches, to advance our knowledge of object-in-scene
representations during encoding and memory. The reason behind investigating this
particular line of research was to examine how humans encode spatial and nonspatial properties of objects within scenes, and how variations in the type of scene
content influences memory for the extent of space. Our findings provide insight into
how scene content variations influence building of coherent spatial representations
of the world (cognitive map, Tolman, 1948), and how this may be altered by the
presence of social elements within our environment. In addition, we highlight the
importance of methodological considerations for RS in a paired-stimulus design.
With careful development of these experiments and consideration for the
limitations associated with these methods, we will be able to advance this body of
work to infer more about the mechanisms driving scene processing with a focus to
determine how organisms encode and remember both spatial and non-spatial
information within their local visual environment. The behavioural findings provide
novel insight for both spatial cognition and social perception work. By developing
these ideas and exploring further how different scene elements influence visual
scene processing, we will be better able to understand the mechanisms that support
spatial cognition, and how this is implemented in both health and disease.
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Appendix A

A

B

Example of a HRF (A) that did pass quality control, and a HRF (B) that did not. Runs which
were deemed not to be of satisfactory quality were removed from the analysis for that
particular ROI. Note that the graph includes data collapsed across conditions to ensure that
it was not possible to infer which conditions were driving effects observed.
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Appendix B
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Example of a ‘base’ image for each scene family (n=19) used for both the fMRI
experiments.
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